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LAW OFFICES

RUCKELSHAUS, BEVERIDGE & FAIRBANKS

WILLIAM D. RUCKELSHAUS ONE FARRAGUT SQUARE SOUTH
ALBERT J BEVERIDGEl WASHINGTON, D. C. 2 06 TELEPHONE

RICHRD M FARBANS,=(202) 393-3320
GARY H. BAISE

CABLE ADDRESS
CARL EARDLEY NLW

OFCOUNSEL December 9, 1974 1

Mr. Robert McNamara, President
World Bank
1818 H. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. McNamara:

You are aware of the work that I have been doing, with
the assistance of Bob Sansom, to examine the feasibility of

establishing an International Environmental Trust Fund. We
have completed a draft report. This report will be considered
along with my final recommendations by the Board of Directors
of the German Marshall Fund at an end-of-January meeting.

I am requesting your comments on the report. It would
be extremely helpful before the report is finalized and before
I make my final recommendations to have the benefit of your
candid views on the issues addressed in the attached document.

I would like to receive all comments a month from to-
day, or by January 6, 1975.

We will continue to keep you informed of the status
of the assessment, and make available to you as soon as possi-
ble the final report.

Your assistance on this important issue is greatly ap-
preciated.

Sincerely yours,

William . Ruckelshaus

Attachment
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTT07-~TDEDLOPTENT

INTERINATIONAL DEIELOPENT ASSOCIATIONi

NAIROBI

To: Mr. J.A. Lee November 8, 1974

Through: Mr. T.C. Creyke

From: J.F.A. Russell

Subject: Criticism of Bank at IUCN/UNTEP Serengeti
Conference - October 1974

. I note your concern at the criticism made of the Bank at the

IUCIT Conference, and now supply further details. The criticisms were

not made during the proceedings of the Conference itself, but generally

were voiced during the course of introduction to various people, which
of course supports the view that some ardent conservationists present
associate the Bank's name with not being sufficiently environmentally
conscious.

2. For instance, Mr. Mence of IUCN on hearing I was from the Bank
imediately said in a bantering tone "Oh, and what' s the latest thing you
have buggered up?" Mr. Lamprey, IUCIT consultant, said he was glad I had

come, especially as the Bank did not have a good record on conservation,
particularly with regard to certain forestry projects. He had attended
a meeting two weeks previously at which the Kenya Forestry Project was
under discussion. (Incidentally RA would like to receive a cop of

Ljungman's minute on this meeting, and the Consultant Report). Mr.
Robinson McIlvaine of the~American Wildlife Leadership Foundation

(formerly US Ambassador to Kenya) was critical from a different angle
involving our supporting a new Wildlife Institute in Kenya to compete

with the Regional one at Mweila in Tanzania: however, he was satisfied
when I explained the proposed Institute (in the Kenya Wildlife and

Tourism Project) was to be complementary to M1eika, and would rot run
Park Warden training courses as long as- Iweika cou]d fulfil Kenya' s
needs.

3. Mr. Bryceson (Tanzania National Parks) and Mr. Olindo (Kenya
National Parks) wore concerned that the Bank' s involvement in Wildlife

and Tourism Projects stressed the economic and tourism aspects far too

strongly to the detriment of Park environments, but were much happier
when I explained our policy in this regard in more detail.

4. The only person, who voiced detailed criticism to me was Mr.

Curry-li adahl, and he is concerned that many Bank, ultinational and
bilateral projects are being implemented that are gravely disturbing
the environment. As he promised to give me a copy of a paper, he had
written on a-tour to Somalia, I took the opportunity of calling on him

this morning to find out exactly what action he is taki.ng.
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5. He again told me that he is compiling a list of Bank projects
that he wishes to investigate further. He states he has received
several complaints from non-Bank sources abovt some of our projects,
and is intending to prepare a paper for submission to Mr. Strong to take
up with Mr. McNamara. Mr. Strong lanows nothing about this yet, but he
is doing this on his personal initiative with the agreemcnt of some of
his colleagues, who have received adverse comment on some of our projects.
At present he has eight on his list, of whichI gather most are forestry.
He appears to be against replacing any indigenous montane forest with
planted species like pine or eucalyptus. He talked rith our two Swedish
environmental consultants on the Kenya Forestry Project recently, and says
they were disturbed by the general approach to conservation by Kenyan
foresters, and had reservations about some aspects of the Kenya Project.

6. He cited another project in Mauritius, where our Rural Develop-
ment Project is replacing the remaining montane vegetation with exotic
trees, but stated he had asked 1r. Ridley of the Smithsonian to take the
matter up with Mr. MclNamara. He had met Mr. Ridley in Geneva last week,
and been told that on Mr. Ridley's intervention some aspects of this
project were being amended by the Bank.

7. Mr. Lindahl said that he would be pleased to have access to our
project documents en projects about which he hL he-rd criticism, as he
realised he cannot base his arguments on nearsay without knowing the full
facts. However, he will be away in Mexico and Europe from late November
till December 12th, and will not be able even to start on his proposed
paper for Mr. Strong till then. I stated that the Bank would be happy at
any time to hear of criticisms of our projects, and discuss them straight
away, so that we could investigate all sides of any issue -- that you in
the Washington office would like to know of any such criticism of any
projects, and we here in RLTA would always be willing to discuss projects
in our area.

8. He said he would be in touch with us in RTEA again in December,
and I expressed our desire to always have specific details of any criticism.
He implied that he wras not keen that I should inform you of his activities

-at this stage, as they are not yet official, and had not been discussed by
senior management in UNEP.

9. You will appreciate that in view of receiving some criticism
from various people at the Conference on first meeting them, I took the
opportunity to explain to the Conference at the opening session our
policies and specific checklists with regard to environmental matters.
This explanation was well received, and in fact I received no more
criticism of Bank activity during the rest of the Conference.

cc: Mr. Dewar
Mr. Hornstein
Mr. Walton/Walden
Mr. Tolbert

JIARussell: og



For consideration on
November 12, 1974

R74-215

FROM: The Deputy Secretary October 25, 1974

ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF BANK OPERATIONS

There is attached a paper entitled "Report on Environmental Apects

of Bank Operations" (Report No. 555).

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Senior Vice President, Operations
Executive Vice President and Vice President, IFC
President's Council
Directors and Department Heads, Bank and IFC
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Cable No.: HAVE BEEN APPROACHED FOR ASSISTANCE IN ESTABLISHING APPROPRIATE ENVIRONMENTAL

STANDARDS, PRESENTLY NON EXISTENT, FOR LARGE NUMBER INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS AT

CIUDAD GUYANA, VENEZUELA. BEFORE ANSWERING EYE WISH TO KNOW IF UNEP HAS,

PREVIOUS SIMILAR EXPERIENCE AND IS INTERESTED AND PREPARED TO HELP VENEZUELA

IN THIS FIELD.

UNIDO VIENNA HAS EXPRESSED INTEREST AND WILL WRITE US CONCERNING DETAILS.

YOUR ANSWER URGENT AS PREPARATION UNDERWAY FOR ORDERING MAJOR EQUIPMENT FOR

SEVERAL PLANTS, REGARDS

JALEE
INTBAFRAD

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

AUTHORIZED 3y: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME James A. Lee

DEPT Proj ectd6Sff S-Environmental Affa rs
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ull Report Recommendation

Information Signature

initial Send On

Remarks

Anders Ljungh

From



October 9, 1971

Mr. Rlobert McNamara, personally

Sir,

enclosed will you find two papers, that give the biological background

for the present climatic change and the global food crisis resulting

thereof.

We have a global drought, it is to say a global drop of the latent

heat; in some areas of the world, in Canada and Siberia we even have

a drop of the average temperature with about one degree Celsius (tihe

climate conference, cited under the name of Bryson).

According to my theory will this development go on. Let me cite

some botanic evidences

Sumatra: According to ')r. Peter Ashton, whom I met last year at the

Aberdeen University, there have occurred wood fires on Sumatra for the

first time in recorded history. Some of the rubber plantations in

Indochina are drying out.

Siberia: According to Prof. .T. Andreev from the University of

Jakutsk, Siberia, are large areas of the taiga stricken by drought.

Prof. Andreev, who visited our institute (Vdxtbiologiska Institutionen,

Uppsala ITniversitetl, showed us air photographs from a lake, that

had lowered the level with some 8 meters, remnants from the littoral

vegetation showed clearly, that the process had gone on for severeal

years. Targe mire areas in central Siberia are completely dry, the

surface of these mires is broken up like after a saturation bombardement.

When I asked Prof. Andreev, wether these mire areas will burn (they will,

according to my theory), he became a bit nervous. Ile told me, that

the orographic precipitation in the eastern part of Siberia is increasing

a bit (T have described even that in my 1973 paper - the rain clouds are

colder now and release the water at the first orographic hinder at the

edges of the continents.

Canada: "rof. Larry Bliss from the University of Edmonton told me, that

the average temperature in Canada indeed has been lowered with about one

degree Celsius.



Sahel countries: The drought is going according to the newspapers, an

offical from the SIDA told me, that millions have died in these countries.

rogL2e: There Las been a serious drought in Sweden, that would have

caused a lower harvest, if swedish farmers would not have modern equipment,

so that they were able 'to cultivate the land several times. Winter wheat

has given good results, since this type of wheat not succuinbs easily

to dry and cold spring conditions. Britain's production of sugar beets

has been lowered with nore than 30 '. "yen the sugar production of the

'uropean Community is lower this year, but, there are large amounts of

sugar on stock from previous years.

Conclusions: The present climatic change seems not to he of the

short cycle sort. The present development in direction to a dryer

condition and lateron into a condition of lower sensible heat might go

on. My theory might gives the basic biologic model that we need to

manage these conditions (e.g. by the cultivation of deserts).

Request: your bank is engaged in certain ecologic research, for example

to avoid faulty planning of water reservoirs (that under tropic conditions

often tend to be filled by silt). no you think, that it is possible

to include research according to my theory into the ecologic activities

of your bank"

Remarks:I have written both to the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture and to

the U.S. President, neither of them has answered my letters.

Yours faithfully,

Rubert Siemerling, "Y'T

ciekelvsguen 15 nb
19164 Johanneshov

Sweden

2 Enclosures
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THE NExATIVE GIREENI OUSE EFFECT AND CLIMATIC CHANGE

Rubert Siemerling

Seminar held at the Viixtbiologiska Institutionen, Uppsala Universitet

March 29, 1974

Summary

The growing carbon dioxide content of the atmosphere is
increasing the acidity of the ocean water, freeing plant
nutrients, that supply a denser phytoplankton population,
resulting into a higher albedo value of the oceans. The
paper discusses the general scope of the negative green-
house effect with respect to different response mechanisms
of the oceans, indicating some of the measurements that
must be undertaken in the future.

The carbon dioxide of the air enters the surface water

of the oceans by diffusion but even by active mixing. The

acidity of the water is thus increasing, so that sediments

and sedimenting particles, containing calcium and other

plant nutrients, are dissolved. The increase of plant nutrients

leads to an increased albedo of the ocean surface, since

the phytoplankton po lations are becoming denser. This

results into an accumulated heat loss of the ocean water

and the atmosphere (Siemerling 1973).
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Fig. I Colour (albedo), salinity and yearly average
air pressure over the Atlantic Ocean after Schott
(1926). The central parts of three diagrams have
been superimposed. The unbroken lines are delimiting
two areas with unmeasurable colour (0.0 cO according
to the Forel scale, representing the albedo mini-
mum), the dashed lines are surrounding two areas
with a salinity of more than 37.0 promille, the
dotted lines mark two areas with a higher yearly
average air pressure than 765 mm- Hg.

Older measurements of the water colour according to the

Forel scale, of the salinity and the average annual air

prcssure show, that there isa strong correlation between

these three factors. The salinity and the air pressure are

highest where the water has the lowest albedo. Fig. I shows

parts of three diagrams after Schott (1926), showing the

albedo minimum and the maximum of salinity and air pressure

ov'er the Atlantic Ocean.
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The temperature development on Iceland (Bryson 1973, 1974),

Fig. 2, shows a decrease of the average temperature since

the year 1400. The eruption of carbon dioxide caused by mans

burning of fossil fuel and extensive agricultural methods

resulted into a cover of carbon dioxide in the air, giving

both a global and a local temperature increase. The sudden

drop of temperature with roughly 1.3 degrees Celsius during

ten years corresponds to the results of Starr (1973), who

found that the average temperature of the air masses up

to a level of 20 km altitude had declined with 0.6 degrees

Celsius during five years.

The temperature diagram from Iceland suggests, that there

is a response time for the development of the negative

greenhouse effect of 10-100 years. It is to say, as soon

as the potential of the carbon dioxide in the air has been

turned into an available amount of plant nutrients, may

the temperature loss from the negative greenhouse effect

overcome the heat gain from the positive effect, at least

locally.

Remarkable is, that Starr (1973) even found a decrease

of the average humidity in the northern hemisphere. Some

areas show a higher humidity, like Palestine and the northern

part of the Sahara. It is to say, the humidity distribution

resembles that of postglacial time (Wilson, 1971).

Considering the nature and the response time of the

response mechanisms one finds threedifferent response

mechanisms based on the negative greenhouse effect and

a fourth, that is caused by the temperature decline, but

that basically concerns the ocean circulation.

The first response mechanism may be discussed with

respect to the diagram from Wattenberg (1936), Fig. 3,

showing a typical pH profile from the Atlantic Ocean.

If the sun light is intense, may the plH value be pushed to

pH 8 and higher values, Ruttner (1962) describes experiments

with water plants that can push the pH value to pH 11.
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Fig. 2. Mean annual temperature in Iceland over the past Millenium (after Bergthorsson). The dashedline indicates the rate of temperature decline during the 1961-1971 period, the dotted line showsthe variation of the Northern Hemisphere mean temperature plotted to the same scale. Sourcet Bryson 1973.
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Fig. 3. Carbon dioxide pressure,
temperature and pH value of a
typical profile in the Atlantic
Ocean after Wattenberg (1936).

It is to say, there may occur a certain lack of carbon

in the water, since the algae are eaten by plant predators,

carbon falling in the form of pellets to deeper levels

(Chester, 1972). This means, that the albedo of the surface

water is decreasing, so that heat is being taken up and

that a certain turbulence is created both in the water and

in the air, with the consequence, that nutrients are

brought back to the surface, while the turbulent surface

water may take up larger amounts of carbon dioxide by

diffusion and active mixing; tiny calcium and other

nutrients containing structures like the remnanta of the

Coccolithophoridae are thus dissolved before sedimenting.

The response time for this oscillation around an increasing

albedo value is -to be measured in days or weeks.

The second respon se mechanism is represented by the

communication of the upper layer of the oceans with the

nutrient deposits 6f the shallow sediments. Eriksson (1962)

computes the renewal rate for the water of this upper

layer with 1.6 years.

The third response mechanism concerns the communication

of the surface water with the deep sediments. Different models

are discussed by Eriksson (1962), Skopintsev (1972) and others,
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the response time seems to be something between 500 and 1.500

years.

The fourth response mechanism concerns the communication

of the surface water with the water in the deep basins as

it is caused by the decline of temperature (Keeling 1973,

private communication), this inechanism is especially im-

portant in the highly stratified (Sverdrup, 1942) Pacific

Ocean. The water is cooled better and falling quicker in

the northern regions, there is more cold water upwelling

in the equatorial regions (Flohn, 1972), more plant

nutrients become available in the surface layers.

Conclusions

The composition of the atmosphere has been established

in the precambrian time, during this time must even the

ability for thermostasis have been developed by the primitive

phytoplankton societies. The discussed papers indicate, that

the oceans at present react by the means of four different

response mechanisms with different response times, three of

them belonging to the category of the negative greenhouse

effect.

Discussion

According to Manabe and Wetherald (1967) should a global

albedo change of 0.1 % give a global temperature change of

0.12 degrees Celsius (Flohn 1973, private communication),

however, this result is based on the assumption of a fixed

level of humidity; since we now know, that the temperature

and the humidity are falling together, should the temperature

change be larger.

The most important problem is the exact measurement of the

ocean albedo with an accuracy of + 0.05 4. Another problem is

the conversion of the old colour measurements according to the

Forel scale into albedo values, so that comparisons with present

albedo values become possible.
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August 31, 1974

Malcolm Pirnie Inc.
2 Corporate Park Drive
White Plains, iNew York 10602

Gentlemen:

Dr. Nelson L. Nemerow, Professor of Civil Engineering of Syracuse
University, at Syracuse, New York, has kindly furnished us the name of
your firm as a point of contact for obtaining cost information on indus-
trial pollution control equipment.

We are, in particular, interested in obtaining the capital cost and
operation ox. enditures on different categories of industries that would
allow a cog arison between them to assess the relative burden of pollution
control as exp erienced until now by different industries of the deve o: .ed
world.

Our interest spans the entire field of industry, but especiaily the
pulp and paer, petrochemical, iron and steel , fertilizer pants, and
textile industries.

4e would be grateful for any ifrmation you might furnish for our
guidance and we look forward to hearing, from you.

Sincerely,

Ragnar ' verb
O ffice of Enwironment a ffairs

R/WL



August 21, 1974

Hazen d Sawyer
360 Lexington Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10017

Gentlemen

Dr. Nelson L. Nemerow, Professor of Civil Engineering of Syracuse
University, at Syracuse, New York, has kindly furnished us the name of
your firm as n point of contact for obtaining cost information on indus-
trial ollution control equipment.

We are, in partioular, interested in obtaining the capital cost and
olerational ex, enditures on different categories of industries thqt would
allow a comparison between them to assess the relative burden of ,ollution
control as experienced until now by different industries of the deve'loped
world.

Our interest spans the entire field of industry, but especially the
pulp and paper, petrochemical, iron and steel, fertilizer Lants, and
textile industries.

We would be grateful for any information you might furnish for our
guidance and we look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Ragnar Overby
Office of Environmental Affairs



August 31, 1974

0 'Brien & Gere Engineers
Syracuse,
New York 13201

Gentlemen:

Dr. Nelson L. Pemerow, rofessor of Civil Engineering of Syracuse
University, at Syracuse, New York, has kindly furnished us the name of
your firm as a point of contact for obtaining cost information on indus-
trial pollution control equipment.

We are, in particular, interested in obtaining the capital cost and
operational oxpenditures on different categories of industries that would
allow a comparison between them to assess the relative burden of p)ollution
control as experienced until now by different industries of the developed
world.

Our interest spans the entire field of industry, but especially the
pulp and paper, petrochemical, iron and steel, fertilizer plants, and
textile industries.

We would be grateful for any information you might furnish for our
guidance and we look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Ragnar Overby
Office of Environmental Affairs

I'G/w



August 01, 1974

etcsa nd d oineers
Slatter d il
Bostoni, <assachuetta 9 6

Gentlemen:

Dr. Nelson , hemerow, rrofessor of Civil Enineerin; of Syracuse
University, at Syracuse, -w Iork, has kidly furnished us the name of
your firm as n joint of con et for obtainin cost infonmtion on indus-
trial :ollution control equip e t.

We qre, in ,rticuL r, interested in obt n the c it cost n
o.erationl ex enditores onddifferent categories of industries that wouid
ailow a cor <rison between te to asess the re- tive burden of 0llution

control as ex: erienced ti: now by different industrie o the deve'o d
world.

Our interest sans the entire field of indstry, but esecia, the
iup and < a er, petrochemical, iron and tee h, fertt izer I a ent s, wi

textile industries

e oIld be gr:tef for yinfo tion you might furnish forour
guidance and we look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

iagnar 'verty
Office of -vironenta Affaira

A/



August 21, 197

Quirk, Lawler, and ;Matusky Engineers
415 Route 33
Tap, an, new ork 1093

Gentlemien:

Dr AJelson L. Neisrow, 'rofessor of Civil Eineering of Syracuse
University, at 3yrncuse, New ork, has kindly farrnshed us the name of
your fir as a oint of contact for obtaining cost information on indus-
trial pollution control equi ent.

-e are, in , rticular, interested in obtaining the cac tal cost and
operationw exenditures on different categories of industries that would
allow a comkarlson between ten to asess the relative burden of pollution
control as er erienced until now by different industries of the develo ed
world.

Our interest s ans the entire field of industrj, but eslecially the
pul, and piper, Tetrocheiienl, iron and steel, ferti zer lants, and
textile industries.

We would be grateful for any information you might furnish for our
guidance and we look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,

Ragnar Overby
Office of Environiental Affairs

Ro/wg



August 15, 1974

Mr. ierbert 1'. Lund
Editor-in-Ch-ief
Industrial Pollution Control

iiandbook
One Oelling.ton Drive
Stamford, Connecticut "6903

Dear M1r. Lund:

On ouday, Auglust 12, I called and learned that you
vere on vacation. The purpose of my call was to clear up a few
questions regarding our input to the next edition of the Iudus-
trial Pollution Control handbook, and to hear your views in tatc
regaru. As you can see we have produced a rather long chapter
thereby allowing you to make some editing of your own while still
having the budgeted 30 double-spaced pagas left, thereafter. Tie
total chapter as forwarded consists, essentially, of three parts.

1. The Bank Group as an economic development
institUtion.

2. Excerpts dealing with industrial projects
from the ank. Group's Environmental hand-
book.

3. And, five case summaries followed by some
appropriate concluding remarks.

You may want to .make cuts from aither section,
althouga Part 1 does not alter as easily as the others. Part 2
may, in fact, be omitted altogether and substituted by a ref-
erence or a sentence explaining its existence among other mater-
ial as presented in the full set of guidelines. Furthermore,
you may wish to include only two or three case studies, rather
than five. At any rate, should you choose to adopt any of
these suggestions or make other changes, we would urge you to
allow us a look at the final version prior to its being inclu-
dud for publication.

An enlarged version of our handbook, Lavironmental,
1ata human Ecolgi Considerations in Economic Develop-
Projacta, has just come off the press and a copy of it, in



Slish,* is enclosed. it will soon be published in French and
Spanish as well, but not until we have improved the text arrange-
iat on pages where aeaded. It will also be iven text on tha

spine and have "The World Bank* added on the front page.

Both ir. Lee and I send you our best regards, and our
hopes for a succesaful publication.

Yours sincerely,

Ragniar Overby
Office of luivirow-nmental Affairs

Eclosures

RO/fb



Mr. Lee, Office of V.P.- Projects July 8, 1974

Shirley Boskey, IPL 5

Environment Paper

Attached is an edited text of your environment paper. As you will
see, it has been shortened considerably. it was originally about 60
single-spaced pages and it is now about that number double-spaced. I
understood from Mr. van der Tak that shortening was to be one of the
objectives of the editing and, as I know you are aware, there was rather
a lot of repetition in the original. Elimination of some of the dupli-
cation accounts for some of the reduction in length. That will probably
not disturb you as much as the fact that I also took out some of the more
vivid writing. What is left is pretty much bare bones, and no doubt you
will want to do some padding. One place which certainly needs elabora-
tion is the costing section; I know you have been working on that and in-
tend to substitute a fuller discussion.

I have not tampered with the basic outline of the paper, but I have
shifted some sections or combined parts of the discussion with others.
To make it easier for you to find your way and to see where the changes
come, I attach a commentary which explains what I have done, calls atten-
tion to some spots where I am not confident that I have correctly under-
stood the original and may therefore have done violence to your inten-
tion, and indicates some few points which I have not understood at all
or which I think need clarification.

I have some general comments on the paper. Would you agree that
it could well be more sharply focussed on the Bank's activities? There
is, for example, considerable discussion of national environment poli-
cies ... the respective merits of subsidies, charges, standards, etc.
but the connection with Bank operations is not shown. Moreover, there
is almost no critique of our own activities and approach, although we
claim some credit for having influenced other international agencies.
Haven't we done anything wrong? Are we satisfied with the approach we
have taken? Would we have done something more, or something different,
if governments had been more receptive?

I have eliminated the "summary and conclusions" section which was
in the original because, as my commentary explains, that section followed
by just a few pages the section which it summarized. However, I think
it would be well to start the paper with not precisely a summary and
conclusions,but an indication of what the reader will find. The fact is
that you are not proposing any change in policy, and even the "additional
suggested steps" are hardly radical. Should you not tell the reader at
the outset that nothing startling is proposed?
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I also dropped the "Note" which appears on your next-to-last page,
which deals with the environment/energy relationship. I think this
point is important and I did not mean that it should be omitted entirely.
Rather, I think whatever you want to say about that relationship ought
to be said at the very beginning, not the end, of the paper. It would
be appropriate to include that in the kind of preview I have suggested
in the preceding paragraph.

Finally, I wonder if you want to, or can, say anything more speci-
fic about the kinds of projects, or the number, your Office expects to
be involved in in the next few years. Would it be feasible to take the
sector composition of lending as forecast in the Five-Year Program
paper and indicate what it implies for environmental activity in the
Bank?

I have, of course, tried not to change the meaning in the process
of editing, but I may well have done so without meaning to. Please ask
me about anything which puzzles you, changes, omissions, etc., and I'll
try to explain why I did what I did.

I am sending a copy of this note and the attachments to Mr. van der
Tak, at his request.

SEB:tsb
cc: Mr. van der Tak, Office V.P. - Projects



June 21, 1974

President
Tue Internatlnaal Council for
Bird Preservation
Sithsoaian Institut ion

Washington D.C. 20MO

D)ear Jillon:

Thank you for your letter of June 3 concerning the iplica-

tions for bird life arising out of the Eural Develoment Project in
4auritius.

As you know, I itare your concern about such issues and I am

grateful to you fur having, brought it to :y attention. Our policy in

the Rank Group with ragard to the financing of projects which may
seriousl.y affect ecological systeas is to identify, prevent, or miuimize

tae perceived damages; and, also, to educate the appropriate officials

as to possible future environaental implications of the ,roject.

Wita reference to the specific points raised in your letter,

I should like to a ike the following obsarvatione:

1. The project, as currently defined, includes only a
small fraction of what we assuaa you to mean by the
term -dwarf foreat". 4ost of the project area ear-
marked for afforestation is second growth forest;
that is, bare laud around Port Louis watch nad pre-
viously been cleared for tea cultivation but later
abandoned.

2. The project does not include any area Scheduled for
inclusion in thae lack River Gorge Niational Park.

3. Of the plantable area, which covers a total of about

13,00u acres and of wLich just 3,-) acres are in

private hands, only 4,000 acres are to be planted
under the project. Aside from that, nature reserves

of approximately 4,500 acres have already been estab-
lished in the upland region and there are 21,000 acres
of unexploited ountainous land, including mountain
reserves and land earmarked for national parks.
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4. The Bank mission which appraised the project held
extensive and detailed discussions with the
Conservator of Forests on potential environmental
issues. They also had the benefit of the advice
of Sir Peter Scott, who was at the time working on
a study of conservation in Mauritius. At no time
did either party raise the issues referred to in
your letter.

The Bank Group is, however, acutely conscious of its role in
conserving endangered natural resources. If, therefore, it can be estab-
lished that individual bird species, whose existence is contingent upon
the specific habitat provided by the upland dwarf forest, would be im-
perilled or eliminated by the plantations, then the program can and should
be realigned to exclude those areas. At the same time, the Bank is also
aware of its responsibility to alleviate rural poverty by the provision
of productive employment in areas of greatest need.

This is clearly an issue which will be taken up with the
Government of Mauritius. Indeed, the points raised in your letter have
already been brought to the attention of a high-level Mauritian delega-
tion that visited 'Washington about ten days ago and they have assured us
the Government will look into them.

I can assure you that we shall follow this up as a matter of
urgency. Following such investigations, should any uncertainty remain,
we would suggest the retention of an ornithological expert of international
reputation to provide professional and impartial assistance to both the
Government and ourselves.

With kind personal regards,

Sincerely,

rmr

Robert S. McNamara

cc: Messrs. G. Darnell
T.J. Davis
G.R. Henderson
J.A. Lee
C.L. Ljunghinan
J-D. Roulet

CLLjunghman/ACEHilton/JALee:on
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FROM: The Secretary June 11, 1974

IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE

Attached for information is a copy of a Statement issued by the

International Federation of Institutes for Advanced Study in Stockholm,

entitled "Statement of IFIAS Workshop on the Impact of Climate Change

on the Quality and Character of Human Life".

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
Senior Vice President, Operations
Executive Vice President and Vice President, IFC

President's Council
Directors and Department Heads, Bank and IFC



I F I A S THE INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF INSTITUTES FOR ADVANCED STUDY

The Nobel House, Sturegatan 14, Box 5344, S-102 46 Stockholm, Sweden

3 June 1974

STATEMENT OF IFIAS WORKSHOP
ON THE IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON THE

QUALITY AND CHARACTER OF HUMAN LIFE

Adopted at Bonn, F.R.G.,
10 May 1974

SUMMARY

A particular world climatic pattern, generally thought of as normal,

has prevailed during the lives of most people now on the earth. During

this time the population of the world has more than doubled; the resource

demands of affluence have increased; the easily arable land has been occupi-

ed; and the barriers to migration have increased.

The studies of many scholars of climatic change attest that a new

climatic pattern is now emerging. There is a growing consensus that the

change will persist for several decades, and that the current food-

production systems of man cannot easily adjust. It is also expected that

the climate will become more variable than in recent decades.

We believe that this climatic change poses a threat to the people of

the world. The direction of the climatic change indicates major crop

failures almost certainly within the decade. This, coinciding with a period

of almost non-existent grain reserves, can be ignored only at the risk of

great suffering and mass starvation.

We urge the nations, individually and collectively, to plan and act

to establish the technical, social, and political means to meet this

challenge to peace and well-being. We feel that the need is great and

the time short.

TEXT OF FULL STATEMENT

Signs of the onset of a new climate are many. Most important, perhaps,

has been the steady cooling of average surface temperatures during the past

30 years. The total magnitude seems small -- a drop of only about 0.3
0 C in
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the earth's annual average since the 1940's. Even that slight cooling,
however has :rimmed about a week or ten days from the growing season 1n
middle latitudes where most food is grown. More serious, a cooler cl.inate,
for complicaced technical reasons, means a more variable climate. Extremes
of coal and hot, wet and dry weather become more likely. We have already
seen a patte:-n of extremes developing since about 1960, marked, for instance,
in the current, tragically prolonged drought in the Sahel region of Africa;
in the repea':ed droughts in India unprecedented in their frequency and impact
in this century; in the hot, dry summer of 1972 in the Soviet wheat fields;
in the "unusual" spells of weather including droughts and floods, both of
which were suffered for instance in parts of Africa, Australia, and Latin
America.

Such deviations or "anomalies" will recur. At this moment the world
is unprepared to cope with them. Grain reserves which used to be abundant
in some regions are no longer sufficient to serve as insurance against dis-
aster and by some estimates have dropped to such low levels that they can
suffice to supply the world needs for less than one month at present consumption
rates. At the same time wasteful and excessive consumption by the affluent,
along with increasing numbers of mouths to feed, strains the capacity of
farmers to deliver enough food even from the best of harvests. It becomes
ever more difficult, expensive and risky to open up new arable land, and at
least as difficult to limit the use of marginal lands highly vulnerable to
erosion and worsening of climate.

In shorc, the current food-production system now has little flexibility
with which to meet emergencies. What we have hitherto regarded as occasional
emergencies, moreover, can no longer rationally be so regarded.

The facts of present climate change are such that the most optimistic
experts would assign near certainty to major crop failures within a decade.
If national and international policies do not take these near certain failures
into account, they will result in mass deaths by starvation and probably in
anarchy and violence that could exact a still more terrible toll. It would
be irresponsible in those circumstances to continue passively in our present
condition of helplessness: without food reserves or alternative technologies
to produce food and without adequate means to redistribute food from the more
favored nations or more favored groups within nations to the less favored in
time of urgent need.

The most obvious and immediately practicable steps to reduce that help-
lessness are to encourage the production and storage of food in exces. of
current consumption. This should be the policy not only of the breadbasket
nations but so far as possible of those most vulnerable themselves to climatic
catastrophes. At best even modest reserves will need some years of grace in
good growing weather to accumulate. For the longer run (remembering that what
we face is not a temporary aberration in a normally benign climate but a new
norm) there must be intensified research into the causes of climatic change



and intensifie r ac on new. sources of food (from conversion of cellulose
or marine aring, foir in stance).

or au least nl urgent, ethical problems loom in perhaps un-
avoidable decDions to allocate food supplies that are grossly inadequate to

keep everyone alive. Age-old problems of social justice inherent in the current
distribution of wealth among economic: classes will at the very least be sharpen-
ed. ThEse furthermore may now have practical as well as ethical significance;

one way to find reserves could be to eliminate wasteful and physiologically
excessive cor nmption among the affluent of the world; another might be to

improve food-handling processes to plug the holes through which so much grain
now goes to wste; finally further reform is still needed in the land-holding

systems of some of the poorest countries that too often have discouraged farmers

from increasing production.

In view of the importance of climate to all mankind, we urge the dedica-

tion of the climatic system to peaceful purposes. In recent years, there have

been efforts to try to develop techniques to change weather and climate condi-

tions. We need to take the necessary measures to ensure that such techniques,
if developed, are not used for hostile purposes. Moreover with the present

lack of flexibility any change of climate, natural or induced by man deliberately

or inadvertently, is very likely to involve stress and suffering in various

regions of the earth before the human economy becomes adjusted to the new

conditions.

In issuing this statement, we are aware of differences among experts

as to the cause-and-effect relationships of observed climatic facts, and

consequently as to the most likely prognoses. Professionally the differences are
important, but they do not -- and should not be allowed to -- obscure the larger

consensus that the observed changes are neither trival nor ephemeral. Extreme

variations in climate inevitably entail disasters where people are locked into

expectations that the Climate will not materially change. Moreover the facts
on which we have grounded this statement are only those which are generally

agreed.

We conclude by urging that while scientists continue to seek more perfect

understandtng leading, among other things, to an improved ability to predict

climate, those directly charged with making policy in national capitals and in
international organizations do not wait but begin to act now. Among research

needs we note that insufficient effort has so far been made to improve our

knowledge of the past record of climate by collaboration of meteorological,
archaeological and historical research, and further that transdisciplinary

research on the implications of climatic change needs to be encouraged. The

evidence is imperfect but nonetheless convincing that our new climate will

develop problems very soon that will dwarf most -- perhaps all -- others.
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Approved for distribution as Workshop Statement

by the IFIAS Exeuctive Committee at Moscow, USSR,

29 May 1974.

Please address any comments or queries to either

or both of the two following persons:

Dr. Sam Nilsson, Executive Secretary, IFIAS

(at address on letterhead)

Dr. Walter Orr Roberts, Climate Project Leader,
National Center for Atmospheric Research

P. 0. Box 3000, Boulder, Co, 80303, USA
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USA
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Also: c/o Max-Planck Institut
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Dr. Reid A. Bryson Institute for Environmental Studies

University of Wisconsin-Madison
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USA

Dr. Wayne L. Decker Department of Atomspheric Science

University of Missouri-Columbia
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USA

Prof. Herman Flohn Meteorologisches Institut der
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D-53 Bonn 1

FRG

Dr. Paul M. Fye Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
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USA
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UK
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Kyoto University
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Kyoto

Japan
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India
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Mr. lexander Stevenson May 6, 1974

Michael L. Hoffman

Here are some unranked and unweighted comments on your thoughts on

environmental development plans.

1. I don't think you need worry about UNEP being inhibited from acting
in the field of nonitoring and assisting countries with problem of proper

land use. There are at least a dozen elements in its program dealing with

aspects of the matter. If interested, Jim Lee car lend you their latest

collection of program proposals.

2. With all the other agencies coming at governments on environmental

and ecological matters, I shudder at the thought of the Bank also coming at

them on the same themes. You are perfectly right that the things that con-

cern you are, at least to the extent of 85 to 902, aerely the other side of

the population coin. But the Bank can't take on everything. It remains to

be seen wheth-r our "getting into the debate on population was a wise deci-

sion, although I think it was inevitable and, as Frank iKnig t used to say,
when sorething is really inevitable it is logically the s s saying it is

ideal. It certainly has not been an unequivocally positive factor as affect-

ing our capacity to help member countries in areas where we can help.

3. I think we ought to do our best to help UNE mobilize the system,

including us, in this area but not launch out on an initiative of our own.

For one thing, we really don't know anything about "land use" or land use
policies. (You haven't even got a land use policy in the State of Maryland

yet.) There are widely different views, for instance, among experts of dif-

ferent disciplines and even within disciplines about both the causes of
desertification, the possibilities of correcting or arresting the process

(whatever it is) and the ecological consequences of various farming and

husbandry practices under the circumstances. This is no place for the Bank

to wade in. If we did presume to advise an African government on "land use,
I would put the chances at 3 or 4 to 1 that as of today we would give them

bad advice.

4. You would be interested in what FAO is doing with earth satellite

data. John King and I are working on an arrangement with F to gear the

Bank into this powerful system. After a few years' experience using this

system, my guess is we will know a lot more about all these matters. Cer-

tainly we will move the time at which we can recognize a creeping disaster

(as in Lthiopia or the Sahel) several years forward, thus making remedial

measures (if we know what they are) much more feasible.

5. We are probably building more of an enviroae ntal dirension into

our agricultural and rural development project and sector work than you
realize. Perhaps you should get up to date on some of Jim Lee's activities.

By all means let's discuss further.

offman /pun
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December 5, 1973

Mr. J. Kumpf
Chief, Promotion of Environmental Health
World Health Organization
8 Scherfigsvej
DK-2100 Copenhagen
Denmark

Dear Mr. Kumpf:

This will acknowledge your letter of November 26 in which you refer to
projects directed at pollution control and inquire whether 13RD has criteria
developed in the form of questionnaires similar to those of water and sewer-
age which would be applicable to pollution control projects. The answor is
in the negative and I am doubtful that ve will prepare a questionnaire for
such projects since there is such a great range of differences between pro-
jects both within countries and between countries.

As an indication of the variety of projects which could b3 considered
by the Bank I mention the one in Finland which although nation-wide is direc-
ted specificz1ly at industries and industrial water pollution control.
There is the project in erejevo, Yugoolavia, currently under development
which would have only municipal coverage and relatos to wati'er, air and land
pollution control; and there is the one in Brazil for water polluion con-
trol at metropolitan level and directed at industrial and ionestic aquLd
wastes. As is characteristic of all rojects which the iank finances, we

ta9ken into account and ill be satisfactorily dealt with during tiho prcjct
life. These major criteria you will recall are the econoiic, organizational,
managerial, tochical, financial, and where appropiatLe the com-lercial I
is necessary to know where the particular project fit3 into the national plan
and how it will affect the economy, both nationally and locally. In this
respect the full justification for tho pro:ect needs to bc sot forth in a
form which ledd itself to evaluation. nxctly how this vill be done, if
it can be done at all, is difficult to de<eribe since it will vary fromi pro-
ject to project. In the case of Finland, -e are still in the process of
seeking a means0 to ostablish the economidc justification for the prcject and
I would venture that I: ill probably come down to a question of the least-
cost solution.

Assuming that the justification for the project can be established, the
other criteria ill not dpart far from th approacheo normally applied on
water and sorae projects. I believe that you may nave a copy of the sew-
erage questionnaire but in case this has not been provided to you, I am en-
closing a couple of extra copies.
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Probably the simplest way to approach any proposed project wiere there
are doubts as to the information and data needed, is to have the government
write to us to make known its interest in having us conasider the project.
At that time they could request information and guidance on how to prepare
the project. We would then advise the government on the courses of action
which it might wish to consider.

I hope the foregoing will be of aome help to you. Please accept r
best regards.

Very truly yours,

Harold R. Shipman
Water Supply Advisor

Public Utilities Department

Enclosures

HRS:lc



DFC Division Chiefs November 29, 1973

Douglas Gust

Envirormental Considerations in Sub-Project Apnraisal Reports

As promised, I attach a draft letter for you to send

to the DFCs in your region regarding the incorporation of a

specific section on environmental issues in their appraisal

reports of sub-projects. Please keep me informed on the

developments.

Attachments: Dra letter
Copy of Environmental Adviser's
comments on the letter

JC:gc



D R A F T
Chanmugam/Gustafson:gc

November 29, 1973

Dear Mr.

More than a year ago Mr. William Diamond wrote to you drawing

attention to the need for financial institutions such as ours and yours

to take into account in our appraisals, the environmental consequences of

the projects promoted or financed.

Since that time we have been carefully reviewing your assessment

and evaluations of the environmental aspects of the projects in the appraisal

reports that have been sent us and in the reports which our recent missions

have had the opportunity of reading.

Our judgment at this time is that there is very little written

evidence in these reports to indicate that environmental issues have

systematically been reviewed, particularly in those cases where there could

well be a significant environmental impact. It is of course possible that

such issues were in fact considered but not recorded in the appraisal reports.

In other cases there are quite obviously no issues.

I am sure you appreciate the particular concern and involvement

of the World Bank Group in ensuring the adoption of environment protection

practices appropriate to the individual circumstances in each of the projects

we help to tinance. We therefore propose that in future all appraisal re-

ports contain a section adequately covering the assessment of the environ-

mental aspects of the projects, the ecological, pollution and health con-

sequences and the specific measures adopted to deal with them. If on the

oth'er hand, there are no relevant environmental considerations, the project

appraisal report should contain a simple statement to that effect.

I would be grateful if you could let me know your reaction to

this proposal.

Yours sincerely,

Division Chief



Dr. J. Rlamon Nemr 27, 1973
Onchocerciasis Control Prograrne
World Health Organization
1211 Geneva 27
Switzerland

Dear Dr. Hamon:

Thark you for your telex of November 22, and I am very plccad
to learn tiMt you or soveone from your staff vill be prerent for th,

meeting of the Ecological Fanel on January 2 23 at our office in Paris.

You will recall our office is located at 66 Aveure dc'e.

I plan to begin Lin Meeting at 10:00 a.m. on January 22, and
we will adjourn as rly as ossible en a ths llown cy to allow You

and others to take ruLrn flights.

In a :e >:rate letter I Live requeutd vou to indly send a
copy of tih xGc Dort t"os u< er of the Ml I ill e s i
them' add.itil relatedci uatial.

I -look forwari to sceing you at cur ac"cing in January.

Dr, Jaws A Le
oirector

HfMOe of h:.viron ntal Affairs

cc: Messrs E.P. Wrxic
M:. Bazi

JAL:on



November 26, 1973

Dr. J. uavo
OnhocaeciSi Coatrol lllu 'ara

WIrld LAalh Ugauizals
1211 . a 27

Dar Dr. ka'on:

TIn preparatica fr the fortacomnig netng of the Ecological,

Piel to ti. tnchocerci -in oarol ir.or.: I would be nost Ar. L A a

if yoU oull tsd to ou a Mber A W:h Panel a copy Of the PAG ran it.

I an nending them copiS of the reports of the Stcering Co

MittMO in ordar that they can familiarize tuusw~vos with tAis material.

The nias and addreases of the Panel nambers are s followo.

.. Lavord Dr. R. Sith
na 23 HV aide Driv

WARI K*

Low York 10127

Assistant Mrector, Up VSetria

Ecolegcal lAventigat4in Prgrr1 .stin
UW OL : 1"40111A :in . rj5E; 121

:Ort Colius, Colorado 62521, U.S.A. S

prof. V.G.

Q -00%.Anw:rpen, 60elgium

Cordially,

OIL Wie of Ln::A, I Af Qair
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Hr. J.A. Lec, ivirornmental Advir, vP Hoeber 26, 1973

A.J. Carmich' e1 Ports Advisar, TEU)A

Ocean Won P r- i s to ich the chould p: attcrtio-n

At our meotinr; last week I undrtoo eo ve you a. cou1e of
paragraphs dcaling with the pollution aspo 'u- oii ect r o and shin
The follo:ing might suit the needs of" the Polluti and Transportation
section that you ara preparing.

Ports

Any marine constructio-In involves the rcmoval or disl.acement of
existing materials and the substitution of no-:,trials in thir plcTe.
The constructioi of our - iS, breaKhaters, et-c. frocuentyi involves thed--~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t 1 r-I 1 3
reoval of sting material3 in -tu d thoir relc t timbr,
stool, concre or other construction matrialn. -uch construction met
afie ct u t ar ine environment to a eater or lajser cie ree d ndingY on th
imedirxate and lorg-term effects the marne structurea h:en the . s
hydraulic reIt. It can be readily -. cn that a breakraer proecting io
the ,,a could cause erosion and accretion in its vicini., U. iilrly, the
dredging of 1.r , <u .- , of the sea-bed and its removal to a new area
could havo an a ue ... - at point of pick up a area of deposition.
The effect of nrie cons aruction on seoa vogotation, crustacea and f3h can
be do trimental.

The polluti.on from the orat ions of port is dso a oentinl
ia-ard bat ", ndIrn tee aoogy ports aoe t ing to m smaller in

phy.sical als~o and leas poDa0ing. or 1mpl, Cone0 contaie berh can

handile the throu h-pt of rve brea'k bul.k geneal c'r'o Larths andth
hlin of mi and other cohotis i i

22§[j 1W
facilitiCs, paricutl l usingO submrin plines ¾ L o have a sila

afec on the chanea of the envirnront conared to ongside handling,.
The' ua of -m1-2 nm-rs of 1lar-ar vocseli tmaa for oastor control.
The dischr re o ~niou~s substnc and the te'prature rie of cooling

vtoer Used i shoe facilitics mt tlways be closoly matched.

o n ships proc less oi polluion m cJ. fuel than rm the
coz inrning~ ye oale of t~or past. pi;ntation ef thec lat 1iM00 Conventican

oniPollution cf the I,> 1Y3 should cnsuru tinat al ve;aLels are "cloan" oth
in po't and on: ti .a L Sas.

oct Mr. Churchill

AJCGC:ilehcalta



Mr. Peter Clark, Cief, )velog t lanning Div. Deceber 29, 1972

Daniel P. Loucks

sack-to-(ffice Reort: ;ATO Advatncd Jtudy Thtltute on
>ySte aalysis for Luviron Ctal Pollution ontrol

.is intitute was held in 'aiersbronn-Tnbach, Cermaany,
from t cer 9 throupb h cceu er 16, 1972. At this neetin, speakers
an participants from various Western European countries and the U.S.

afscussed current researds and applicationi of quantitative rodels for defining
Sevaluatin alteraative environental pollution control policies.

V ila miost of the iscussion and interest was formied on water quality
mana eent, air, solid waste and even noise aona ement m-odels were dia-
cussed. Attached to this report is a copy of the list of speakers and
articipants as well as a l1at of the imiain topics discussed. Each of

tne speakers was requested to write a paper, and the total collection
of papers, some inches thick, were distributed to all who attended.
I have a copy of all these reports and will be pleased to loan then to
anyone interested. [ underestrated the demand for copies of `The Wiorld
Cavironment and the orld ank' anI have since sent additional copies
to those who requested them after the sipply I carried to the conference
was consumed.

uPLoucks:j p

CC: C. Weiss
J.L. Lee



Deceiber 14, 1972

Professor Olov Hedberg
Institute of Systematic Botany

of the University of Uppsala
Box 541, S-751 21
Uppsala, Sweden

Dear Professor Hedberg:

Thank you for forwarding to the Bank, through Mr. Wyatt, your
proposal to the Swedish -an in the Biosphere Coimittee for the pre-
paration of a detailed Fora of Ethiopia; and, a training program for
botanical taxonomists and ecologists specializing in Tropical Africa,
and concerned with the environmental implications of economic develop-
mient projects.

Your proposal has been discussed with Dr. Lee, our Environ-
mental Officer, and we are both agreed on its desirability. However,
we are unable to establish the priority which should be accorded the
Flora and/or training program by the Swed-ish MAB Comaittee.

Certainly, the points made by you with regard to ecological
post-audits of development schemres over a 5-25 year period are weil
taken. We support the idea of such follow-up studies by competent
authorities as a source of information for imporoving future develop.ment
activities. Obviously, such studies and investigations can only be
carried out on a substantial scale if sufficient indigenous experts
becomae available.

Yours truly,

Charles Morse, Chie f
Public Utilitios Projects Division
Eastern Africa Regional Office

CMorse:aca
cc: Mr. G. Wyatt

Dr. James A. Lee - with incoming letter & enclosure.



4r. sobert . aci ara December 1, 1972
Thru: .-ir. Burke Knapp

Warren C. Baum Warrzm C. Baum

The Role of the Bank Group in Solid Waste Projects

1. In your memorandum to the Executive Directors of February 28,
1972, you recommended that when it is proposed that the Bank consider a
project in a new sector, a sector paper 1il be prepared for Board con-
sideration.

2. The Governments of Indonesi- and Singapore have proposed pro-
jects to the Bank in the field of solid waste disposal and these have
been included in the lending program. As the Bank Group has not pre-
viously lent for any solid waste project, it was thought appropriate to
prepare a brief paper giving background information on tne nature and
extent of the problem of handling solid wastes in the developing world.
iRecommendations are given for Bank Group involvement in a limited number
of solid waste projects over the next few years. The paper, prepared
by the Public Utilities Department, is attached for your review and
copies have bee . sent to the Regional Vice-Presidents .

3. The Singapore project would be the first to be appraised if
it is decided to proceed. A pre-appraisal mission is scheduled for
early February and it appears likely that appraisal would be possible
in early fall 1973. A decision is required as to whether the paper
should be circulated to the Executive Directors.

Attachment

HRS:lc

cc: Messrs. Alter, Bell, Benjenk, Cargill, Chaufournier, J. King, Rovani



THE ROLE OF THE BANK GROUP
IN SOLID A'IB PROJi3

Introducti on and Summary

The purpose of this paper is to describe briefly the nature and

extent of the solid waste problem in the urOan centers of the developing

world and to point out some of the needs for external assistance and the

issues for external lenders. The principal conclusion is that there is

a constructive role for the Bank to play in this field - to improve public

health and the human environment in major population centers; to reduce

the economic and fiscal burden of presently inadequate administrations,
techniques and charges for solid waste removal; and, to optimize employ-

ment in this very labor-intensive activity. Iother conclusion is that

if the Bank is to enter this field, it should be on a limited, experimental

basis at the beginning. For this reason and because the external capital
requirements are relatively small, solid wacte projects would not con-

stitute a major new vehicle for cap.ital t.ransfer to the developing countries.

Urban Solid Wastes

1. The term "solid wastes" normally refers to garbage and refuse
from domestic and commercial premeiss and may also include street sweep-

ings, sewage sludges, dead animals ad other miscellaneous wastes. Indus-
triai wast-es are also usually inc.ned co som* euL. Solid wa Lu uaL.Ly
contains paper, metals, glass, leod residues, leaves, rags, packaging mate-
rials, builders' wastes, animal manure, dust, ashes and many other con-
stituents and it may vary widely in density, moisture and organic contents,
and combustUibility.

2. The problem of the efficient collection and sanitary disposal of

municipal solid wastes is one that is common to both developing and developed
countries. While developed countries %1st give increasing attention to the

technical and ecological problems of adcuately disposing of an ever-increas-
ingly volume of solid wastes, the dev-opinz countries are also grappling

with questions of institutional managerent, financial policy, and the selec-

tion of least-cost methods.

3. Many of the develo ping cities have never taken the basic stop of
selecting a satisfactory method of disposal, and continue with open dumping

on the land, in rivers, the sea shore, or onto marshes. The same cities

also continue with irregular collection service particularly to the low in-
come sections, the effects of which have manry manifestations among which are

the jeopardy to health and well beitg of thoe living in such sections and

who can do little to overcome the problem by themselves .

Technical Aspects

4 cThe logistical problems of cllectin , transporting and di spoesing
ue th imae ltt e

Q~.c::'2<rO2 -V Ii~ I J~

used, bh oilLr e- n 1an, s -i cnltra atuds
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5. Solid waste generation per capita in the United States has been
estimated at 2.4 kg (5.4 ibs) per dayal. This is equivalent to about

900 kg (2,000 lbs) per person per year and it is thought to be increasing

at 1-2% per annum. Similar rates df increase have been observed in Western

Europe, although the quantities produced are typically half to two-thirds

those in the United States, (600 lbs in the United Kingdom for urban and

rural)2 .

6. There appear to be no comprehensive data on the amount of wastes

produced in developing countries. A few figures from cities in various

parts of the world are given in Table 1. The per capita production of

waste is remarkably similar for the cities included. In Asia and Africa,
an amount of 0.3-0.5 kg/day per person is usual while in Latin America, an
average of 1 kg/day per person is found. This figure is not much less

than for Western Europe.

7. Domestic waste in developed countries includes a large and in-

creasing proportion of paper, metals, glass and plastics, much of which can

be reclaimed with suitable separation processes. On the other hand. solid

waste in develoning countries tends to be largely organic in nature, beaing

often composed mainly of food residues and leaves. The flourishing second-

hand markets for metals, bottles and even paper, in many countries, ensure

that few of these articles are thrown away. When open dum-ping is use:d,

scavengers combing through the waste for items of value are a common sight.

8. The relative scarcities of labor and capital in developed and

developins countries respectively are reflected in the methods employeed to

handle wastes. At the household level, wastes storage may range from a
metal, vermin-proof container to an open pile while, in some countries,

co,-munal storage depots are used. Collection vehicles are frequently
hand or animal-drawn in the congested areas of the cities in the develor-

ing world, with their narrow lanes and pathways. However, major haila:ie
in such cities and all transport in developed cities is by truck. In the

latter case, trucks are usually covered and may have compaction equipment.

9. For the world as a whole, open dumping is the most commaon method
of disposal. The attendant problems of odors, flies and insect vectors
of disease, rats, scavenger pigs, condors, fires, smoke, water pollution,
and nuisance which always accompany this method of disposal have cauised
public health and municipal officials to ban this practice in an increas-
ing number of cities. Incineration and sanitary landfilll/ are the two

1/ "Problems in Community Wastes Management ", Pu.blic Health Paper 38, World

Health Organization, Geneva, 1969

2/ Solid Wasltes, October 1972.

3/ A method of disposal in carefully selected sites where layers of retfuse

are compacted and covered daily with soil to exclude vermin, minimize

pollution of surface and ground waters, and generally reduce the en-
vironmntal~ and visual ipact of the 1ill. Upon compelion, thie fAlL
is gemraly suia for rc:etonl or othsr use.
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solutions most commonly considered, though other methods, such as shredding,

composting, hog feeding of garbage, and dumping at sea are sometimes used.

10. Although availability of land for disposal within reasonable dis-

tances of the city center is becoming an increasing problem in most develop-
ing countries, it is not generally a critical problem at the present time.
When land is available, disposal by sanitary landfill will almost always be
the most economic disposal method, and the value of land reclaimed and im-

proved in this way may ce a significant benefit Incineration can be used
independently or in combination with any of the other methods. It is par-
ticularly suited for reducing the number of truck miles of haul when land-
fill sites are located at a distance from the city. incineration is also
becoming of interest in situations where there is a sufficient volume of
combustibles available in the waste load to make heat recovery attractive.
Problems of air pollution associated with early incinerator design and
operation need not be of concern if modern technology is applied.

11. While much is being written in the press and great emphasis has
been placed on recycling of waste, available data from several of the de-
veloped countries siows that in actual fact the volume of materials being
recycled is going down rather than increasing. This is explained in part
by the high cost of preparing low quality waste for reuse as against costs
of using high quality raw material. A substantial part of the cost reflects
labor. For the developing countries, each situation will require study to
determine the economics of separation and reuse of the various constituents
found in the local. wastes. Separation and reuse will likely be more feasible

in LhiQ 6d:-vuluji1 L tu ~ ~ ~ ~ n2i4

Managerial Aspects

12. Solid waste collection and disposal is almost universally a mnni-
cipal responsibility, though private contractors may be used, especially in
developed countries Since irmpiroving the efficiency of this service is
generally low on the national or even the city scale of priorities, the re-
sponsible organizations are often weak. _Prsonnel, both at the management

and operating levels, are rarely of high calibre, their e ployment very

frequently being subject to political patcrage. However, waste collection
and municipal cleansing are typically among the larger items in a city's
budget and this alone is reason enough for closer attention to operating
efficiency by city and national planners.

13. Costs of collection depend on the standard of service provided
(frequency; individual houses or communal depots), population density,

street layouts, traffic congestion, distn-ce to disposal site, wage rates
and organizational efficiency. These cost'Us vary between countries and be-
tween cities (Table 1). Collectiica ly accounts for the major portion
of total cost. The number of eployees `ous a similar variation. The
unit costs in many cities in developing countries are quite high, approach-
ing United States costs in some cases. As the major proportion of costs
is usually for wages, tis indicates a need for greator operating efficiency
in rany of these cities. P infiencies may take the form of
multie handlin o sloprodc ity of vhicl (cue to poor roue
planir , r oreakdomn tiUaan

lack of areness of lower cos mthods, and! the low rorale of the work force .



14. Since garbage collection is distinctly labor-intensive, work
forces are large and offer employment to many unskilled and uneducated
workers . The importance of solid was te removal to the life of a city
has been recently illustrated in several European and North American
cities, where strikes by the workers concerned led to near-chaotic con-
ditions.

Financial Aspects

15. Specific charges for waste collection and diposal may vary
from zero to a substantial proportion of operating costs but it would
be rare to find a city in the developir world where this activity was
self-financing. Due to the problem of do vising an equitable system of
charges, it may be unrealistic to expect that revenues should cover the
full cost of the service. A flat rate per household though sometimes
used, is considered inequitabla because the poor pay the same as the rich,
while to attempt to base the charge on the quantity of waste produced is
unworkable . A pronerty tex might be both equitable and practicable but
many cities in the developing countries do not have realistic systems of
property valuation.

16. It is the rule rather than the exception in most cities of the
world that the municipal cleansing operation is financed out of the general
revenue . This is believed the approach that will normally have to be
continued at least for some tine in the cities of the developing countries.
The practice can be defended on the grods that the solid waste produced
by any family aflects everyone else if it is not removed at frequent in-
tervals. While direct collection ch-rges or other arrangements can be
employed for commce rcial and industrifal establishments, general revenue
financing appears the only feasible option available for slum areas, multi-
family dwellings, and residential areas.

17. It is likely that the financial costs of solid waste disposal
will increase in most cities of the developing countries if acceptable
methods of disposal are introduced. This is because in many cases present
methods are completely inadequate. On the other hand it is quite probable
that if the economic costs and benefits could be quantified, these would
show a much more favorable bla nce .

Opportunitics fo'r :tcrnal stanicC,

18. Of the many steps which cities need to take to improve the life
of their citizens, a good systen of solid waste collection and disposal
will undoubtedly rank high in thne order of priorities. The main need for
external assistance is in the building of more effective and efficient or-
ganizations, and in helping cities to select and use the most economic roth-
ods of collection and disposJ.

19. Improvement in mnareent will involve anong other thing-s, assis-
tance. in the t1rin r- eten< ic e, d nc c -in the more et' tiv

m a.L nprt xa orin i a si scurces
of revenue through the provision of service to those able to pay needs par-
ticularstudr and attention.
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20. There is also a need for the financing of investment projects.
In many cities, studies will be needed to plan future investments and to
determine least-cost methods of collection and disposal. In some cases,
short-term emrergency programs will be needed to remedy the most urgent
deficiencies in present operations. As the deternination of least-cost
solutions ill commonly involve the comparison of labor-intensive and
capital-intensive methods, economic rather than financial costs should
be used. Economic analysis should be more readily acceptable in this
activity, which is financed mostly from general revenue, than in other
municipal services provided by typical revenue earning public utility
organizations. Projects arising from such studies may require substan-
tial amounts of foreign exchange for vehicles and equipment.

21. In most developing countries, solid waste problems exist in all
cities and assessments of national needs would be desirable. External
assistance will usually be most effective if directed at improving con-
ditions throughout a countiy rather than a single city. However, this
is not to suggest that nationwide organizations are needed and would not
preclude initial concentration on one city as a demonstration project, or
on a major metropolitan area experiencing acute problems.

Problems of Implementation

22. Because of severe institutional problcms in this sub-sector and
the difficulty of attracting suitable personnel to this field, it will
normally be unrealistic to exrect irediate imorovements in managerial
and operating efficiency.

23. On the technical side, solid waste projects should be fairly
straightforward. Unless incineration is to be used, the equipment re-
quired is not complex. Nearly all goods are suitable for international
competitive hidd'ing. Few consulting firms have had experience with solid
waste projects in developing countries but managers of well-run operations
and consultants with experience in the developed countries should not have
great difficulty in proposing workable solutions, since the problems, as
described above, are not too dissimilar.

The Role of the Bank

24. It is believed that the Bank Group, by careful selection over
the nort few years of a limited number of projects, w re g'bles are
severe and opportunities for success anear good, could contribute sub-
stantially to the strengthening of all aspects of solid waste programs.
Individual projects in this field might typically require investments of
the order of U32-15 million. Howevea, the instituticn-buil~ldina and em-
ployment-generating effects of such projects when coupled with the benefits
to the people residing in the affected cities could well be greater than
such modest figures might suggest .
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25. Appraisal criteria would need to be developed with experience.
It will likely not be appropriate to insist upon organizational independence,
as would often be the case for projects in other public utilities sub-sectors.
Because of the difficulties of devising an efficient and equitable method of

charging for this service, as discussed in paragraph 16, it is not possible

to specify in advance what kind of financial performance should be required
by the Bank. The general objective would be to reduce the claim of waste
disposal on the general tax revenues, thus freeing funds for other, non-
revenue earning services, but translating this into specific targets will
need to be done, initially, on a case-by-case basis. Technically, ap-
praisal criteria would probably be similar to those applied to water supply
and semerage projects.

26. While some projects may require investment in equipment with lives
of 20 years or so (e.g. incinerators, compost plants), it is probable that
the major investment need in many cities will be for vehicles and earth-
moving equipr:ent of relatively short life. While it is true that finance
for such equipment may often be available from suppliers or bilateral donors,
a strong case can be made for Bank involvement in such projects because the
crucial need, in most cases, will be for technical assistance, including con-
sultant services and training, to improve the efficiency and planning capa-
bility of the presently weak institutions in this sub-sector.

27. A sufficient number of sanitary engineers on the Bank staff have
had enough experience in solid waste disposal to be able to handle the size
of program envisaged in paragraph 2. e oli az would L l
included in the terms of reference for water supply and sewerage sector and
project identification missions, at least in the immediete future, but -taff
would be asked to be sensitive to problems in solid waste handling noted during
project and sector missions and to bring them to the attention of management.

28. The Dank has recently received requests to consider solid waste
projects in Djakarta and Singapore. For Djakarta, the Director of the Resi-
dent Staff in Indonesia has agreed to use funds from an IDA Technical Ass is-
tance Credit to finance a consultant study of twelve months duration. The
Indonesian Government is at present selecting consultants for this study
which is likely to lead to an investment project. The Government of Singa-
pore has proposed a project for an incinerator and a compaction plant, to
cost about USS18 million with a foreign exchange ccmponent of US812.5 million.
Except for these two projects and a solid waste coiponent in the Tstanbl
urban study project, no others have been recently brought to the Bank's atten-
tion for consideration. However, because of the rather universal solid waste
problems facing the cities of all our member governents, the potential for
more projects in the future is large.



TABLE 1

DATA Ol SOLID WASTE

COLLECTION AD DISPOSAL

Population Waste Produced3. Waste Produced Cost a/ Erployees
City Year (nillion) (r. tons/year) (kg/person/day) (US$/m.ton) (no.)

Aman 1968 0.4 64,000 0.h4 144.4 1,200

Damcus 1968 0.6 73,000 0.33 11.1 1,130

Djakarta 1970 4.7 660,000 b/ 0.38 NA 5,800

Ibadan 1969 0.58 98,000 0.46 3.6 330

Singapore 1972 2.1 510,000 0.67 13.5 c/ 6,000

Latin America 1971 1.0 8 to 12
(average) d/ (average) (normal)

Stockholm 1971 0.0

Boston 1968 1.4

a/ Includes collection and dioposal of solid waste and may include activities such as
street sweeping, cesspool emptying etc. Thus the figuras may not be strictly com-
parable.

b/ Estimnated production, of which only two-thirds is collected.

c/ Drain cleaning excluded.

d/ "Proposals of change and strategies of Health for the Decade 1971-80: Environmental
Health", Pan-JAmerican Health Organization, Washington DC, 1972.
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er. George A. Veres
1103 West Pender Stree
Vancouver i
British Colurbia, Canada

Dear Mr. Veres:

r. Mciamara has as ed re o reply, to jour le ter of
October 30, in connecti with Oil Pollution o. the Seas, and before
doing so, I would like to apologize for the delay in our reply which
was occasioned by my having been out o2 Washington for the past 'ew
weeks Ind only returning this week.

The Bank Group is ver; uch aware of the fire and pollution
hazrds arising from sp.llage fro oil tanklers .i grees that as
t-er sizes con tnue to grow the inheren rlss -- ear to increase.

At presen , the role tha we p is to eisure that the Jank
Uro u-Amanced proects do cowl with up-to-date standards of safety
no d ri, ,rcicularly so with respect to vessels or port projects
we are flascii . le also tr. to ensure tha:t the construction W port
projects does rot h4e a detri.ental effect on t.he e:rior an.

Shoud we see a ciear opportunit' to play a greater role in
cooperation with aohers Cor better controls directed to improved safety
a:nd environmental protection, we would not hesitate to consider the

Sincerely rs

SIA mental Adviser
Ceitral Projects

cc: Messrs, A... Carmichael
A. Ljungh

JAL:on



A. J. Cumichae

Oil Polluton of the Sea - Letter from
Gleorge A. ere to Mr. Robert S. Maara
of Octobe 30 192

soke or Moa aout the above-entioned letter and I
undertook to sen yo drat ay. Here it is:t

Dea . ee:

Mr. Mcamnara has asked me to repy t o yor letter of October3,

in otion with 0il ollution o the eas, and before doin so, I

would le to aologiz for the ain our reply which was occasione

by my ig been out of ashington for the pst fe weks and only

returning th eek.

e B Goup i e h : reote fire and pol1utionhzards

arising from spage rom o tnesad agreeothat as anker sizes

continue to grow tat the inherent risk apar to inrease.

At present, the role that we lay s insure that the ank Group-

financed projects do comply with up-to-date standards of saey and

control, particularly so, with respect to esel or projects we

are financing. ve also try to insure that the cost ion of port

projects does not have a dtrimental effect on the environment.

Should we see an opportunity to Play a role in coopeaon th

others for bttr controls directed to iaproved safet axnd ev ironment,

we would not hesitate to accept the opportunity.

Yours sincerely,

Ja A. Lee

AJ=arm.ichae l:lac
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1103 WEST PENDER STREET

CAPTAIN GEORGE A. VERES. B.SC. (ECON.I VANCOUVER 1. B.C., CANADA

TELEPHONE: (604) 681-3034
CONSULTING MARINE ECONOMIST TELEX: 04-54367

October 30, 1972

PERSONAL

Mr. Robert S. McNamara
President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433
United States

Dear Mr. McNamara:

Oil Pollution of the Seas

Central to my decision to approach you on the captioned
subject are a recent conversation I had, in Lima, Peru, with Mr.
Howard A. Jones of the World Bank, who encouraged me to write
to you; and also the thoughts you have so clearly expressed in
your address to the United Nations Conference on the Human
Environment, delivered in Stockholm on June 8, 1972.

Having been involved in an appraisal of the lessons
of the "Torrey Canyon" disaster in 1967, I have become, and
remain, deeply interested and involved in the question of major
oil spills at sea, resulting from tanker casualties. Statistics
and world-wide moral indignation support the basic premise that
something should be done to cope with the problem - to find ways
to protect ourselves from the pollution of the seas and from the
risks involved in waterborne transportation of oil. I am forced
to observe that neither the industries involved (oil and shipping),
nor governments, have accomplished anything in the past five and
one-half years that would make us any less impotent to deal with
a major oil spill than we were at the time of the "Torrey Canyon"
disaster, the date of which represents the point in modern
pollution history of the seas from which all time is reckoned.

That this is so is due to a variety of causes and
factors. Amongst these, the following deserve special mention:

- The industries have, to-date, declined to accept the
principle expressed by you in Stockholm, ". . .

prevention is infinitely to be preferred to cure.
Not only is it more effective, but it is clearly less
expensive . . . The reason given is the high cost
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of prevention, an argument that can be proven to be
invalid in economic terms and cannot be sustained on
moral grounds.

- Governments have failed to enforce legislative
measures aimed at overcoming the industries'

opposition. International organizations, such as

IMCO, have also failed to succeed in this area, with
the result that we still have an astonishing collection
of outdated and ill-equipped ships carrying oil.

- If we cannot prevent oil spills, our attention requires
to be focused on the second lines of defence, viz.
containment and recovery of the oil after a spill has
occurred. It is in this area, more than perhaps any
other, that utter fragmentation of effort has completely
nullified the best intentions, which have been backed
by considerable sums of money. The industries have
produced, at a cost which - collectively - is of

staggering proportions, a number of "toys" capable of

containing and recovering a few barrels of oil spilled
in a harbour or other completely sheltered waters, but
absolutely nothing has been accomplished to deal with
a spill of supertanker dimensions.

Between 1963 and 1968, 22,000 ships, or 18% of the

world's fleet, were involved each year in accidents; and under-

writers' statistics show that seven out of every 100 supertankers

are involved in accidents each year and one out of every 250 is

lost. These figures then illustrate the measure of the problem

and of the threat to the aesthetics of our environment.

To me, the argument is clear and the evidence is

conclusive, that leadership by a strong international body is
required to attack this urgent problem if the hope of concerted

action is to be turned into conviction. An international task

force of experts, properly funded and spearheaded by an organ-
ization with the prestige and influence of the World Bank would

have a better chance of success to overcome the political and

parochial hurdles in the way, as well as the economic hurdles

put up by industry which - admittedly - is beset by problems of
ever higher costs.

Defence against these higher costs has led to
evident contradictions and melancholy illogic by industry,
whilst governments have concentrated their efforts on attacking
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ship generated oil pollution of the seas and shorelines - efforts
which far exceed the parallel efforts of looking to international
agreements on regulations governing design and construction of
ships. These facts solicit belief!

Long as this letter is, the foregoing is but a skeleton
outline of the problem; of why I think the World Bank's prestige
and leadership are sorely needed; and of the direction in which
I believe the solutions lie. I am cognizant of the fact that the
Bank's primary objective is aid to developing countries, to which
objective its funds are dedicated and committed. It is not
necessarily the Bank's financial aid, but its moral support and
leadership, that I have in mind.

Prevention - containment - recovery: these are the
three cardinal points of the problem associated with hydrocarbon
pollution of the seas. The principle of "sensible solutions or
senseless suffering" to which you referred in your Copenhagen
speech of September 21, 1970, applies to this problem as well.

I would be happy to discuss the subject matter with
you at a mutually convenient time.

Sincerely,

George A. Veres



Mr. er S. N ara October 17, 1972

James A. Lee

Municipal Solid Wate Disposal: Letter of John L. Marsh, October 3, 1972

1. In his subject letter Mr. Marsh is correct when he states he ...

could not find a recognized authority or accepted evaluation of the overall
national problem ... " As an emerging problem area and field of inquiry, it
has only received serious attention since 1970.

2. The bulk o; the U.S. research to date has been carried out by the
universities and c onsulting organizations (B ttelle, Arthur Little, etc.)
under contract to the ' ivironmental Protection Agency (PA). I trust
Mr. Marsh is in contact with the Solid Waste gan enent office in EPA. A
municipal solid waste disposal studr of the tye he envisions should be of

interest to tait oice, and I wonder li Dr. Marsh has pursued this possi-
bility.

3. Our own interest in the Bank in solid waste management is presently
centered in the Urban Projects Department. Several projects such as Djakarta,
Singapore and Istanbul, have solid wastes components. We have a continuing
interest in urban collection and disposal systems that are better suited to
the peculiar needs of the developing countries. Perhaps Mr. Marsh might find
a discussion with ropriate staff members o the Bank useful with a view
to a research pr osal of interest to us.

4. Finally, it must be adnitted tha t research funding sources in the
US are presentil tight. Mr. Mrsh might pnproach the National Science
Foundation 's Of-Cice of Research Applied to k Vional 4eeds iLAW). I would
suggest preiin ary discussions with Mrs. Josephine Doughert oC that office.
Likewise, he a wish to contact Yr. Gordon Harrison of the rord Foundation
to ascertain their interest.

The attached ma be of interest to Mr. Marsh.

Attachment

JALee: on



ntenatona intittefor Environrnen-tal Affi-irs
Unid Naions Piaza at 345 East 46th Street

New York, N.Y. 10017 (212) 687-4606

September 28, 1972

Mr. William Clark
World Bank

I818 h Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Clark

iMr. Raymond asked me to send you these

copies of the Prospectus for the Annual

Survey of the Human Environment.

Sincerely,

John F. Condon
Secretary to Mr. Raymond

Attachments (3)

/ 7/t
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mssrs. Fuchs, Weiner, Knox, Hilton, Evans DATE: August 2, 1972

FRom: Jaes A.' Lee

suaECT: Training in Environmental Consideration - Devclopment Projects: US (AID)

I have boon notified by the Engineering Branch, US (AID) that arran;e-
monts have been made with the University of North Carolina for short-termi

taking for engineers in the environmental aspects of economic development.

Uile no dates have been set for the two-week training sessions it appears

they will be held in the latter half of May, June, July, August and the

last week of December and first week of January.

The attached provides a preliminary sketch of the short-termi- training
to be offered. The definitive courses of instruction will be developed

in the months immediately ahead.

The purpose of this memorandum is to ascertain if members of your

n; Lneoring staff might be interested in participating. The US (AID)
n.is indicated that some spaces for Bank staff members can be made available.

Would you kindly let me know if there is any interest on the part of your

department.

Encs.

JAIVbb
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It is herein proposed that the Agency for Internatioalk Develpnt

(AID) contract with the University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chael iill

to develop and conduct a special trainrig program for engineeru in the

en ineering and administrative aspects of environmental management. Tne

program, as proposed, will consist of two parts as follows:

1. Short-Term Intensive Group Training

A training course at the University of North Caroliua at

Chapel Hill on the general aspects of the problem of deteirmi-in

and assessing the results of capital construction and other

operations on the environment. The course will attempt to prcovidu

the background necessary for a general grasp of the most consonly

found environmental problems and a knowledge of the remadi

measures required for environmental protection, conservation and

problem correction. The intent of instruction is to prepar7e

technically oriented personnel of International Agencies to i,

resolve and minimize or eliminate detrimental environiiental reiultst

of Agency actions and to increase the awareness of the envAiroiml

implications of their work. It is estimated that such a trUinin

course would be of approximately two week" duration, woild acori; to

a maximum of 20' students, such students to be selected by A.I.D. withk

the approval of U.N.C. The first course would be given in u

1973.

The persons to be trained would be home office and field

personnel of AID, and other international agencies as selected by

AID and would be persons with technical backgrounds principally in

engineering.
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2. Specialized Individual Training

Under this aspect of the proposed training program, UNC/

Chapel Hill will provide specialized training programs as tie

needs of the Agency arise or are determined. A wide rang;e of

possible programs could evolve under this category, andi could

include short or long-term faculty guidance of indepeiIent

resident study, or participation of agency personnal in advc

degree programs.

Participants who are eligible for admission to the grauate

program of the Department and who enroll as full-time degreu

candidates will be handled as regular academic students outsidAe

the scope of this contract.

Pr~opoed Prog ram Outline For Short-Term

Intensive Group Program

1st Week

Monday - Introduction, problem definition, case studies.

Tuesday - Preparation of environmental impact statements.

Wednesday - Water Management: Water supply and distribution

Thursday - Water Management: Wastewater collection and disposa i.

Friday - Water Quality.

2nd Week

Monday - Air Pollution.

Tuesday - Solid Waste Management.

Wednesday - Problems associated with Industrial and urban Develoic.mc.

Thursday - Land use planning



Friday - Legal and administrative tools; closure.

Mornings - Formal lectures material.

Afternoons - Field trips, seminars and workshops on case studies.

The Contract covers the cost of:

a) developing the training program as described in thc section

entitled Short-Term Intensive Group Training and providius the

instructional staff, materials and facilities for two full

courses per year.

b) maintaining a portion of UNC staff on a modest retainer a

and providing for related expenses, for Specialized Individu uTi

amounting to approximately 40 man-weeks per year. if ai n

are made in excess of 50 man-weeks per year, the charge h

be $400 per man-week.

c) providing assistance to participants in housing in Ciaipel 1

and in utilization of university and cormmunity resvurces. The

contract does not include payment to participants for housing,

subsistence or travel.

Faculty, Staff and Facilities•

The resources of the Department of Environmental Scietces and

Engineering and appropriate resources of other units of thn University,

will be made available for the training programs outlined in thi. prop on

Additional resources available for such a program include other deprtmo

within the School of Public Health; other programs on campus such as Ci.y
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and Regional Planning, the Institute of Government; Duke University;

N. C. State University, and the National Environmental Research Cntwi

of EPA in the Research Triangle.

In particular, UNC will provide classroom and seminar rooms ;As

necessary. in order to accomodate these group training seSsion, She

sessions will be scheduled during periods when regular academic sessions

are in recess, such as the latter half of May. Juncr July, August or hO

laat week of December and the first week in January.

In preparing the content for the courses of instruction, faculty

members of UNC will visit AID officials in Washington and will conIult

with engineering contractors who have served or are serving AID, in

order to develop a baciground of environmental issues that should bo

addressed in the program.
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"The [Meadows] report represents the highwater mark
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The Economist
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REPORT ON THE LIMITS TO GROWTH

I. Background

1. The study on the Limits to Growth, sponsored by the Club of Rome and

conducted by an NIT team of systems analysts headed by Professor Meadows,

appeared with great fanfare in March 1972. The study immediately commanded

world-wide attention but raised a storm of controversy 
all around.

2. Two weeks before the study was formally released, Professor Hollis B.

Chenery suggested that work should be undertaken in the Bank "to assess the

arguments set out in the study". Accordingly, a task force was set up with

the responsibility of preparing a report on the set of issues raised in the

Limits:

Mr. Haq (chairman);

Mr. Carter (use of models);

Mr. Hawkins (population);

Mr. Keare (urban-rural balance);

Mr. Varon (natural resources); and,

Mr. Weiss (general scientific aspects).

It was suggested that "the task force should itself establish a proposed time

table and recommend a suitable form and review procedure for its report".

3. The task force has been working on various aspects of the Limits to Growth

for the last six months. However, the work has been intermittent, not sustained,

as it constituted rather a small claim on the time of the members of the task

force who carried other fairly heavy responsibilities. Mr. Zachariah represented

Mr. Hawkins in most of the task force meetings. Valuable support was also

received from Mrs. Helen Bothwell, who kept the task force abreast of the

voluminous comments appearing on the Limits, and from Mr. Michael Mertaugh,

who prepared Annexes E and F and generally helped with the writing of the

Report during a summer term with the Bank.
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4. The work of the task force was handicapped at first by the lack of

detailed background data and assumptions which were fed into the Limits

model. Two huge volumes containing such data were supplied to us by Professor

Meadows on an advance and confidential basis in May 1972. A seminar on this

subject was also held in the Bank on May 11 which was attended by senior

management and staff. Professor Meadows explained his latest thinking on

the Limits model in this seminar while Mr. Haq presented some of the tentative

conclusions which the task force was reaching at that stage.

5. From the start, the task force conceived of its job as an objective

and balanced analysis of the basic thesis set out in the Ljmt'_ and a study of

its implications for development policy and for Bank work. It has been by no

means easy to keep this course as the Limits has aroused strong emotions and

its authors have been variously hailed as "visionaries" and "prophets" and

condemned as "villains" and "fools". It has been our effort to stay away

from such rhetoric and to undertake as objective a study of the U it as we

could manage. If we have inadvertently strayed away from this path at times,

it may be because of the highly charged climate of opinion within which this

Report had to be compiled.

6. Most of our findings are given in the self-contained Annexes on popu-

lation, nonrenewable resources, pollution and the nature of the Limits model.

The main report gives a brief summary of the more important conclusions that

we have reached. We have also added an Annex on the major critiques which

have appeared on the Limits so far to give a flavor of how it has been generally

received. There is a final Annex on some of the serious work that is now being

undertaken in various institutions outside the Bank to model global interactions

in the spirit of the Limits to Growth.
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I. Basic Thesis of the Limits Model

7. The basic thesis of the Limits is a simple one -- and for that very

reason it has a powerful appeal. It derives its conviction from the simple

notion that infinite growth is impossible in a finite planet. It lends an

air of frightening urgency to this notion by contending that the limits to

growth are already being reached and that mankind is destined for catastrophe

during the next hundred years unless growth is stopped right away.

8. When the basic thesis of the model is broken down into its major

components, the following themes emerge:

(i) Many critical variables in our global society have been growing

at an exponential rate, i.e. at a constant percentage rate -- in particular,

population and industrial production. The absolute increment each year is

becoming extremely large by now.

(ii) Unless deliberate action is taken, such exponential growth will

continue in the future, with each year's absolute increase becoming more and

more unmanageable.

(iii) The world's physical resources, however, are finite -- particularl-

cultivable land, nonrenewable minerals and the capacity of the earth and its

atmosphere to "absorb" pollution.

(iv) Technological progress can expand some of these physical resource-

for sometime to come but not all of them and certainly not indefinitely.

(v) Sooner or later, the exponential growth in population and industrial

production will bump into these physical limits and catastrophic results will

follow, including a sudden and uncontrollable decline in both population and

industrial capacity.
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(vi) It is better, therefore, to establish conscious limits on our

future growth rather than let nature establish them for us in a catastrophic

fashion. More specifically, the salvation of the world lies in moving towards

zero growth rates in population and in industrial production by 1975.

(vii) The authors concede that more optimistic alternative assumptions

can be built into their model but they contend that this merely postpones the

problem by a few decades but does not really alter its essential nature.

(viii) The authors also warn that changes in some elements in the system

have their effects on others only after a long time so that it is better to

err on the side of action now rather than later.

(ix) To round off the basic thesis, it should be pointed out in all

fairness that the authors are conscious of some of the problems that adoption

of zero growth rates may raise for the world. They hint at policies

of income redistribution between the rich and the poor nations as well as

within these nations, and they plead for a change in the composition of pro-

duction away from industrial output and towards more social services. However,

the part on policy implications is the least developed in the book.

III. Analysis of the Basic Assumptions

9. We started our enquiry by examining critically the assumptions which

had gone into the Limits model. It is a truism, after all, that a model is

just as good as the assumptions which are built into it. Our investigations

showed that many assumptions in the model were not scientifically established

and the use of data was often careless and casual. This was particularly true

of the assumptions regarding nonrenewable resources and pollution. We also

found that the model was fairly sensitive to the choice of these assumptions,

contrary to the protestations of the authors, and that reasonable adjustments
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in the assumptions regarding population, nonrenewable resources and pollution

could postone the prediction of catastrophe by another 100 to 200 years even

if one accepted the general methodology of the model. Our analysis of these

assumptions is given in Annexes A, B and C and summarized below.

A. Population

10. The Limits model is right in postulating that world population has

been growing exponentially in the last century and that, if the present rate

of growth continues, the present population of 3.6 billion will double in the

next 35 years. While the population assumptions for the medium-run are

fairly sound, the model does not do full justice to a number of factors which

are likely to come into play in the long-run, and may even be significant in

the short-run.

11. To begin with, some of the recent demographic trends indicate that

fertility has already started declining in a number of countries. Of the 66

countries for which accurate data are available, as many as 56 show a decline.

Most demographers are agreed by now that the 1970's will see the population

growth rate reach a plateau so that by 1980 population growth rates will tend

to decline, slowly at first and rapidly thereafter.

12. One of the major features in the population model of the Limits is

that fertility and mortality levels are determined largely by economic factors,

mainly the level of industrial production and the output of services. Population

growth in the Limits model can be reduced by increasing per capita industrial

production which, in turn, increases the output of services, including education.

The latter then both permits the growth of family planning services and creates

the climate for their use to be effective. The model does not deal well with

the possibility that the population growth rate might decline even at low per

capita income levels through conscious family planning programs.
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13. No one will deny that continued population growth at the present

rate is a serious matter which should engage the urgent attention of humanity.

As Dr. Fred Singer puts it quite graphically: "To see that limits exist to

any kind of continued growth, one need only consider that if the present world

population were to be doubled 15 more times, there would be one man for each

square yard on all of the land areas including Antarctica, Greenland and the

Sahara Desert; and at the present rate of growth, this would require only a

little more than 500 years." The real question, therefore, is not whether

population growth can continue unchecked forever: it simply cannot. Tie

real issue is how to arrest it through conscious population planning policies,

and through technological breakthroughs in population control methods suitable

for use in the poor nations. This is the issue that policymakers have recently

been wrestling with.

14. This does not mean that we should play down the population problem

as presented in the Limits model. Even if the population control efforts are

successful, the world will still be left with a substantial population problem

in both absolute numbers and scope for future growth. The long lags involved

in demographic change (which are reflected in the Meadows Model) ensure that

population growth would continue for several generations after balance had been

achieved between mortality and fertility. Any prognostication about the future,

therefore, must take into account the inevitability of a world population

several times larger than the present 3.6 billion.

B. Nonrenewable Resources

15. A number of assumptions have been made about nonrenewable resources

which turn out to be extremely pessimistic on close examination. The figures

on reserves of nonrenewable resources generally come from the U.S. Bureau of



Mines, but the small print of the U.S.B.M. which warns that 80% of their

reserve estimates have a confidence level of less than 65% has been ignored.

Some of the reserve estimates are extremely old or incomplete, particularly for

the Communist countries. For instance, some of the estimates go as far back

as 1913 in the case of Communist China. Again, the reserve estimates have

changed frequently over time and are likely to change again in our own lifetime.

Just between 1954 and 1966, in the case of one of the largest resources, iron

ore, the reserve estimates have gone up by about 5 times. It is estimated by

the U.S.B.M. that even these reserves can be doubled at a price 30% to 40%

higher than the current price. Similarly, the reserve estimates for copper

today are 3.5 times higher than in 1935 and it is estimated that a trebling of

the price could raise them to a level 8 times that of 1935. Many of these

reserve estimates are conservative contingency forecasts by the exploration

companies and they are related to a certain price: if the price is higher, more

resources can be exploited commercially. The authors allow for this in their

model by the "generous" assumption that reserves could increase by 5 times over

the next 100 years but what appears to be an act of generosity turns out to be

an unduly conservative assumption in the light of historical evidence and

recent finds.

16. The pessimism of the assumptions on nonrenewable resources becomes

even more evident if we review some more information that has accumulated

recently. For instance, the potential for exploiting seabed resources appears

to be great and imminent. The most promising underwater source of minerals

are the nodular materials distributed over millions of square miles of ocean

floor. If 100 million tons of nodules are recovered every year, which appears

to be within reach in the next 10 to 20 years, it would add to the annual

production of copper, nickel, manganese and cobalt to the extent of roughly
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one-fourth, 3 times, 6 times and 12 times respectively compared to the current

free-world production levels. Reserves of nodules are estimated at levels

which can sustain a mining rate of 400 million tons a year for virtually an

unlimited period of time. And the present production cost estimates are a

fraction of current prices -- 1/5 for copper, 1/13 for nickel, 1/24 for cobalt.

These are still very tentative estimates and some may turn out to be even

exaggerated on further examination. Much research needs to be done on seabed

resources -- research which, no doubt, will be stimulated as there is greater

exhaustion of nonrenewable resources on land. But the important point is

that these possibilities are already becoming real and imminent and are no

longer in the realm of science fiction.

17. Let us add to this the fact that the concept of resources itself is

a dynamic one: many things become resources over time. Each century has

seen new resources emerge. The expansion of the last hundred years could

not have been sustained but by the new resources of petroleum, aluminium

and energy. What about the possibilities of tomorrow -- solar energy, seabed

resources, and what else? Again, let us also add the possibility of a sharp

reduction in the use of natural resources per unit of output through further

technological progress. Even with our present knowledge -- and not counting

many unchartered fields -- it is impossible to say with any conviction that

nonrenewable resources are going to be depleted in the next hundred years.

18. It is not our intention to dispute that resources, after all, are

finite nor to deny that some are more scarce than others. There are problems.

But these ought not be approached without a proper sense of proportion. We

should realize that the true magnitude of resource availabilities is uncertain

rather than proceed on the conviction that they are definably finite. Uncertainty

calls for taking out reasonable insurance. The Limits' prescription is a
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radical one, amounting to nothing less than telling the patient to live

without exposing himself to the very risks of life.

19. If certain resources are likely to become more scarce -- or to use

the favorite jargon of the economists, if certain supply inelasticities

are likely to develop -- it is a scientific and intellectual service to

humanity to draw attention to those resources and to the time period over

which they may vanish with current usage and on present knowledge. 
Research

into these areas is both useful and vital. But it is quite another thing to

argue that no amount of research or technological breakthroughs 
will extend

the lifetime of these resources indefinitely or to pretend that supply

inelasticities in advance of time is & definite service, sweeping generalizations

about complete disappearance of all nonrenewable resources at a particular point

of time in future is mere intellectual fantasy.

20. Much has been heard recently of an energy crisis in the developed countri-,

particularly the United States. This is not, of course, an ultimate crisis

for the availability of sufficient energy sources to meet demand, 
but is more

a crisis of policy on what sources of energy those countries should 
be reliant

on, at which prices, and from where these sources should 
be obtained. There is

still a vast potential of energy which could be tapped with changed economic

circumstances or technological advance. They include discovery of new reserve

improved recovery of proven energy reserves, exploitation 
of the Athabasca tar

sands and Arctic oil and gas in Canada, the Orinoco tar belt in Venezuela,

nuclear energy, solar energy, and perhaps the use of hydrogen as fuel extracted

from water by nuclear energy.

21. With respect to natural resources, we would also do well to remember

that waste is a function of both public attitude and seeming abundance. It is
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quite possible -- and indeed probable -- that with either of the above

factors changing, resources can be conserved without undue pain. For the

major flaw of today's pattern of consumption is not really that we consume

too many final goods and services, but that we use our resources strikingly

inefficiently towards that end. If certain resources become more scarce and

their relative price increases, there will be a powerful incentive for their

more efficient use -- something that the Limits completely ignores. For

instance, energy can be much more economically used. There is scope for smaller

cars with weaker engines, public rather than private transport, increasing

efficiency in burning fuels and in generating and distributing electricity,

and improved design of aircraft engines and bodies.

22. Looking at the problem, as the Limits to Growth has done, in terms of

quantifying the life expectancy of resources as presently constituted, we

conclude that these are sufficient to last very much longer than stipulated.

It is not a question of expecting natural resources to accommodate forever

our current patterns of growth, production and consumption; clearly, they

will not. But we are confident that natural resources will last long enough

to allow us time to make deliberate adjustments in our manner of using natural

resources in such a way that resource needs can be met indefinitely. We have

seen no convincing evidence to suggest that mankind faces a final curtain about

100 years from now through depletion of nonrenewable resources.

C. Pollution

23. The assumptions regarding pollution are the weakest part of the model.

In many cases they are not established on any scientific basis. We still know

so little about pollution generation and absorption, and about the effects of

pollution, that definite functions are very hard to establish.
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24. The consultants who were asked by the Bank to look at the pollution

feature of the Limits model did so indirectly by examining the corresponding

part of the Forrester model in World Dynamics, on which the 
Limits model was

based. They did this because the actual Limits model was not yet available.

This indirect examination of the pollution feature of Limits to Growth was

justified because the Limits model treats pollution in much the same way that

World Dynamics does. The main differences are that Limits employs a time lag

between pollution generation and the effect of pollution, and allows for

pollution from agricultural development.

25. The consultants found that if the ratio of pollution generation to

capital stock in the Forrester model were to be reduced to 
three-eights the

value originally assumed -- an adjustment well within the error range of the

data -- the prediction of catastrophe would be erased. Similarly, the Forrester

model assumes that there is a limit to the amount of pollution the world can

absorb in a year and that this limit is four times the pollution now produced

annually. There is absolutely no scientific evidence to support such a

conclusion.

26. Both models assume that pollution levels beyond certain limits will

affect birth rates and death rates; but, once again, there is no real evidence

to support this contention. Progressive pollution levels may destroy present

concepts of living during the next hundred years, but the model builders 
marshal

little scientific evidence to prove it will destroy life itself.

27. This is again, not to suggest that pollution is not an important issue

in many industrialized countries. It is -- and becoming more so. But the

assumptions regarding pollution in the model are ill-considered and not based

on any scientific data. Moreover, the authors do not fully allow for the fact
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that higher levels of industrial development also increase 
the options of

these societies to take care of the pollution problem 
by devoting additional

resources to it. In fact, some recent estimates show that about 80-90% of

the present pollution can be removed at a relatively 
low cost: the cost

increases would be of the order of about 5% for industrial 
waste; 2% for

thermal electricity; and 10% for automobiles. Similarly, Alan Kneese estimates

that if the U.S. wanted to achieve a substantial reduction in pollution over

the next six years, it could do so by devoting $16 billion a year, or about

one-third of the increase in its GNP over this period, to fighting 
pollution;

despite this, the U.S. could still increase its per capita consumption 
by

about $900. This is a choice that the societies can make -- and are obviously

in the process of making at present -- without giving up continued economic

growth.

28. We certainly would not conclude from our work that the assumptions 
of the

model regarding population, depletion of nonrenewable resources 
and pollution

generation and absorption should be taken lightly. 
But we do feel that a

lot more work is needed in these areas before any assumptions can be chosen with

confidence. The Limits model has been useful in inviting attention 
to certain

fields and certain inter-relationships where further research 
is needed. It would

be unnecessary and wrong to assert that the assumptions 
presently chosen in the

model are immutable: it would be far more productive to subject these

assumptions to critical scrutiny and to undertake more studies 
and research to

establish reasonable assumptions for at least three critical 
variables --

population, nonrenewable resources and pollution 
-- in a long-term model.
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IV. Nature of the Model

29. From an analysis of the basic assumptions of the model, we turned to

its essential nature and methodology. Here we found that our analysis was

considerably handicapped by the very high level of aggregation in the model.

The whole world is treated as one and homogenous even when it is clear that

the world is characterized by vast differences in income and consumption

patterns: for instance, the per capita income levels in developed countries

are 14 times those in the developing countries and the style of development,

the patterns of growth and the composition of consumption demand are vastly

different in different parts of the wcrld.

30. The highly aggregate nature of the model raises a number of difficulties

in analysis. For one thing, it is not clear how seriously one can take averages

of various variables which are widely dissimilar. As is shown in Annex D,

such averages can give extremely misleading results. For another, it makes

any plausible interpretation of the model very difficult. There is only one

aggregate natural resource or one aggregate pollutant, keeping one guessing as

to how representative its behavior is of the real world which is marked by m

greater diversity, complexity and substitutability.

31. More important, it is not possible to get any useful policy guidance

such an aggregate view of the world. The real world is divided politically int-

a number of nation states and economically into developed and developin-

countries. They do not all behave similarly nor are they affected in the same

manner. Thus, if natural resources are getting progressively depleted, it may

raise their price and benefit the producing countries which are mostly in the

developing world. The transfer of resources from the rich to the poor nations

in such a situation may well alter the overall pattern of growth rates.
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Thus, there are some natural checks and balances in the real world which

are not allowed for in the aggregate world model of the Limits which moves only

in one direction -- towards ultimate disaster.

32. Before we can arrive at any useful or relevant conclusions, a minimum

condition is to construct at least a "two-world" model, distinguishing between

the developed and the developing world. In fact, a greater degree of

disaggregation is called for if the model builders could only handle it;

otherwise, there is a great danger that aggregates may become a caricature

of the real world rather than a mere abstraction.

33. The methodology used in the model further helps us along the road to

disaster. There are no costs and prices in the model and no conscious choices

made by society -- in fact, no real corrective mechanism. There are only

physical engineering relationships -- not much of economic and social engineering.

The world keeps on proceeding in its merry ways -- frittering away its resources,

populating itself endlessly, accumulating pollution -- till one fine morning

it hits disaster. There are no automatic or deliberate corrective mechanisms

which come to its rescue. There is only ore aggregate nonrenewable resource

which suddenly disappears one day. There is only one aggregate pollutant

which becomes too much for human life at some stage.

34. Is this a realistic abstraction from the world as we know it? In the

real world, there is not one nonrenewable resource but many. They do not

suddenly disappear collectively but become more and more scarce individually.

As each resource becomes more scarce, price signals flash and alarm bells

ring all over the world. This directs technological research into them;

possibilities of substitution are explored; conscious choices are made by

society to economize on them, to do without them, or to enlarge their
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exploitation by using marginal reserves or by recycling at a higher price.

In other words, corrective mechanisms start working. Similarly, it is hard

to believe that pollution crisis can sneak up on humanity so insidiously as

the model implies. Even a modest level of pollution would mean that even

though the world average of persistent pollutants were still quite low and

not yet obnoxious to human health, some particular localities would be suffering

grievously from pollution. Can we really believe that most of the population

of Detroit could succumb to persistent pollutants without the rest of humanity

making any adjustments in its producer-consumer behavior? Humanity faces these

problems one by one, every year in every era, and keeps making its quiet

adjustments. It does not keep accumulating them indefinitely till they make

catastrophe inevitable. One does not have to believe in the invisible hand to

subscribe to such a view of society. One has merely to believe in human sanity

and its instinct for self-preservation.

35. Since the authors of the Limits model are interested in long-term

projections, they should also use a longer-term historical perspective. It

would be interesting if they were to step back about one hundred years in

history -- say, 1872 -- and to feed the data, state of knowledge, technology

etc. of that time into their computer and to see what kind of predictions

follow. And if the computer shows that we all met disaster a few years ago --

or, at least, should have -- we should then examine the corrective mechanisms

which came into play to save us from such a disaster. Was it because poupulation

growth in the developed world did not behave in the manner predicted at that

time? Was it because society made a few conscious choices? Such a study

could be quite educative. It would show how the corrective mechanisms -- which

are completely absent in the Limits model -- work in real life. And it would
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oblige the authors to show us why these corrective mechanisms are supposed

not to work in the future.

36. One of the most curious parts of the model is its treatment of the

role of technology. In an age of the most dramatic technological progress,

the authors contend that there cannot be a continuation of such rapid progress

in the future. And this is merely an assumption, not a proven thesis. The

model assumes that certain things in this world will grow at exponential rates --

population, capital stock, pollution. It assumes that certain other things

will not grow at an exponential rate -- specifically technology, both to

enlarge the resource base and to fight pollution. Thus, the Limits model

builders challenge something basic in human beings -- their pride that they

have continuously extended the physical limits of this planet through constant

innovations and technological progress. Now, how realistic is this? As known

nonrenewable resources are progressively depleted, can we not find endless

technological improvisations to economize on the use of these resources or to

recycle them completely or to find new resources in ocean and space? As

societies become conscious of pollution problems, will they not find the

technology to fight it, as is already becoming apparent? Any model that assumes

that certain things will grow at exponential rates and others will not, is

inherently unstable. We should not be surprised if it leads to disaster.

37. The basic utility of the Limits model is to bring out inter-relation-

ships between various critical variables like population, pollution and non-

renewable resources and to highlight certain areas in which further research work

needs to be done. The model is also useful in bringing home the long time lags

between various policy actions and their eventual impact so that the need for

a good deal of advance research work and planning is stressed. But the model
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should not be taken too literally. It is fairly defective in its conception

and in its methodology. More work needs to be done to find out whether long

term models covering 100 to 200 years can be usefully constructed and, if so,

what degree of disaggregation should be built into these models so that they

serve as a guide to operational policy. As we discuss later, some serious

research work has already begun in a number of institutions all over the world.

In the last analysis, activating some of this work may well turn out to be

the most valuable contribution of the Limits model. While the model itself

contains hardly any mention of conscious corrective mechanisms, in a larger

sense its very appearance can well be regarded as part of the corrective

mechanism that societies devise in response to major problems.

V. Policy Implications of the Model

38. Unfortunately, the policy implications which flow from the Limits

model are the least stressed and the least developed part of the book.

And yet, these policy implications have attracted the greater attention since

the book has appeared. The major policy conclusion of the model is the

prescription of a zero growth rate, both in population and in material

production. But that prescription is not logically derived from the model.

Even if one accepts some of the premises of the authors about certain physical

limits to further unchecked growth, it is not quite clear from their work

as to why the world must immediately move in 1975 to zero growth rates. Since

the model is too aggregated, the authors are in no position to discuss various

alternative choices which are still open to society even if physical limits to

growth are conceded.

39. There is, for example, the choice between development and defense.

Presently, about $200 billion are being spent on defense which is one of the
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major users of world resources and generators of pollution. If the society

is really concerned about resource constraint, could it not consciously make

a choice to devote fewer resources to defense and more to development?

Again, there is the choice of patterns of growth. If natural resources become

more scarce, could the society not decide to have a different pattern of

consumption, based on more services and leisure, which normally consume less

material resources. What is even of more interest to us, the growth of the

developing world could well proceed without putting major pressures on the

global physical limits even if they were to exist. These are some of the

real choices that humanity faces at present and a good deal of debate is

centering around them, But these choices can hardly be considered in the

context of the Limits model which is sweeping in its overall policy prescriptions.

40. Another area of policy concern is world income distribution. If we

were to accept the thesis that the world cannot be "saved" except through

zero growth rates, as the authors do, we must also demonstrate that world

income redistribution on a massive scale is possible. Otherwise, freezing

the present world income distribution would not "save" the world either because

of the inevitable confrontation between the haves and the have-nots. The Limits

recognizes this but skips the issue rather lightly as if it were a mere

irritant. It does not address itself to the basic issue: how is such a re-

distribution to be brought about in a stagnant world? Through negative growth

rates in the developed world and positive growth rates in the developing

countries? Through a mass immigration of the populations of the developing

countries into the developed world? Through a massive transfer of resources

under a world income tax? And what is the realism of all this in a world that

is rather reluctant to transfer even 1% of its GNP in the form of foreign
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assistance? While income redistribution is a desirable objective and must

be pursued with full vigor, we must recognize that it is going to be even

more difficult to achieve, both within nations and among nations, if there is

no prospect of future growth and various groups fight to keep their share in

a stagnant world.

41. The policy implications of the Limits model about population growth

seem to be more valid than about future growth in production. Even when

one rejects the notion of zero growth rate in industrial and agricultural

production and in capital stock, one can appreciate the advantages of stabilising

world populations. This would release much energy and effort from catering to

ever increasing numbers and divert it to improving the well-being of the

existing population levels. It is increasingly true that the absolute increment

in world population every year is becoming uncomfortably large and we are fast

becoming an overcrowded planet. It is also true that slower population growth

would reduce the urgency of technological solutions to resource shortages and

pollution crises: there is no reason why humanity should be under constant

pressure to seek or accept technological fixes in desperation, without

considering the full environmental implications of new technology. But the

Limits model performs no real service by linking population growth rate so

intimately with per capita industrial production levels as to imply that

populations cannot be stablised in poor nations through conscious and aggressive_

population control policies.

42. In the last analysis, we may well find that social and political

limits on future growth turn out to be far more important than mere physical

limits. It may be possible to overcome some of the physical limits through

continued technological progress, as has happened during the last century, but
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it might become increasingly more difficult to cope with the complex

political and social problems that an overcrowded planet creates. We

are already witnessing a growing feeling in many societies that individuals

are becoming an impersonal part of the total society and can no longer relate

to it meaningfully, either in the social field or through the political forums.

The question we may well have to debate is whether the world is growing too

large to govern itself while maintaining any decent political order or social

cohesion. But this is a much larger question and a much more relevant one

than the Limit model raises or can even begin to cope with.

43. There are many areas of potential disaster that humanity faces,

irrespective of the sterile dialogue on whether physical limits to human survival

exist or not. These disasters may arise because of the inadequacy of national

or international institutions to deal with the problems of a large planet and

the inability of these institutions, both public and private, to recognize and

react to potential crises. Issues of nuclear war and income disparity between

rich and poor nations fall within this category and have rightly engaged a good

deal of the attention of mankind. While the sweeping conclusions of the

Limits to Growth and the publicity which has accompanied the appearance of

the book have created enough shock waves to start some serious work on issues

of global survival, the main danger is that the debate may get dragged into

the wrong channels -- that is, in fighting some of the false issues that the

Limits has raised, rather than into more constructive fields. We cannot

refrain from quoting the very apt conclusion that Carl Kaysen reaches on this

score in the July issue of the Foreign Affairs:
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"Finally, therefore, how much does "crying wolf" help to direct

social energies toward improving our responses to these

problems? In principle, it is not only useful, but indispensable.

The social mechanism is made up of human beings moved by

passion far more than by reason. The mobilization of feeling

that is the necessary prelude to all but the most routine

social action requires some stimulus stronger than a sound

argument. But to be effective, the cry must be well directed:

the wolves must be imminent and they must indeed be wolves.

On this score we can give only a moderate grade to "Limits",

or more properly, to its sponsors in The Club of Rome. The

problems they call us to attend are real and pressing. But

none are of the degree of immediacy that can rightly command

the urgency they feel. Indeed, at least two problems of

worldwide consequence outside the scope of this work seem to

be more urgent than any it deals with: the creation of an

international order stable enough to remove the threat of

nuclear war, and the diminution of the staggering inequalities

in the international distribution of wealth. A good sentry

does not cry up tomorrow's wolves and ignore today's tigers."

VI. Further Work on the Model

(a) Further Work Outside the Bank

44. A good deal of work has already started in a number of institutions

on some of the critical issues raised by the Limits model. We have not been

able to gain access to all of this work but we have summarized in Annex F

the nature of the most significant efforts that we learned about. Several

independent groups -- in North America, South America, Europe and Japan -- are

currently engaged in a serious attempt to extend and refine the Limits analysis.

These efforts were motivated, in part, by a desire to avoid the distortions

implicit in the extreme aggregation of the Forrester and Meadows models.

Accordingly, each of the current studies disaggregates the world into at least

two sectors -- developed and developing; one study aims at incorporating into

its model as many as ten sectors, reflecting progressive levels of per capita

income. In addition, the model builders are attempting to allow for the effects

of a broad range of institutional and attitudinal adjustments. This area
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appears to be presenting the biggest problems. Several groups admit their

ignorance of the real-world adjustment processes and intend to conduct their

own research. They have also included political scientists and other social-

science specialists in their research staffs.

45. The most significant efforts to model global interactions in the

spirit of the Limits are those of Case Western Reserve University (Mesarovic

and Pestel), The Systems Ecology Lab. of the University of California at Davis

(Kenneth Watt), Tinbergen and Linnemann in the Netherlands, the Japanese

Techno-Economics Society (Okita and Kaya), and the Bariloche Foundation in

Argentina. These groups are undertaking sizeable programs and appear likely to

produce something operational within the next year. Besides these, there are

several smaller groups which are interested in testing the Meadows model with

a view to improving its assumptions. These include study groups led by

Michael Deutch and Lincoln Gordon in Washington. The Battelle Memorial

Institute in Geneva also is considering an effort at global modelling.

(b) Further Work by the Bank

46. We have given a good deal of thought to the further work that the Bank

should undertake in this field. Our overall conclusion is that while we should

keep in touch with the work proceeding on the Limits model outside the Bank,

we should largely be consumers rather than producers of research in this field.

Our major interest will be in a "two-world" model: we should keep our options

open on what we may have to do in this field, depending on what emerges from

other institutions.

47. The overall issues of global survival cut across the Bank work; our

contribution to the illumination of some of these issues at a realistic policy

level can only be through our continuing work on the developing countries and

on such sectors as population, pollution and nonrenewable resources. These
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concerns are already organized along functional lines in the Bank and there

need not be any major change in our present priorities for research as a result

of the issues raised by the Limits model. There are two areas, however, which

require some reconsideration.

4i8. The issues relating to pollution are presently dealt 
with in the Office

of the Environmental Adviser. Up to now, however, this Office has been able to

cover only operational issues related to Bank-financed 
projects, and has done

so on a very selective basis because of staff limitations. 
There is no unit at

present which deals with environmental research 
on a continuing basis. In view

of the growing importance of environmental research and fast accumulating

literature on the subject, we suggest that more attention 
should be given in

the Bank to this area of research.

49. Another major field is that of nonrenewable resources. 
Our work in this

Eield is confined so far to trade and price projections of individual 
commodities

and occasional analysis of policy issues raised by production 
and trade of these

commodities, e.g. some recent papers on the applicability of OPEC-type bargaining

to non-fuel minerals and agricultural commodities. What is generally missing is

specific work on problems of natural resource 
research, development and management

issues, particularly insofar as these problems affect the developing countries.

During the course of our work on this Report, we were particularly impressed by

the information that became available on the potential of seabed resources. The

rapid exploration of these resources in the not too distant 
future would raise majuo

issues of policy for distribution of benefits between developed and developing

countries and for the future production and trade patterns 
in commodities in the

developing world. The Bank has a decided interest in these issues and should 
be

able to anticipate them and to deal with them by organizing 
some specific research

work on natural resource problems, policy and management. 
We feel that there is a

need for a special unit in the Bank to deal with issues of this type on a 
continuing

basis.
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Report on The Limits to Growth

Annex A

POPULATION

1. In The Limits to Growth, it is assumed that population tends to grow

exponentially with a positive feed back through births and a negative feed

back through deaths. Historical data on the whole support this assumption.

As a matter of fact, during the immediate past, population has actually

grown in a super exponential manner; that is, at an increasing rate of growth.

It is also true that if the current rate of growth were to continue, the

World's population would double in the next 35 years and the present popu-

lation of 3.6 billion would increase to about 29 billion in another 100

years.

2. How far are these past trends relevant for future projections? Will

the present growth rates continue until brought to an end by sudden and

uncontrollable declines in population and industrial output? Many demographers;

conclude that fertility will soon decline in line with the already low and -linlg

mortality, so that the overall population growth rate will also begin to decl

after the 1970's, slowly at first but more rapidly thereafter.

3. It is an unfortunate fact that many of the largest countries in the

world, accounting for the bulk of the total population do not, as yet, have

accurate data on changes in birth rates. However, the United Nations reports

that there are 66 countries which have accurate data for two recent years

(1966 and 1970), mainly the developed countries and smaller developing

countries. In 56 of these cases there has been a decline in birth rates and

only three show very small increases. The continued fall in the birth rate

in some developed countries is also significant especially in certain cases
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where fertility is already close to the level at which, if maintained

indefinitely, the population would only just replace itself and growth would

cease. Thus it seems that factors tending to reduce fertility are

already operating in a wide variety of country conditions, especially in

those where the death rate is now relatively low.

4. In the Meadows model, the determination of fertility and mortality

is dominated by economic factors, namely, industrial, agricultural and

services output. Social factors are presumed to operate through these

economic variables, while cultural and psychological aspects of population

have no direct role to play.

5. The output of agriculture and services primarily influence the level

of mortality, and industrial output primarily influences the level of

fertility. It is important to emphasize the appropriate specification of

the fertility relation because fertility is the dynamic element in modern

population growth, and because the factors influencing it are most problematic

for the purposes of development strategy.

6. Historically, mortality and fertility levels of a country have been

closely associated with its stage of economic development. However, in

recent years these relations have become weaker. For example, the post-war decline

in mortality in less developed countries has not been highly correlated to

their economic development. There is also reason to believe that the relation

between fertility levels and economic factors will further weaken in the coming

years. Family planning programs, in at least a few of the less developed

countries, have shown that they can influence fertility and that there is

some relationship between program strength and fertility decline independent

of social and economic forces. Although resources available for social
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serv ces , including fa:ily planning progras, ar rcliatcd to industrial

production, the resource requirements for family planning is not 
so large

in relation to the total demands on public resources 
as to exclude the

possibility of allocating adequate resources 
for these services even in less

developed countries, by a judicious application of budget 
priorities.

7. However, the question whether a decline in fertility is possible

without a substantial improvement in economic conditions cannot 
be

categorically answered at this stage on the basis 
of available data. Less

developed countries which have shown substantial declines 
in their birth rate

so far are also those with considerable success in the economic field: as, for

example, Taiwan, Korea, Singapore and Hong Kong. As yet, the declines in India,

Pakistan, Indonesia and some other big countries are not large enough 
to be

given as examples to support the proposition. There are reasons to believe that

fertility can indeed be reduced if adequate inputs are made to national family

planning programs. In the first place, in most of the less developed countries

of Asia and Latin America, the death rate has reached extremely 
low levels:

less than 10 in Latin America, less than 13 in East Asia, and less than 16 in

othcr parts of Asia. Thus, the countries in these regions have reached the

stage in which a fall in the birth rate is the next logical stage in their

demographic transition. Secondly, wherever family planning services have bee

provided on a large scale fertility declines have 
been observed. As mentioned

in the World Bank sector working paper on population, there is a positive

correlation between a national family planning program's supply capacity and

the number of women who make use of the program. In an analysis of the Indian

family planning program, George Simmons concluded that the inter-district

differences in the acceptance rate of family planning is more related to program
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inputs in each district than to the socio-economic conditions of the

district. In both India and Pakistan, when the national family planning

programs were strengthened after 1965, there was a corresponding impact on

the fertility rate. Thus, it seems reasonable to conclude that under the

present demographic conditions in Asia and 
Latin America the birth rate can

be brought down substantially if sufficient resources are provided 
for family

planning, even without any major breakthrough 
in economic development.

8. The above conclusion is not accepted, however, by those who hold that

the provision of good family planning services will 
not be sufficient, by

themselves, to reduce the rate of growth of population. Good family planning

services are clearly essential, but the use made of those services depends

upon the attitude of parents to desired family 
size. If the number of children

wanted on average is three or more and mortality continues 
to fall there will be

no prospect of reducing the rate of growth 
of population. The proponents of this

viewpoint lay stress on the right motivation 
for lower fertility, or the demand

side of family planning, while the former arguments attach most importance to

the supply side, in the form of well organized programs.

9. One argument in Meadows' study is that the resources available for

family planning are a function of the industrial output 
and of services and

will, therefore, not be sufficient when industrial output per 
capita is low.

According to a United Nations Fund for Population Activities study, family planning in

developing countries will cost about $0.65 per capita 
per year. Table I presents the

actual expenditure on family planning in a few countries. 
The figures indicate

that expenditures on family planning are a very small 
fraction of the national

ludgot and that in many countries a substantial proportion of the expenditure

"'1110 V1 Otuts i d sour1ces. ila. it, & , appcar to b- e dif£f icul t for any
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country to find the money it requires for providing family planning 
services

to its citizens, if it wants to do so.

10. The best guess we have about the future trend 
in the growth rate is

given by the UN in their latest population 
projections. According to these

figures, the growth rate will decrease after 1975 in the 
less developed

countries, and after 1980 in the world as a whole. Censuses taken since 1968

(when the projections were made), and information on 
recent fertility and

mortality trends indicate that the decline of the 
growth rate might start

earlier than anticipated. In several large countries, the enumerated

populations in recent censuses were smaller 
than the figures projected by the UN

(e.g. India, Brazil, Morocco, etc.). In most of the developed countries, the

birth rate has declined much faster than expected (e.g. USA, Germany, Romania,

Portugal etc.). In China, the birth rate is estimated to be about 
30, a level

at which the rate of decline is generally the fastest. In India, the national

birth rate seems to have declined by 2 or 3 points and recent reports indicate

that the rate has declined to 32 in some of the southern states. 
The changes

in these large countries have significant influence 
on the global trends. It iU

therefore, quite likely that the peak of the 
growth rate will be reached earl

1 er

than anticipated in the UN projections; that is, well before the end of the

present decade.

11. Thus, although the rate of the world's population growth 
is extremely

high now and is likely to remain high 
for some time, there is no reason to

believe that fertility will not soon adjust itself. 
Population trends are not

determined entirely by economic production, and the success 
of family planning

programs need not be even indirectly a function 
of industrial production per

capita. Changes in age at marriage, and of the proportion marrying are not
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related solely to income per capita. Through family planning and other

corrective responses beyond family planning a balance between the birth

rate and the death rate can be achieved. A good deal of national effort

and international cooperation are, of course, necessary. There is no reason to

believe that these will not be forthcoming.

12. Even if this happened, however, the world will still be left with

a substantial population problem in both absolute numbers and scope for

future growth. The long lags involved in demographic change (which are

reflected in the Meadows model) ensure that population growth would continue

for several generations after balance had been achieved between mortality and

fertility. Any prognostication about the future, therefore, must take into

account the inevitability of a world population several times larger than the

present 3.6 billion.
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Table I

Budgetary Position of Family Planning
Program in Selected Countries

Family Planning Foreign Aid F.P. as %
Budget in US $ as % of F.P. of National

Country million * Budget Budget

Total Per Capita

China, Republic of 0.6 0.04 87.1 0.1
India 49.3 0.09 38.3 1.6
Indonesia 4.0 0.03 92.5 0.1
Jamaica 0.5 0.26 31.7 0.3
Korea, Republic of 4.1 0.13 48.8 0.4
Pakistan 19.1 0.15 77.9 1.9
Trinidad & Tobago 0.1 0.10 30.2 0.1

* All figures refer to 1969,,

Source: IBRD Population Planning Sector Working Paper, 1972,
Table 6, p. 23.
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Report on the Limits to Growth

Annex B

NONRENEWABLE RESOURCES

Nature of the Data

1. The bulk of quantitative information on nonrenewable resource require-

ments and availdbilities in the Limits to Growth comes from one or two

sources. Most of the "authoritative" studies quoted in support of the thesis,

too, are based on statistical information contained in the very same sources.

The data in question are: (a) either incomplete in coverage or, in places,

out of date, or (b) overextended as to their meaning and utility beyond the

issuing agency's intentions.

2. In the case of mineral resources, most of the statistical information

comes from the U.S. Bureau of Mines' Mineral Facts and Problems, 1970 Edition,

and it is in this area that the Limits' dependence on one source -- and its

misuse -- are the greatest. The authors have taken the U.S. Bureau of Mines

(USBM) forecasts of world requirements for the year 2000 and extrapolated

them indefinitely into the future and adopted the Bureau's reserve estimates

indiscriminately without heeding the caveats against this, i.e., without

reading the small print, in the source itself.

3. The point is not that the USBM data are necessarily wrong, for they

are not; or that there are better sources of statistical information, for

there are not. The USBM's demand estimates for the year 2000 are quite

thorough, being derived through a methodical approach termed "contingency
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forecasting." 1/ We have not hesitated to use these forecasts (after

scrutiny) in our own work on individual minerals; but one questions the

appropriateness of relying on them so heavily and dogmatically in an

exercise like the Limits to Growth.

4. Commendable as they may be, the USBM forecasts suffer from certain

biases that even their authors would admit to. These arise from the fact

that in the USBM work quoted, indeed in most official discussions of the

minerals problem in this country (be it in the USBM publications or at

Congressional Hearings), the underlying chain of concern runs as follows:

What are the long-term mineral requirements of the U.S.? What proportion

of these can be met from domestic sources? What are the resources of the

rest of the world; and what are the implications of their distribution and

location for the U.S. in terms of ensuring security of supply? Once these

questions are answered -- and answered favorably for the U.S. -- the USBM

or other agencies no longer feel compelled to pursue an exhaustive investi-

gation of world resources. For this reason, plus the inadequacy of data

1/ The first step involves making "surprise free" projections of require-
ments. These merely reflect past trends and are conditionally related
to forecasts for the growth of population, economic activity, industrial
production, and other relevant indicators; the results are termed the
"forecast base." The second step involves the establishment of con-
tingency situations, i.e., deviations from the "forecast base" due to
possible technological, socio-political, environmental and other relevant
influences, and leads to a "forecast range." Where the range is too
wide, it is subjected to a probability analysis that includes adjustment
of the range for one or two standard deviations from the mean. These
demand projections are then related to supply projections (estimates of
reserves, i.e., deposits recoverable under existing conditions) in order
to discover possible strains on the resource base and gain insight on
future problem areas. This is done seriatim for 88 minerals.
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for a vast number of countries, "contingency forecasting" is applied rigorously

to U.S. demand and supply but selectively to demand and supply in the rest of

the world. As such, these forecasts have a very wide margin of error.

Projections of Requirements

5. The projected rates of growth in requirements used in the Limits are

fairly close to the ones used in the OPEC paper, as shown below:

FUTURE GROWTH IN WORLD REQUIREMENTS

Limits 1/ Ours 2/
1968-2000 1968-2020

(percent per annum)

Silver 2.7 2.7

Bauxite 6.4 6.4

Tin 1.1 1.2

Cobalt 1.5 1.9

Chromium 2.6 2.7

Copper 4.6 4.6
Iron 1.8 2.3

Tungsten 2.5 3.5

Manganese 2.9 2.9
Molybdenum 4.5 4.7

Nickel 3.2 3.2

Lead 2.0 2.3

Zinc 2.9 3.0

1/ Average of high and low estimates.

2/ Economics Department, What are the Opportunities

for Raising LDC's Earnings from Exports of Non-Fuel

Minerals Through OPEC-Type Cooperation - A Brief

Answer, February 11, 1972.

6. While the Limits to Growth attempts to correct for possible data

biases on the supply side by introducing alternate reserve assumptions, it

adheres to the U.S. Bureau of Mines' demand projections -- in fact, only to

the "mean" of the contingency forecasts. This means that it extrapolates

the USBM's 30-year exponential projections indefinitely into the future,
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setting a scenario where the only trouble-free growth rate -- given the

finiteness of resources -- would be zero. This, of course, is absurd.

Even small changes in the assumptions concerning population growth, pollu-

tion, and technology could alter not only the volume but also the composition

of future output, with far-reaching implications for resource requirements.

7. The composition of aggregate demand and output is, in fact, quite

fundamental in shaping resource needs but is assumed as fixed by the

authors of the Limits. While not ignoring that the composition of output

can change, they postulate that this can only be brought about by either

total catastrophe per se (the collapse of the system) or by measures (zero-

growth) reflecting the fear of catastrophe. Allowance is made neither for

unforeseen changes in tastes, technology and public morality, nor for rational

processes of evolutionary change. Besides, though cognizant of the possi-

bility that resource requirements might follow an S-shaped curve, as indeed

they have in some cases, the authors do not exhaust the implications of this

realization. Ultimate aggregate growth patterns in the Limits are largely

modeled on those of the U.S., and growth theory indeed makes use of the so-

called demonstration effect. But given orderly rational change within the

U.S. toward a non-wasteful utilization of nonrenewable resources (e.g., as

a result of greater concern with the "quality of life"), this demonstration

effect can also work to decelerate rather than accelerate the growth of

global resource use. Developing countries might well choose to forego the

"steep climb of the S-curve" in resource utilization and follow the new,

rather than the discarded, consumption and output pattern of rich countries.
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India, for instance, instead of first giving a private car to every citizen,

might elect to lay the foundations of a non-polluting, less resource-

intensive, efficient mass rapid-transit system.

8. Considering that the Limits to Growth is in essence a massive

exercise in sensitivity analysis and that margins of error (already wide

with regard to the USBM projections for the year 2000) rise exponentially,

it should also work with different demand assumptions. This can lead to

dramatically different results on the threat of scarcity, particularly if

reserve estimates are raised or qualified more rigorously, as we would be

inclined to do. For example, given the weight of demand assumptions in the

thesis, lowering the projected annual growth rate of demand for a mineral

from 4 percent to 1.5 percent can have an effect equivalent to that of

lengthening the life of the mineral five-fold. Exponentiality is, after

all, a double-edged sword.

9. More can obviously be said on the demand side with regard to the

need for disaggregation (as between DCs and LDCs), the rationing role of

prices, etc. But what has been said already suffices to show that the

Limits is not really measuring the risks of "inaction" on the question of

survival; it is simply highlighting the risks of growth at the rates

stipulated. There are many other possible scenarios not necessarily forced

on mankind by its assumed irrationality.

Resources - The Positive View

10. We shall address ourselves here, first, to resources as defined in

the Limits to Growth (those which are presently established as resources and

exploited commercially), restrictive as this definition may be, and to the

assumptions about them in the study.
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11. While, as hinted earlier, we do think that the Limits' reserve figures

and resource assumptions are by and large very pessimistic, we do not have a

complete set of alternative figures to offer. Our first point about non-

renewable resources is that we do not know the true extent of the resources

that exist in, and can ultimately be recovered from, the earth. Nor will we

know in the next two years or ten years.

12. The reason why we do not know the absolute limits of the resources we

have is simple and does not even require recourse to elaborate arguments about

the wonders of technology. We do not know because no one has as yet found it

necessary to know and therefore went about taking an accurate inventory. The

identity and motivation of the principal parties which engage in exploration

(industry, governments, etc. -- no independent, non-profit organizations have

been involved until recently) is such that their primary interest is to

ascertain that there are sufficient resources for a specific goal: meeting

requirements, or providing exploitation opportunities for a reasonable

length of time, usually 25-30 years but rarely exceeding 50 years. This,

plus the cost of exploration, result in a bias to keep reserve figures low.

When the reserve/annual-consumption ratio threatens to decline beyond a pre-

determined figure (no two countries need operate on the same figure), enough

exploration and, we should add, statistical juggling is undertaken to move

some deposits from the resource column to the reserve column.

13. The reserve estimates have changed several times in the past and are

likely to change again in the future. Some recent illustrations are:

Iron Ore: In 1954, world iron ore reserves were estimated at 85

billion gross tons, with an iron content of 42 billion tons. In

1966, reserves were in the order of 250 billion gross tons and
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another 200 billion gross tons were identified as "potential ores"

leading, together, to an estimate of about 200 billion tons of

metallic iron in both categories, or five times larger than the

1954 estimate. The Limits' estimate is 110 billion tons, or roughly

half the 1966 estimate of "reserves and potential ores" which most

people agree is extremely conservative. According to the U.S.

Bureau of Mines, the price increase required to double the current

reserve estimates is 35-40 percent.

Copper: In 1935, world copper reserves were estimated to amount to

about 100 million tons (copper content); officially reported reserves

were 74 million tons. The latest estimate (1972) places reserves at

340 million tons, or roughly 3.5 times more than in 1935. It is

estimated that a trebling in price would raise the current reserves

by about 2.5 times, to a level 8 times greater than that of 1935.

Bauxite: World reserves increased seven-fold between 1950 and 1972,

from 1.6 billion tons to 11.7 billion tons.

Lead: A 1929 study had concluded "assuming a continuity of present

techniques and a London price of 3 cents per pound it is clear that

the world's resources cannot meet present demands." Today, 43 years

later, according to the data in the Limits, reserves are sufficient

to last for another 21 years (at exponential demand growth). True,

prices have increased four-fold since the twenties, but no one can

argue that this has affected mankind. Demand for lead is far from

bullish; no one is seriously worried about a lead shortage. Signi-

ficantly, pollution prevention has induced the removal of lead from
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modern gasolines (lead's only end-use where the metal is dissipated

or "lost" -- in all others, it is recoverable), adding on to the

potential supply.

Tin: The same 1929 survey had concluded: "The known resources of

tin under the price range which has existed during the past five

years do not seem to satisfy the ever increasing demand df the

industrial nations for more than 10 years." Forty-three years later,

according to the Limits' figures, reserves are adequate for another

15 years. Tin is highly substitutable; its depletion is not likely

to cause a serious problem.

Phosphate Rock: World resezves increased from 17 billion tons in

1929 to 47 billion in 1950 and 104 billion in 1972, or six-fold in

43 years.

14. This is not to deny that certain mineral resources are indeed scarce

nor to suggest that ignorance about the full scope of resource availabilities

automatically leads to the conclusion that they are ample and pose no problem.

We are merely proposing that what characterizes the resource picture in a

practical sense is the element of uncertainty rather than finiteness. There

ought to be a big difference between policy recommendations designed to deal

with uncertainty and those aimed narrowly at dealing with the certainty of

doomsday.

15. The authors of the Limits are confident that they have corrected for

the whole basket of uncertainty by assuming, as they did, that resources

exceed proven reserves by five times. This, they suggest, is a generous

assumption. The above claim is patently absurd, since possible developments
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in resource expansion -- through discovery and technology -- and resource

creation -- the commercialization of heretofore unutilized or under-

utilized goods -- can, individually, raise reserves much above five times

their current levels, nothing to say of what they can do jointly, by inter-

action. There is already eyidence that in some minerals resources exceed

proven reserves very much more than five times. Besides, the dynamics of

resource expansion and creation warn against the fixing of potential

resources at any, even generous, multiple of reserves.

Igoed Facts

16. Illustrations of how the world's resource base has expanded and

continues to do so -- and of how resources are created -- are ample. The

problem with drawing upon illustrations in t his case is that one opens

oneself to the criticism that: (a) these provide no match to the elegant

model of the Limits; and (b) it is adventurous to assume that history foretells

the future. We reject both criticisms. It is, for one, grossly erroneous to

assume that the Limits' thesis itself, because of the central place of the

model, is based solely on quantitative empirical information. In fact,

arbitrary assumptions abound in it. Furthermore, the illustrations given

in support of the assumptions are not sufficiently representative. One

finds a long discourse on chromium and mercury but little on iron ore, the

"basic mineral" of economic growth. Furthermore, admitting that relying on

illustrations implies confidence in history, this can no more be faulted

than the authors' own use of history, though they look only at the story

of irrationality, wastefulness, callousness and neglect in drawing their

scenario.
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17. First, a few illustrations of the unreliability or omissions of

published reserve estimates are in order:

- According to the U.S. Bureau of Mines, roughly four-fifths

of the data on reserves (even on U.S. reserves) for 81 minerals

surveyed are poor, having a confidence level less than 65 per-

cent.

- Some of the reserve estimates are seriously out of date. What

we know of Mainland China's coal reserves dates from estimates

made in 1913.

- Because of the industry's stringent and conservative definitions

of "reserves", some resources whose existence is certain do not

appear in published estimates of world reserves. The oil deposits

of Alaska and the North Sea have not been classified yet as

proven reserves by the industry. Estimates on nickel do not

identify reserves in Botswana, where the Bank has even financed

a project recently.

18. Here are more fundamental illustrations of ignored or, at best, down-

played, facts:

- Reserves of a number of minerals have risen exponentially in the

past, in many cases faster than consumption, as illustrated above -

iron ore reserves by a factor of 5 in 12 years, bauxite by a

factor of 7 in 22 years.

- Previous projections of "imminent scarcity" in some minerals have

failed to materialize or create serious problems. Tin and lead

reserves are sufficient to cover exponentially rising demand for

roughly the same number of years as they did 40 years ago.
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- There is abundant evidence that resources exceed proven reserves

very significantly. Geological estimates indicate that the oil

industry may ultimately recover 5-10 times currently proven

reserves from "conventional deposits" and 10-40 times as much

if allowance is made for the oil in tar sands and shale.

- There is no firm evidence that deterioration in the grade of

pre mined has to increase the cost of extraction. It has not

happened in copper (in the U.S.) or iron ore, due to technological

advances.

- Not-excessively-painful increases in price can raise the level

of reserves (economically minable ore) dramatically. A 35-40

percent increase in the price of iron ore could double the

reserves; a 50 percent increase in that of tin can raise its

reserves by 80 percent.

- Advyaces in technology can swell the resource base of a mineral.

The "fixing" of nitrogen by separating it from liquified air and

the Frasch process of recovering sulphur from "salt domes" (and

advances in recovering the latter from smokestacks) have literally

eliminated the resource problem in these two cases.

- Some minerals are neuer really "lost" through consumption or

dumping. Relatively recent advances in "floatation reagents"

make it possible to obtain tin from "tailings" (waste) dumped

as unsuitable up to now -- an innovation which can double the

"reserves" of tin.
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- There are alternative potential sources for obtaining some

minerals -- Aluminum can be obtained from certain clays.

Alcoa plans to develop a process for substituting "anorthosite"

for bauxite in producing aluminum. Through new processes,

oil has been obtained experimentally from "municipal garbage,"

cow dung, and industrial waste water.

- Literally vast quantities of minerals can be obtained from as

yet unexploited seabed, through the mining of so-called

manganese nodules. Nodules are special objects of unknown

origin, ranging in size between that of a pea and a baseball,

found scattered at the bottom of the sea. They consist

primarily of manganese but contain also copper, nickel, cobalt

and several other metals. They can be hauled by dredging the

ocean floor with a relatively simple continuous bucket system.

Recent reports stress their vast potential and how they could

"revolutionize" mineral availabilities and utilization. This

is illustrated as follows:

(a) According to some experts, recovering 100 million tons

of nodules per annum, which appears to be within reach in

10-20 years, would produce annually manganese, copper, nickel

and cobalt in amounts equivalent to 572 percent, 28 percent,

320 percent, and 1,200 percent of current "free world" consumption,

respectively. Reserves are in the order of "hundreds of

billions of tons", and a mining rate of 400 million tons per

year is possible for a literally unlimited period of time.
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(b) Production costs are estimated at a fraction (1/5 or

lower) of current prices. Investment costs would be much

lower, too, and the capital required would be met from

commercial sources, at least in the developed countries.

Production and prices will tend to be relatively stable.

(c) The effect of nodule-mining on the environment would be

negligible. In fact, they may help in this respect by permitting

or forcing the closing down of pollution-prone land mines.

(d) Some of the metals contained in the nodules are used

to manufacture stainless steel. As they are bound to make the

price of stainless steel cheaper, they will induce the

consumption of the durable, corrosion-free steel and save on

the consumption of scarce minerals in the long run.

Exaggerated claims? Perhaps. We could not check the

validity of these claims at the technical level with a broad

spectrum of specialists. But it seems to us that if there is

any element of exaggeration, it probably concerns the time span

over which the claims may materialize, rather than their physical

feasibility. While nodules mi2ht not provide a large enough new

resource base in the next 10 years, they are very likely to do so

long before doomsday predicted in the Limits. It is worth noting

that $50-$100 million have already been spent or committed,

mostly by American companies, for nodule mining; at least a dozen

national or multi-national corporations and consortia are

actively working on it; and the subject has received earnest

attention in at least three international conferences in the last
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six months. It is a mark of the subject's vast

dimensions and ramifications that at one of these

conferences the focus was on "how to prevent potential

drastic declines in mineral prices resulting from nodule

mining".
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Report on the Limits to Growth

Annex C

POLLUTION*

1. The pollution loop in the Limits deals with four types of relation-

ships:

a. the generation of pollution per unit of industrial output;

b. the absorptive capacity of the earth to render the pollution harmless;

c. the cost of reducing pollution;

d. the impact of pollution levels on birth rate, death rate, and
food production.

(a) Pollution Generation

2. Limits to Growth treats pollution in much the same way that Forrester's

World Dynamics does. The major difference is that Limits employs a time lag

between pollution generation and the effect of pollution. The authors of Limits

intend to include in their pollution variable only the persistent pollutants --

pollutants like heavy metals and DDT that take years to build up in food chains

and years to disappear. Pollution as we normally think of it; also includes

short-run, non-persistent pollutants. These short-term pollutants appear in

the model's "crowding" variable, where they are lumped together with the other

effects of crowding. The following discussion will treat pollution in a more

general sense, to include both long-term and short-term pollutants.

3. The Forrester model aggregates all kinds of pollution into a single

time-dependent variable called POL. The value of POL is determined as the

product of population size (P) and capital stock (CI). This is, in turn,

* This analysis is based on a report of the Princeton consultants (Messrs.
Feiveson and Herrick) who were engaged to examine the pollution assump-
tions in the Limits model.
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an input into the calculation of birth and death rates, and hence into popu-

lation projections.

4. There are two major difficulties with this highly aggregated represen-

tation of pollution:

(i) A pollutant that has important effects on health may be unimpor-

tant for climate, for esthetics, or for agricultural productivity

-- and the other way around.

(ii) The combined effect of two pollutants is often different from

the sum of the effects applied separately, a phenomenon known

as synergism. For example, the known death rates during acute

episodes of severe air pollution are far higher than those

that would have been predicted from laboratory experiments on

animals subject to the effects of each individual pollutant by

itself.

5. Pollution generation in the model is approximately linearly proportional

1/
to capital stock per capita.- As natural resources are used, progressively

more capital must be applied to extract a given amount of final output -- a

relationship which represents the necessity of using increasing amounts of

energy in production as resources are dispersed through consumption and disposal.

The result of this is that as virgin resources are drawn down, an increasingly

large capital investment is required to maintain prior levels of consumption;

pollution, consequently, climbs to higher and higher levels.

6. Pollution arises as a constraint to growth only after the natural

resource constraint is first relaxed. Reducing the model's natural resource

1/ An indirect feedback effect also connects pollution generation to capital
stock through population size: Pollution influences population directly
through the death rate and indirectly through food production. As popu-
lation is decreased by pollution, the per-capita stock of capital rises, and
with it, pollution generation.
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usage rate to one-fourth its "normal" rate, for example, allows pollution to

reach a level high enough to suppress further growth in population and capital

investment. If we reduce resource usage in this fashion, and look at only

the effect of increasing pollution in the model, we find that population

begins to decrease when pollution reaches a level between 5 and 11 times the

1970 level, depending on the fraction of capital being invested in agriculture.

The prediction of a pollution-catastrophe when the natural resource constraint

is relaxed depends on the model's assumptions regarding the relationship

between pollution level (POL) and capital stock per capita (CIR). In the

approximation used by the Bank consultants, a reduction of the ratio POL/CIR

to 3/8 the value originally assumed -- an adjustment well within the error

range of the data-- erases the prediction of catastrophe. 1/ Since data on

the actual relationship between pollution and capital stock are sparse, and

especially in view of the high degree of aggregation of the "pollution

variable", there is no particular reason to favor one value for this relation-

ship over the other.

(b) Pollution Absorption

7. Pollutants flow from source to sink in several ways. A sink either

isolates the pollutant from the rest of the environment (say, by deposit on

ocean bottom), disperses it into minute concentrations compared to natural

background, or degrades or converts it into harmless physical and chemical

forms. The ability of natural systems to absorb the pollutants in sinks

before they build up markedly in receptors may be termed the natural absorption

l/ Limits to Growth acknowledges that the pollution catastrophe could be
averted if pollution generation from all sources were reduced to one-
fourth its assumed initial level, but expresses great skepticism that
this could be accomplished. This run is shown in Figure 39 of Limits
to Growt
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capacity. The characteristic time for this absorption (the time from source

to sink) may be termed the absorption time-constant. This time-constant

will differ from pollutant to pollutant. In general, "the mechanisms of

flow, dispersion, and degradation are not well understood, and it is not

possible at the current level of knowledge to state with reasonable precision

the lifetime of any contaminant in air." (Cleaning Our Environment, p. 27.)

8. Two crucial assumptions dominate the Limits discussion of the earth's

pollution absorption capacity: one, that the time-constant for absorption

increases rapidly as the pollution level rises, and two, that the average

aggregate time-constant at present is of the order of one year. Neither

assumption is clearly justified, particularly so because scarcely any specific

pollutant behaves as does the aggregate. That is, pollutants for the most

part now appear either to possess relatively short time-constants (days) or

to remain in the environment for relatively long but constant periods unaffected

by the general pollution level. To see this, it will be helpful to sketch the

separate ways that pollutants can affect man.

9. Pollutants can affect man in five generic ways:

(a) the pollutant may be carried in the air and inhaled by humans;

(b) the pollutant may be concentrated in food chains and then

ingested by humans (DDT);

(c) the pollutant may be water-borne and ingested directly by humans

(cadmium, nitrites), infect fish, or serve as an incubating medium

for viruses, pathogenic bacteria, and vectors of infectious disease

(mosquitoes, snails). Polluted soils can have similar effect.

(d) the pollutant may become airborne and cause climatic changes on a

local, regional, or global scale (CO2);
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(e) food production on agricultural land and in estuaries and other

waters can be affected by water-borne pollutants and also by

certain air pollutants (acid rain).

10. In general, (a) imposes a local or regional risk. A global dispersal

of air pollutants would decrease concentration levels well below observable

deleterious thresholds. The time-constant for such contaminants is on the

order of days, and there appears no reason to expect this absorption time to

increase markedly with increases in pollution level. Contaminant concentra-

tions in food chains, (b), could have global effects, viz. DDT, mercury, lead,

etc.; however, the time-constant for absorption may be quite long. Again,

there seems to be no clear mechanism which would stretch out this time-constant

as pollutant levels increase. Water-borne pollutants that do not enter food

chains, (c), such as may be found in organic waste, will in general pose

local health dangers. For organic waste, the absorption time-constant at

low pollution levels may be measured in days, but it would increase markedly

as pollution levels rise. Finally, pollutants potentially capable of effecting

global climatic changes, such as CO2 and particulates, have long and probably

roughly constant time-constants unaffected by increases in pollution levels.

Effects on food production would for the most part be localized except for

fairly drastic climate changes.

11. Simulations on the Limits model performed by the Bank consultants

revealed the following implication of the model's pollution-sector assumptions:

the amount of pollution "absorbed" by the world each year rises with the pollu-

tion load until pollution reaches a level roughly equal to four times its

present world level; the amount of pollution "absorbed" annually then levels

off and even falls slightly with further rises in pollution. It is this
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property of the model, the Bank consultants conclude, that leads directly to

the runaway behavior of the pollution variable and hence to the collapse of

population and capital investment in the model. The point at which the

ability of the world to absorb additional pollution ceases is an entirely

arbitrary assumption of the model. Even so, it is probably true that the

world's ability to assimilate persistent pollutants behaves roughly as the

Limits authors suggest. This suggests the important conclusion that pollu-

tion controls imposed early in a country's industrial development will be

more effective than pollution controls imposed later -- when pollution

absorption by the local environment may have begun to decline.

(c) Cost of Reducing Pollution

12. The only data we have been able to gather are for the United States;

they impressively contradict the model's rigid investment-pollution relation.

For example, for 1976, without new controls, iron and steel would produce over

one million tons of particulates per year. Pollution controls would reduce

this to 93,000 tons per year, Similarly, for kraft pulp, from 561,000 to

120,000; for gray iron foundries, from 166,000 to 29,000. CO emissions from

the latter would be reduced from 2,220,000 tons per year to 210,000 tons per

year. Crudely speaking, it appears that industrial pollutants can be reduced

by 80 to 90% through annual expenditures of the order of 5% or less of the

total value of the particular industrial output. For electric power generatior,

similar reductions can be effected at roughly 2% of total power costs. Auto-

mobile emissions can be similarly controlled. New autos by 1976 will be

producing CO and NO at one-tenth the present rates. The costs of achieving

these reductions will raise the price of new autos by about 10% and induce

only minimally increased annual operating costs. These are all of course

rough summaries of data, which are themselves highly speculative.
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13. This speculation is bolstered by work done at Resources for Future Inc.

by Kneese, Ridker and staff. They have made crude estimates of the cost of

pollution abatement to the year 2000. They estimate that an active abatement

policy would cost about 30 billion dollars for air and water pollution control.

This does not appear excessive; it amounts to about 1.2% of the expected GNP

in the year 2000. Solid waste disposal might account for another $16 billion

annually.

14. There will be occasions when the cheapest means of pollution reduction

involves a change in the productive process. In these instances, we must be

alert to the danger of trading one form of pollution for another. Energy

production provides a useful illustration: Clearly, sustained growth in

energy production over several decades will raise serious environmental

problems. If we were to continue to rely upon fossil fuel for energy produc-

tion, severe environmental problems would arise (mostly, of a local or regional

character), and pollution control would be costly. Eventually, the accumula-

tion of atmospheric CO2 might prove intolerable, and the further use of fossil

fuels would have to be foregone altogether. If, instead, we were tc alter

the energy production process to rely mainly on nuclear power, we would

encounter very large problems of plutonium management, radioactive waste

disposal, and reactor safety. Construction of hydroelectric dams also causes

severe environmental hazards.

15. In these respects, there is merit in the Limits argument that rapid

growth can endanger clean environment unless appropriate long-run safeguards

are adopted. By the same token, however, over a time span of decades, fusion

power, solar power and the use of hydrogen-oxygen fuel as replacement to the

internal combustion engine could drastically alter the pollution problems

associated with energy production; from this perspective, the fifty year
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extrapolations of the Limits are unpersuasive. Thermal pollution is a more

fundamental problem. Energy use releases heat as a by-product. A rise in

temperatures around the world, resulting from increased 
energy use, could

seriously alter the world's climate. Knowledge of the extent of danger from

this source -- and the possibility of averting it through as-yet-unforeseen

technical advance -- must await the findings of atmospheric and other research.

(d) Effects of Pollutants

16. If pollution were to increase greatly more or less across the board,

severe health effects would almost certainly follow. The pollution catastrophes

of Limits do not occur until the pollution level reaches several 
times the

current level; the effects of more modest increases in pollution are probably

of greater interest. Here, we are in no position to give detailed information

on the state of our present understanding except to report briefly on some

overview summaries.

17. With respect to air pollution over and near large cities, there 
is now

clear evidence of harmful health effects due to air polluted with particulates,

nitrous oxides, carbon monoxide, and sulphates. Morbidity and mortality from

lung cancer and various respiratory diseases apparently show 
a marked correla-

tion with average pollutant concentrations in urban areas. The effect is

evidently cumulative and dependent upon long exposure to polluted air rather

than on sporadic episodes of unusually high concentrations. Thus the adverse

impact of air pollution may not be recognized fully until irrevocable 
harm has

already been done.

18. Air pollution by metals appears a less serious hazard. The seven trace

metals essential to health (chromium, manganese, iron, cobalt, copper, zinc

and molybdenum) are found in air over large cities. But they all appear
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harmless at concentrations less than many times those encountered in urban

air. Seven other metals found in air have low toxicities to cells, and

probably have little or no adverse public health impact; they are titanium,

vanadium, aluminum, barium, strontium, zirconium, and niobium. Of these,

aluminum, barium, strontium, and titanium enter the atmosphere mostly from

the soil. Three metals found in the air are toxic, and do represent a

potential health hazard; they are lead, cadmium, and nickel. These can

probably be suppressed: cadmium can be virtually eliminated by abatement

of zinc, lead by abolition of alkyl lead additives to gasoline, and nickel

by removal of particulates from fossil fuel plant emissions.

19. Several M.I.T. studies (notably, Man's Impact on the Global Environment,

MIT, 1970) summarize what is known about global impacts of various pollutants.

CO 2 and particulates appear most likely to induce global climate changes, though

there exists little quantitative evidence to support this. Particulates coming

from human activities can be significantly reduced as indicated in Section (c)

above, but control of C02 emissions into the atmosphere will probably require

suppression of fossil-fuel burning. Persistent compounds such as DDT, PCB's

and toxic metals, such as mercury and lead, could achieve global distribution

through the air, oceans, and, most importantly, food chains with probable

adverse health consequences. The MIT study, Man's Impact on the Global Environment,

shows that little concrete information on these subjects now exists.

Conclusion

20. We do not wish to imply that pollution is of little global concern or

is unrelated to economic growth. Rather, we have tried to point out some

specific kinds of information that are pertinent to the Limits projections.

Section (a), for example, illustrates how easily the pollution catastrophe of
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the Limits model may be suppressed by relatively slight changes in the

assumptions -- changes which sections (b) to (d) indicate are well within

our present bounds of uncertainty. This does not mean there is no danger;

it does mean that pollution build-up and world collapse is not necessarily

inevitable even with continued economic growth.
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Report on The Limits to Growth

Annex D

NATURE OF THE MODEL

1. The "World Model", whether one refers to the original Forrester

formulation (in World Dynamics) or to the Meadows version (in The Limits

to Growth), is not really a model, nor is it really about the "world".

It is a series of equations, attempting to relate to key human and physical

relationships on this globe which interact through the technique of "systems

dynamics", to produce certain hypothetical scenarios about the future time paths of

the variables in the equations. This is not to belittle the value of the

"model" -- it has a very useful purpose if only to get the people interested in

the subject -- but at this stage in its development the focus should be on how to

improve the model and not how to save mankind.

2. At the outset, it should be made quite clear that the model has a

legitimate point: the world is finite, thus it is impossible to expect the

population of the world to be able to grow exponentially without stopping,

or without something eventually preventing exponentiality. This is an obvious

point. Malthus told us this in 1798; he did not need the MIT computer, but only

a firm grasp of the compound rate principle. Beyond this, the legitimacy of

the model as an oracle on the affairs of mankind diminishes very rapidly.

3. Let us begin by examining the main point of the model, exponentiality

versus finiteness. The basic proposition of the "model" is illustrated in

Figure I where we have graphed population and "resources" 
against time.

Resources are depicted as a constant amount representing the finite and fixed

carrying capacity of the globe. The model says that, given no policy changes,

we are now at a population level that is above the carrying capacity of the

world and thus, in simplistic model terms, there must be an oscillation 
of
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population around this capacity, resulting eventually in both population and

the capacity being constant and equal. This is a behavior that will happen

in any system where there has been an overshoot from a fixed capacity. The

"model" depicts only a small part of the process, both Meadows and Forrester

leaving us at year 2100 without showing the subsequent fluctuations. (This

is serious in the Forrester version, where a lot happens beyond 2100 but not

quite so important in the Meadows version).

4. Consider now Figure II. Here, we say that although the population is

rising at an exponential rate, it has not as yet reached the carrying capacity

and that there are mechanisms in the system (which are not included in the

"model" as they have not been operative during 1900-1970 and thus not observable

by Forrester-Meadows) which will cause the population to approach the carrying

capacity asymptotically from below. In the light of what we know about popula-

tion dynamics (see Annex A on Population), this is a more reasonable scenario

although the possibility of a small, non-disastrous overshoot cannot be ignored.

5. Both of these scenarios assume that the carrying capacity is constant.

It would be more logical to think of this capacity as being an increasing

function with time. This is shown in Figures III and IV (the difference beirg

whether the population is above or below the carrying capacity at present).

Both cases are more reasonable as a representation of world history and future

than that shown in the "model". Note in Figure III that although population

fluctuates, the declines are relatively small and it is quite feasible ., have

these fluctuations result in no absolute decline at all.

6. The behavior of the model depends to a great extent on the assumptions

which it is fed and, in particular, on the assessment of the carrying capacity

of the globe and its path over time. Since this measurement is, at present,
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open to serious question (see Annex B on Nonrenewable Resources), we must, for

the time being, discount the results of the model. This is no reason, however,

to discard the model itself.

7. Next, let us consider the question of exponentiality. Limits has a

"fable" about a pond and a lily which illustrates the point dramatically (page 29).

Given just a pond and a lily under the hypotheses of behavior set forth, the lily

will indeed cover half the pond on the 29th day and the whole pond on the 30th.

Thus the sneaky evil of pure exponential growth. In the real world, however,

a pond and a lily are part of an ecology that includes a lot of other life and

a lot of other mechanisms which will stop the lily far short of the whole pond.

These mechanisms and this other life are not obvious to the casual observer and

do not play an important macro part in the ecology until perhaps the 25th day.

Thus the observer who looks at the pond until day 24 will reasonably expect

disaster by day 30, a disaster which will not, in fact, come about. The book

quotes this fable in an attempt to make an analogy with the world itself and

the impending disaster that is (according to the model) coming. The analogy,

however, should be drawn to the model, not to the world. The model no more

represents the real world than does the fable represent a real pond. In both

cases, there is serious underspecification and thus misleading conclusions.

8. In an exponential model, given enough time, things either explode or

die out (unless one is on the knife edge of stability). In the real world,

this rarely happens because the observed relationships are not simple, but

rather a composite of a myriad of components each of which has its own, not

necessarily exponential, pattern of behavior. No economist would seriously

try to put exponential growth on, for example, a resource gap but this is

precisely the type of thing in which the Limits model indulges, putting

exponentiality on aggregates rather than on the components. Another assumption
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in the Limits is that certain relationships are indeed exponential. A few

of the relationships have been estimated from decent time series, but a

number of them appear to have been assumed from (or fitted to) only two or

three points. Thus, it is imprecise to attach a functional form to the change

over time of such variables. Even where there are long series, the assignment

of exponentiality is not a straightforward proposition. In general, one can

assign linearity with little or no difference in the apparent fit when

compared to exponentiality. Some series are undoubtedly exponential, but if

one looks at data with exponentiality in mind, then exponentiality is what

one is likely to come out with. In the case of the World Model, this pre-

conception can mean a lot of difference.

9. Moreover, it is neither legitimate nor fair to assume some things

to be exponential (like capital accumulation) and others (like natural resources

or technology) to be linear or static. Assuming static or "one shot" avail-

abilities cooks the result before the model is even built. Forrester and

Meadows tell us the world is headed for disaster and when we ask why, the

answer is "because that is what the extrapolation of today's trends tells us,"

but the real answer is "because we (Forrester and Meadows) have assumed

exponentiality on the demand side and linearity and fixed sums on the supply

side."

10. Another general comment that can be made about the model is the process

of estimation. Most of the relationships that are key to the model have been

taken from casual observation by Forrester of the sort "when X goes up, Y also

goes up and, I think, Y rises exponentially." The Meadows work goes out of its

way to show that Forrester's curves are indeed "reasonable", and in a number of

cases they "document" this with "data". The objection to this is that the

relationships they are looking at are not simple, but in most cases are
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exceedingly complex. When they look at X versus Y, what they really are seeing

is the effect of X on Y and Z, and Z on A, B, C, and D, and D upon Y and A,

etc. Now conventional wisdom, at least among model builders who deal with

economic systems, is that as long as there is a logical direct relationship

between two variables and as long as the variables are within normal ranges,

the direct effect is always the strongest. In the Forrester-Meadows systems,

we have first a number of relationships that are not entirely logical and

straightforward. We have variables going far outside their normal ranges,

and since we have explosive exponentiality, we cannot assume a priori that

the direct relationship is necessarily the strongest. Furthermore, the model

is full of these two variable relationships, all of which have been estimated

on a ceteris paribus basis, and when put together, they all move, and often

serve, to amplify each other.

11. A good example is the pollutinn relationship which affects both the

birth and death rates, and at the same time the food ratio, which itself has

a strong effect on birth and death rates. The parameter estimates for these

parallel relationships were calculated from the experience of 1900-1970. It

does not follow that they are valid for relative rnovements in other periods.

Forrester at one point went to some lengths to talk about the "counter-intuitive

behavior of macro systems," but what the model shows is that some of this is due

to the "counter-intuitive" nature of an appropriate estimation technique, which

theirs is not. The point here is that we are dealing with a simultaneous system,

one that is far more complex than appears at first sight, and one that must be

estimated in a simultaneous fashion on as disaggregated a level as possible.

Another footnote on estimation methods is that Prof. Meadows is using cross

sections to estimate time series relationships, a process which is liable to

produce exaggerations.
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12. Another point that follows from the previous one concerns aggregation.

Systems that are made up of a number of smaller systems often tend to behave

in a fashion different from that of the smaller systems. This is in effect

the Forrester counter-intuitive point, but by this very token we must insist

that the process be carried out all the way and that the system be built up

from the smallest pieces, and not down from aggregate macro sectors. Equally

important is the fact that not only will the little pieces act differently

from the aggregate, but also some of them which are currently small may become

very large, and vice versa. Unless we know explicitly how all parts of the

system act, we cannot legitimately make projections based on how the aggregate

system appears to act at present. A small example will illustrate this (and

also the perils of exponentiality). Assume the following system of three

parts:

X - A+ B+ C

At A 0 (I + a) t A0 = 1,000 a = 0.035

Bt B 0 (+ b)tB - 100 b - 0.070

Ct • C (1 + c) t CO - - 0.5 c - 0.150

This produces the following time path for X:

Rate of Growth Exponential Extra-
Years Value 0 to t polation to t - 80

0 1,099.5 ---- ----
10 1,605.3 3.86% 22,702
20 2,368.8 3.91% 23,688
30 3,536.5 3.97% 24,782
40 5,330.7 4.03% 25,845
50 8,023.9 4.05% 26,432
60 11,628.6 4.01% 25,524
70 14,252.8 3.73% 20,548
80 4,707.1 1.83% 4,707.1
82 - 1,693.0 ---- ----
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13. Now, if Forrester-Meadows look at this system in the aggregate

at, say, 50 years, they would conclude that the series is not only

exponential but also growing in an accelerating manner; even up to 60

years they would assume exponentiality. In addition, given the expected

randomness of noise on top of the observations, they might even conclude

exponentiality after 70 years of data. The point is that such aggregate

inspection misses the fact that "disaster" will not occur after the 80th

year, making nonsense of the extrapolation based even on 70 years of data.

This type of example can, of course, bp turned around to show explosion and

disaster in the 80th year (by making CO> 0), but this underlines the risks in

working with aggregates and exponentiality just as well.

14. In order to obtain correct specification there needs to be

appropriate disaggregation to see some of the differential impacts within

the process. A minimum condition for this is the construction of a "Two-

World Model". This is an essential addition to the system, not only because

one suspects that the overall system will behave differently, but also because

it. is the "second part," the developing countries, which interests us most

deeply. The exact functioning of the two-world model is not, a priori, clear,

and the links between the two worlds would take some careful thought to work out

but intuitive reasoning seems to indicate a population crisis in the LDCs and

a pollution crisis in the developed world. It is also fairly clear that the

LDCs can continue to grow within the world system and, with the exception of

population, what they do will have little or no effect on the aggregate.
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15. Next, let us consider the model itself. In spite of the

impressive nature of its many equations and its numerous printouts, the

model is really quite small. Of the 121 equations, about half exist

only as auxiliaries, i.e. they are not necessary to the functioning of

the model but rather serve only to show values of certain intermediate

variables. This is a legacy of the Dynamo modeling system. In the

original version, only certain equation forms were allowed while a

straightforward relationship would often require 6 or so Dynamo equations

(those who have been trained in Dynamo seem to write equations this way

out of habit even though the system no longer requires such rigid

behavior on their part). The Limits model has nine variables describing

the state of the world at any time -- these are population, industrial

and social capital, agricultural land, land fertility, urban-industrial

land, potential agricultural land, natural resources, and pollution.

There are then about 16 (the number depends on the means of definition)

equations defining key parts of the system (mainly rates). Of these, two

(the industrial capital investment rate and the pollution generation rate)

are more than just straightforward logical identities. In the case of

industrial capital, the rate is defined as output less consumption,

agricultural investment and services investment -- a sort of residual

theory of investment which is not in accordance with any modern theories of

investment. This appears to cause some of the more spectacular results of

the model (at this writing we have not carried out sufficient experiments

to state this categorically).
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16. It also gives rise to some rather odd behavior. For example, consider

the possibility of an increase in the average lifetime of capital. One would

expect that such a happenstance would (unless the whole world subscribes to a

theory of investment to dispose of output) reduce the amount of investment

required. But the model works in the opposite direction. The decrease in

the depreciation rate leads to an increase in total capital and thus in total

output, all of which, by the nature of the investment equation, is allocated

to new industrial investment. Furthermore, the increase in output means that

output per capita is higher and thus the capital required to sustain this

output is higher and, also at higher output levels, the rate of natural

resource usage is greater (per unit of capital), thus leading to the necessity

of having higher investment in order to extract natural resources. Increasing

the average life of capital is not what the model builders had in mind when

1/
they wrote the equations.- The point here is that in this instance there

should be a primary loop feeding from the average life of capital directly

to the investment decision with a negative sign; this does not now exist and

thus the model behaves perversely. Moreover, the average lifetime of capital

should not be a constant but rather a function of the level of development and

the rate of growth. This is an example of the type of misleading underspeci-

fication that runs all through the system, leading us to the earlier statement

that the model is useful in drawing attention to the problem but detrimental

in drawing unwarranted conclusions.

1/ It is surprising to find (PVII-22 and PVII-39 of the technical report)
that the authors of Limits are not bothered by this "perverse" behavior!
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17. The heart of the model lies in the 42 tables, of which 6 are alter-

nates, leaving us with 36 behavioral graphs. These generally relate parts

of the model together in a quasi-linear form (with appropriate curvatures at

end points). Examples are the relation between industrial output per capita

(the generalized level of development variable) and the desired level of

food per capita or the desired level of services per capita. It is these

tables that provide the feedbacks in the model (both positive and negative)

and produce the turning points in the oscillations. In a number of cases,

it is a bit hard to justify the need for a table function, but in general

one can agree with the formulations. The point is, as mentioned above,

there are no where near enough of them to make the system function properly

and one suspects the deficit is of several orders of magnitude. Another

fairly serious objection can be made about the question of reversibility.

Certain tables have curves that are valid as one goes in one direction (say

along an increasing income axis) but require a different curve on the way

down. Since virtually all of the relationships of human behavior with

respect to income level have only been observed on the way up, the model

is seriously in error to assume symmetric behavior. Take for example the

relationship between the birth rate and the level of income. Data shows that

as income rises the birth rate falls and this is incorporated directly in the

Forrester model and indirectly in the Meadows one. One would expect, however,

that on the way down with income the birth rate would not go back up the curve,

but rather would remain at very low levels perhaps going up only when income

reached low levels or when enough time had passed so that the high income

habits of low fertility had been forgotten. (This example does not debunk

the model, in this case it probably would serve to make the population crash



even more dramatic and to hasten the achievement of world equilibrium.)

Other examples can be given and in general about half of the tables (and thus

the behaviorial relationships) need complementary reversing curves./

18. Another part of the model that should be clarified is the implied

system of income and product accounts. An examination of this makes quite

clear why the model will always predict a collapse. On the product side, we

have:

a. Y = 10 + SO + F

where Y is product, 10 is industrial output and SO and F are the outputs of

services and agriculture, respectively. On the expenditure side we have:

b. Y C + I

c. I - .57 10

d. C - .43 10 + SO + F

Where C and I are consumption and investment (of the above variables, Y, C

and I are not explicitly in the model). Investment is allocated to industrial

capital, service capital and agricultural capital, where the latter two have

first call on this capital and industry gets the remainder. The allocations

to services and agriculture depend on, among other things, the level of income.

19. In the standard run the service capital fraction of investment runs

from about 8% to 50% of total investment while the agricultural fraction runs

from about 15% to 25% of investment. The residual ranges between 30% and 55%

of total investment. Now, however, this amount cannot be directly applied to

the increase of industrial capital but a certain fraction has to be taken from

1/ In a few cases, there is a partial approach to this problem via the

mechanisms of "third order" delays, but these are neither sufficient
nor numerous enough to deal with the general problem.
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it to obtain natural resources. In the beginning of the model, with a lot

of resources, this fraction is only 5% of industrial capital, leaving indus-

trial investment with about 53% of total capital. In the later stages of

the model, however, this fraction rises to 79% of industrial capital, leaving

industrial output with only 6% of total capital with which to grow. This

amount, however, is only enough to match depreciation. No wonder the system

collapses and the reason is largely because of the "residual theory of

investment" mechanism that is built into the model. This mechanism first

causes the rapid rise in output and later causes the dramatic collapse.

20. Throughout this whole process, 43% of industrial output is consumed.

Regardless of the level of income, only the service and food components of

consumption can change. This is a curious assumption and it is not at all

clear where it came from or exactly what it implies, other than its inverse

that 57% of industrial output is always in some way invested.

21. Another problem with the model, and this is particularly the objection

of economists, is the almost complete lack of any kind of price system in the

model. To a certain extent some of the system is implicit in the curvatures

of the tables, but in general the kinds of mechanisms which in a normally

functioning economic system serve to mitigate the wild swings and overshoots

that the Limits model exhibits are executed by prices. By fixing the model

to 1970 prices and technologies, the "crisis" is obtained quickly and

sharply.

22. The model as it now exists is a fairly simple dynamic system. As such,

it has well defined characteristics, and can probably be described by one or

two dynamic equations. In view of the engineering backgrounds of the authors

of the World Model and of the Limits model, it is a bit surprising that they
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have not done the obvious analysis. There are standard procedures (for

example, feeding the system a square wave) to extract the characteristics

of the system which could easily be used and which would save a considerable

amount of time and rhetoric. Instead the authors treat their model as though

it were the real world and they make small, single valued, changes in it in

order to find out what the world will do. If they would take their model

less seriously and recognize it as a model and nothing more, they could save

a lot of time and energy. If they believe that it represents the world,

they could quickly arrive at a definite assessment of the nature of the

system and the entire range of feasible paths to global equilibrium.

23. Finally, we come to the question of the definition of disaster. Let

us look at the various "disasters" that the world model contains. To begin

with, Limits is playing a somewhat unfair game by leaving off the axes of

the graphs. The standard model, page 124, shows a disaster due to no resources,

no food, and no medical services. The peak population, however, is only about

5 billion reached in 2020, the natural resources are, at that point, 70% of

the present level, and capital stock twice that of today. Pollution, however,

is 4.5 today's level (1) and the resulting quality of life is only about 70%

of today's level. This does not seem like a "disaster," but given the time

span involved, the adjustment of the human race to a different 
set of global

conditions. Given our doubts about the pollution and technology functions,

it would seem that the time span of the analysis should be stretched out

considerably and the resulting process of adjustment will be so gradual that

no one will really notice. This is not a world "disaster" or "collapse", but

rather a gradual shift to a way of life that is different but not intolerable.

Limits cries doom, but looking at their model the only thing that is certain

to be doomed is the present world system, which if one looks back, can be
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seen to be different from that of even 30 years ago and could be expected to

change within the next 30 years regardless of the workings of the model. By

the time the "disaster" comes, the "system" will have changed half a dozen

times anyway and no one may know the difference.

24. The general conclusion on the model is that as a tool of enquiry it

has been useful. As a predictor of the future of mankind, however, it has

been of negative value, both needlessly scaring people and at the same time

attracting unnecessary polemics. It needs a substantial amount of disaggre-

gation, investigation and analysis; until this is done, the results are

invalid and misleading. Judging by the response around the world in terms

of further serious work, the Limits model has accomplished a major goal.

But the task is ahead, not completed.
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Report on the Limits to Growth

Annex E

SUMMARY OF REVIEWS ON THE LIMITS TO GROWTH

1. The appearance of the Club of Rome study, Limits to Growth, in March 1972

met with immediate and worldwide attention. Most of the reaction was fairly

intense, whether for or against, probably as a response to the powerful thesis

of the study and the aggressive publicity that accompanied it. In particular,

scientists tended to be strongly critical of the study. Dissent was directed

either to particular sectors of the model, to its methodology, or to its impli-

cations. This summary treats each of these areas of criticism in turn, but

first gives a brief sampling of reviewers' impressions of the study. Following

the summary are selected excerpts from several of the most notable reviews.

2. Carl Keysen, the director of Princeton's Institute for Advanced

Studies, wrote in Foreign Affairs that "the [Limits'] authors' analysis is

gravely deficient and many of their strongest and most striking conclusions

unwarranted". Le Monde's Pierre Drouin reported that the study had opened

a "Pandora's box", and that it was a healthy exposition of the external coscs

accompanying growth. Harvard economist and Nobel laureate Simon Kuznets

called the study's conclusions "simplistic". Syndicated columnist Claire

Sterling wrote from Rome that the study yielded "shattering insights" into

the gloomy implications of growth. The British scientific journal, Nature,

called Limits "over-simple and confusing". Professor Wilfred Beckerman, of

University College, London, denounced the study as "a brazen, impudent piece

of nonsense". Science editor Philip Abelson admitted that the study was

likely to have considerable impact, but warned against its "defective approach".

Agriculturalist Lester Brown, of the Overseas Development Council, called

the study a "remarkable achievement". The New York Times' Anthony Lewis
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acknowledgedits "compelling exposition of the truth ecologists have been

trying to teach us: that the elements of life are interconnected." The

Economist called Limits "the highwater mark of an old-fashioned nonsense".

And HEW Secretary Elliott Richardson said that the study was "too thoughtful,

too thorough, too significant to ignore".

Response to Particular Sectors of the Model

3. Response to particular sectors of the model concentrated on the

natural-resources sector and the pollution sector.

4. Criticism of the model's specification of the natural-resources

sector was widespread -- originating with economists, scientists, and the

business community. Critics felt, in general, that the model stated too

conservatively the case for technological innovation. In addition, economists

stressed the model's failure to allow for (natural-resource) input substi-

tution as scarcities are signalled by changes in relative prices. Among

the reviews defending technological innovation were those of the New York

Times, Le Monde, the Economist, Science, the Washington Post, Iron Age (an

industrial periodical), and the Newsletter of Manufacturers Hanover Trust

Company. Economists present at an April symposium at Bryn Mawr College on

Limits to Growth voiced the same view. The approaches taken by the advocates

of technological innovation ranged from the reference by economists Alan

Kneese and Ronald Ridker of Resources for the Future to the failure of

particular resource prices to rise relative to prices of manufactured goods,

to the whimsical observation by the Economist's deputy editor Norman Macrae

that if one had projected London's current transport volume from the perspec-

tive of London in 1880, modern-day London residents would be seen as immobilized

in a vast accumulation of manure.
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5. Criticism of the model's pollution sector, although less voluminous

than criticism of the natural-resources sector, was nonetheless widespread

in origin. It was also challenged by counter-evidence. Some reviewers

contrasted the inflexible relation of pollution generation and capital

investment in the model with the inexpensive and visible improvement in

London's smog problem following the enactment of the British Clean Air Act

in 1956, supporting the expectation that similar improvements could be

made in other places with other pollutants. Others pointed to the finding

of the Commission on Population Growth and the American Future that pollu-

tion emissions in the United States could be substantially reduced with

present technology. In contrast, Science News defended the Limits speci-

fication of the pollution sector by citing testimony by the former chairman

of the U.S. Council of Economic Advisors, Paul W. McCracken, that the

marginal cost of pollution control would rise sharply, as pollution levels

rose, or as pollution control legislation became more stringent.

Response to the Model's Methodology

6. Response to the model's methodology concentrates on the model's

Malthusian framework, its failure to allow for human or institutional adjust-

ments, its specification of unknown or incompletely understood relations, andt

its excessive aggregation.

7. The most frequent charge against the methodology of the model wai that

it was Malthusian in concept -- that it predetermined its conclusions by

assuming that population and capital investment tended to grow exponentially

in a limited environment. This point was raised most often by economists,

and was supported in each case by the suggestion that technological innovation,

discovery of new resources, and resource substitution would permit an effective

exponential increase of natural resources which were assumed to be relatively

fixed in the model.
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8. Criticism that the model fails to allow for human or institutional

adjustments concerns the model's rigidity, a problem that becomes 
more

serious the longer is the time frame under consideration. (The Limits model

is set up to run for 150 years.) Relatively few of the reviews of the

Limits to Growth mentioned this rigidity aspect of the model. One that did,

the Newsletter of the Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company, suggested that

the recently-observed decline in fertility and per capita accumulation of

durable goods in the United States might exemplify an adjustment not allowed

for in the model, but having an influence upon variables which the model

attempted to describe.

9. Some reviewers criticized the Limits model because it attempted to

specify relations which were not well enough known to justify 
their inclu-

sion in the model. The reviews by Leonard Silk (New York Times) and Ridker

and Kneese (Washington Post) charged that certain of the fundamental relation-

ships in the model required further examination before even their 
structures

could be adequately known. But beyond the problem of the structure of a

relationship (e.g., whether linear, exponential, or otherwise) is that of

quantifying the relationship. Several reviewers, including M.I.T. economist

Robert Solow, pointed out the necessity of providing the model with better,

empirically-derived data if its conclusions were to be accepted.

10. A final criticism of the model's methodology concerns its level of

aggregation. Reviewers Ridker and Kneese, and Science editor Philip Abelson

charged that the model's lumping together of diverse kinds of pollution

obscured their quite different, individual effects, and that the aggregation

of world population ignored the fact that some populations were close to

zero growth at the same time that others were growing rapidly.
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Response to the Model's Implications

11. A majority of the reviews considered the no-growth implication of the

model to be its major conclusion. Most of these opposed the no-growth prescrip-

tion, but did so for various reasors -- among them being tradition, implications

for liberty, and implications for income distribution.

12. In his New York Times review of Limits to Growth, Leonard Silk forecast

strong resistance to the adoption of no-growth policies; he judged growth to

have been an essential attribute to capitalism since its conception in the

late Middle Ages, and questioned whether the liberties of individuals and

businesses could be preserved in the context of a no-growth world. At the

Smithsonian meeting in March on the Limits to Growth, HEW Secretary Richardson

voiced the same concern for human liberty in a stationary economy. Overcoming

the traditional impetus of growth, and preserving liberties in a no-growth

world, however, received less critical attention than zero-growth's implica-

tions for income distribution: Many reviewers, as economists Wallich of Yale

and Solow of MIT, rejected the study's zero-growth prescription as meaning a

probable end to the process of economic development, and to income redistri-

bution in general. If growth is, as Wallich suggests, "a substitute for

economic equality", then stopping growth implies freezing the existing world

distribution of income. At the Smithsonian meeting, India's Ambassador to the

U.S., L. K. Jha, made the point thus:

"It would be almost impossible to have a state of equilibrium
without a great deal of inequality... The poorer nations of
the world would slide down to starvation and the richer nations
would have to draw on the minerals and other resources of the
poorer nations to sustain their high consumption."

13. Limits to Growth was neither published nor publicly reviewed in the

Soviet Union. In an interview with the New York Times, Dr. Mikhail Millionshchikov,

first vice president of the Soviet Academy of Sciences, said that there was no

immediate or long-run conflict between growth and the environment in the Soviet

Union.
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Review Excerpts

Does this analysis improve our understanding of the population,
resources, and pollution predicaments and what to do about them? One can
have serious doubts. The authors describe the feedback loop linkages (say,
between pollution and death rates), which are tie heart of their simulation
model, in only the most general terms. Repeated references are made to
mimeographed papers housed somewhere at M.I.T. Nevertheless, a look at
their flow charts shows that few of these linkages are now understood in
quantitative or in some cases even directional terms. Many of them are at
such an aggregated level that they may never be understandable in a quanti-
tative way. A simple but fundamental fact about computers is that the
quality of what comes out is entirely determined by the quality of what
goes in. This is the famous GIGO principle (Garbage In-Garbage Out).

* * * * * *

Furthermore, the authors load their case by letting some things
grow exponentially and others not. Population, capital and pollution
grow exponentially in all models, but technologies for expanding resources
and controlling pollution are permitted to grow, if at all, only in dis-
crete increments.

* ** * * *

Projecting the specifics of technology into the remote future is a
bootless chore. When we are considering events more than a few years or
decades ahead, uncertainty mounts and after a while it becomes almost total.
There are myriads of sensitive adjustments, such as induced innovation and
substitutions of one material for another as relative prices change, which
are parts of a much broader social adaptation, learning, and institution-
building process. This process can be embodied only crudely, if at all, in
a computer simulation. Believable theories of history are unlikely to result
from a computer processing a few numerical relationships.

One can't help but believe that this failure accounts for the fact
that almost all of the scenarios considered result in collapse. This is not
to assert that collapse is unlikely - only that these models provide little
help in understanding whether it is or not, because they neglect some
extremely important adjustment processes. In the very long run these come
to dominate the entire system.

Our assessment? An interesting framework upon which to hang some
types of resources and environmental research? We think so. A helpful
near-term tool for strengthening and deepening our understanding of man's
predicament and what to do about it? We think not.

"Predicament of Mankind" by Allen Kneese
and Ronald Ridker, The Washington Post,
2 March 1972.
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The report represents the highwater mark of an old-fashioned nonsense,

because the NIT team has pumped into its computer so many dear, dead assump-

tions. It falls with both eyes open into the central trap before all

futurologists, and is thus in danger of discrediting the germ of truth that

should make more considered researches of this sort worthwhile.

The central trap is that, ever since economic growth really began

with the industrial revolution 200 years ago, any scientist has always had

to forecast world disaster if he plots existing exponential economic growth

against the elasticities of supply and substitution for particular things

as assumed within known technology. Since it is exponential growth in

technology that is spurring exponential growth in income, of course your

computer tells you that you are heading for breakdown if you tell it to

assume continuance of the effect without continuance of the cause. As an

example that has been quoted here before, in 1872 any scientist could have

proved that 1972's quantum of urban transport and travel within London was

impossible, because where were Londoners going to stable all the horses

and how could they avoid being asphyxiated by the manure?

On the other hand, the germ of common sense behind researches like

the Club of Rome's is the suspicion that today's pace of exponential growth

in gross world product must rurs into inelasticities of supply in some particu-

lar things some time. For the past 25 years many people have been trying

to forecast what they would be, but getting them wrong.

There would be great advantage if the Club of Rome sponsored computer

research into suggesting what are the things now coming into inelastic

supply. Instead, the MIT team has done the opposite. Its computer model

assumes artificial inelasticities in the supply of the three things - food,

raw materials, pollution control - that were wrongly thought to be inelastic

20-25 years ago. This is always the easy and popular thing to do, because

there are naturally lots of distinguished people around who wrongly made

these forecasts then and long to agree that they were not wrong after all.

In addition, food scientists, pollution experts, etc., naturally think that

food science, pollution control, etc., are the most important things in the

world, and they can then be paraded as expert opinion to say how right the

Club of Rome is to proclaim that much more attention should be concentrated

on the fields in which they are experts and to which they have devoted their

lives.

The Economist,
11 March 1972.



Responding to the allure of tackling a truly big problem, the study

group has attempted to treat the entire Earth as a single system. In order

to limit the number of variables, they chose to aggregate variables on a

global basis. Thus the rates in various countries and regions differ by a

factor of 6 or greater. An even less defensible aggregation of variables

is subsumed under pollution. Here an attempt is made to lump together the

many components of solid, liquid, and gaseous, pollution, even though each

differs in nuisance or toxic characteristics.

Enthusiasts can easily lose sight of the limitations of computers.

In this study, data from the past are used as a basis for predicting the

future, but such data are far more relevant to the past than to the future.

The computer is unaware of changing human behavior. Concern about the

population explosion and such matters as pollution has already had profound

effects. Recently released figures show that the rate of growth of popu-

lation in this country has been slowing. The rate of increase of important

polluting chemicals has been slowed, stopped, or is even decreasing.

Important segments of the middle and upper-middle classes are talking of a

future "no growth" society.

The study also does not adequately take into account ingenuity with

respect to natural resources. Current technology is based on the availa-

bility of certain raw materials, such as copper and natural gas. As these

resources become scarce, technology will change and, for example, aluminum

will be used as a conductor, while methane will be obtained from Coal.

The concept of Earth as a closed system is an appealing one, and in

some respects it is valid. We all share the ox ygen of the atmosphere and

must be concerned with changes in its carbon dioxide content. However,

much of pollution is local or regional in its effects. The same is true

with respect to population. Growth of population exacerbate d by Concentra-

tion in urban centers is a bad enough problem in the United States. It is

a far more serious and potentially catastrophic phenomenon in the so-called

lesser developed countries.

A member of the audience at the recent symposium privately reminded

us that, although Meadows predicts hell in 50 years, hell is already

present on Earth in places such as Calcutta.

"Limits to Growth", Philip H. Abelson

Science, 17 March 1972.
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It would be madness to ignore the warning of Dr. Dennis L. Meadows
and his M.I.T. team of the probable collapse within a century of the world
system, resulting in massive destruction of natural resources and human
life. Yet it must be pointed out that this prediction is based on computer
runs of a highly aggregated model employing scanty data, with only the
vaguest linkages between assumed rates of pollution increase, resource
destruction and mass death, if present economic and technological growth
continues.

The M.I.T. group recognizes that their data are weak; at one point
they say, "we are certainly not able, at this time, to come to any final
conclusion about the earth's capacity to absorb pollution". Yet they do
pour their scrappy data into the computer and find confirmation of their
direst fears. The justification for doing this appears to be that, even
if their forecast is too pessimistic or somewhat premature, it is better
to be on the safe side and frighten people into action.

The fundamental issue raised by the Club of Rome report is whether
the job of securing life on earth can best be done within a pattern of
over-all world economic expansion or whether salvation depends on bringing
economic growth to a halt as rapidly as possible.

The argument for continuing economic growth for a while longer is
very strong. Hundreds of millions of people throughout the world live in
desperate poverty, and their problems cannot be solved by redistribution
of existing world income. Furthermore, world population is certain to go
on growing for many years to come. The United Nations projects world popu-
lation, which was three billion in 1960, to reach four billion in 1975 -
and seven billion by the end of the century. Even if that rate of popula-
tion increase can be slowed, economic growth will be essential to prevent
worsening misery, starvation, chaos and war. In a world of no-economic-
growth, one nation's - or one person's - advance would necessarily mean
another's decline, and conflicts would proliferate and intensify.

Nevertheless, this industrial society is getting dangerously crowde,
complex and putrid. We urgently need a change in social values - a shift
in our goals from increasing the quantity of production to improving the
quality of life. Almost the whole of our society and its institutions,
business and governmental, are geared to growth of the old kind; the shift
can occur only if we have what the M.I.T. group correctly calls a Copernican
Revolution of the mind.

We have scarcely begun to think through what it would mean - in terms
of the use of resources, conservation, employment, education, income distri-
bution, the location as well as the size of population, social and economic
incentives and disincentives, structural changes - to shift from quantity
to quality as our dominant social purpose. The sooner we begin, the less
difficult - or perhaps impossible - the task will be.

"On the Imminence of Disaster" by
Leonard Silk, New York Times, 14 March 1972.
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However, once the problem is recognized as one of cost limits,

not physical limits, it appears in a different light. The force of

rising costs as mines go deeper or exploit thinner veins, or as drier

and more distant lands need more water brought from farther sources and

the like, meets the force of advancing technology, which brings down

the costs of using existing resources and literally creates new resources

by bringing within the bounds of cost feasibility materials or methods

which formerly lay outside it.

Once an exponentially improving technology is admitted into the

model, along with exponentially growing population and production, the

nature of its outcomes changes sharply. The inevitability of crisis

when a limit is reached disappears, since the "limits" themselves are

no longer fixed, but grow exponantially too.

The second major flaw in the authors' analysis lies in the total

absence of adjustment mechanisms of any kind in the odel. Certain

behavioral relations among the major variables are laid down, the magni-

tudes of their parameters determined by average behavior over the past,

and then the relations projected unchangiigLy into the future. That is

not how real social mechanisms work. Especially in the workings of the

economy, adjustment mechanisms play a crucial role. The most important

of these is price: As a resource becomes scarce, the consequent rise in

price leads to savings in use, to efforts to increase supply, and to

technical innovation to offset the scarcity. All economists know that

these adjustment mechanisms are far from perfect and smoothly functioning.

Yet they are and have historically been sufficiently powerful to mediate

very large shifts in use of resources location, of population and patterns

of consumption.

** ** * *

The third defect of the analysis is of a quite different order,

one of detail rather than of principle. It is simply the failure of

the authors to use available knowledge fully, effectively, or in some

cases, at all.

Can the major conclusion stand alone on its intuitive (or counter-

intuitive?) merits without the analytic underpinnings? Is there merit in

the proposition that we must seek now to move as rapidly 
as possible to

the state of "global equilibrium" defined by stability of both population

and capital, and that failure to do so invites catastrophe? After all,

this proposition is now frequently advanced on the basis of much simpler
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arguments than those we halve examined. Briefly, and simply, the answer is

"No." There are no credible reasons for believing that the world as a

whole cannot maintain a fairly high rate of economic growth (though not

necessarily the present one) over a long period of time into the future.

Further, if it becomes necessary, for whatever reason, to slow down the

growth rate, a relatively smooth transition from higher to lower rates

will be perfectly possible, and not achievable only through the mechanism

of catastrophe. Moreover, whatever is done to slow down the rate of popu-

lation growth, population will continue to grow, especially in the poorer

countries, for a long time.

* * * * * *

Finally, therefore, how much does "crying Wolf" help to direct

social energies toward Improving our responses to these problems? In

principle, it is not only useful, but indispensable. The social mechanism

is made up of human beings moved by passion far more than by reason. The

mobilization of feeling that is the necessary prelude to all but the most

routine social action requires some stimulus stronger than a sound argu-

ment. But to be effective, the cry must be well directed: the wolves

must be imminent and they must indeed be wolves. On this score we can

give only a moderate grade to "Limits", or more properly, to its sponsors
in the Club of Rome. The problems they call us to attend are real and

pressing. But none are of the degree of immediacy that can rightly command
the urgency they feel. Indeed, at least two problems of worldwide conse-
quence outside the scope of this work seem to be more urgent than any it
deals with: the creation of an international order stable enough to remove
the threat of nuclear war, and the diminution of the staggering inequalities
in the international distribution of wealth. A good sentry does not cry
up tomniorrow's wolves and ignore today's tigers.

"The Computer that Printed Out W*0*L*F",
Carl Keyson, Foreign Affairs, July 1972.
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R r on the Limits to Growth

Annex F

FURTHER WORK

1. A good deal of serious research work has already 
started in a number

of institutions all over the world on some of the major issues raised by

the Limits model. We have not been able to gain access to all this work

but we have summarized in this Annex the research 
designs of some of the

more important studies that came to our attention.

2. The most significant efforts to model global interactions in the

spirit of the Limits are those of Case 
Western Reserve University (Mesarovic

and Pestel), The Systems Ecology Lab. of the University of California at

Davis (Kenneth Watt), Tinbergen and Linnemann in the Netherlands, 
the

Japanese Techno-Economics Society (Okita 
and Kaya), and the Bariloche Founda-

tion in Argentina. These groups are undertaking sizeable programs and appear

likely to produce something operational within the next year. 
Besides these,

there are several smaller groups which are interested in testing the Meadows

model with a view to improving its assumptions. These include study groups

led by Michael Deutch and Lincoln Gordon in Washington. The Battelle Memorial

Institute in Geneva also is considering an effort at global modelling.

Tinbergen-Linnemann (Dutch Model)

3. Jan Tinbergen of the Netherlands School of 
Economics is general adviser

and coordinator of a Dutch project to develop what is called a global policy

model; Hans Linnemann at the University of Amsterdam is project leader.

Apparently, a Swedish modelling group is to participate in the Tinbergen-

Linnemann project. We have at this point several unanswered questions about
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the nature of the Dutch model. Most of our information about the project

comes from a June 1972 project outline by Professor Linnemann. The Dutch

model seems to be a follow-up study to Limits to Growth, and to be sponsored

by the Club of Rome, but we are not sure about this.

4. The Dutch model will establish various sets of goals for the world

community, and will examine the feasibility of using alternative combina-

tions of policy instruments to achieve those goals. The goals will involve

setting a minimum acceptable standard of living, reducing income disparities

between nations, conserving non-renewable resources, and protecting the

environment. The model will disaggregate the world into as many as eight

regions -- distinguished, apparently, as to per capita income. Also, it

will attempt to separate some of the variables appearing as aggregates in

Limits to Growth. It will attempt to distinguish, for example, between

agricultural production for food and for other uses, and between manufacturing

production as to degree of utilization of non-renewable resources, type and

intensity of pollution generated, and location-fixed and location-free activities.

The Dutch group hopes to be able to build its model around an input-output

format to permit it to examine the effects of resource scarcity on the compo-

sition of output, the prospects for substitution among inputs to production,

and the impact of pollution control measures on the composition of output.

The emphasis of the group's investigation is to be on the coming three or

four decades, during which the world's population is expected to double.

The group also intends to incorporate the effects on population growth of

nutrition, urbanization, education, and public health. As the group has

deliberately adopted a time frame short by comparison with Limits to Growth,

it is not clear to us why it aspires to investigate determinants of population

growth, whose impact would presumably appear most noticeably in a model with

a longer time perspective.
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Japan Techno-Economics Society

5. Dr. Yoichi Kaya, an associate professor of electrical engineering at

the University of Tokyo, has since October, 1970 led a Japanese working

group which has included among its objectives an attempt at global modelling.

Dr. Saburo Okita, President of the Japan Economic Research Center and a

member of the Club of Rome, is the group's chairman. The founding of the

group was stimulated by the early Club of Rome work on what was later to

appear as Limits to Growth. Appropriately, the group's work has used the

LImits model as its point of departure.

6. Starting with seven members in 1970, the Japanese group has now grown

to include about twenty members, of whom one-third are economists, one-third

are system scientists, and the rest sociologists, mathematicians, etc. The

diligence and efficiency of the group has been impressive. It has first

translated the original Meadows model from the Dynamo language to Symscript,

then disaggregated it and adapted it to the specific conditions of the Far

East. In June 1972, the group published the English-language version of its

first interim report.

7. The interim report records the progress of the group during its first

one and a half years of existence. The work of the group divides into three

parts: modelling important social events in Japan, modelling the economy and

resources of Japan, and modelling the economy and resources of a disaggregated

world.

8. The work of modelling the sociological events of Japan has been led by

Yutaka Suzuki of Osaka University. Of the three modelling efforts by the

Japanese group, this one has made the least progress because of the general

absence of relevant information in useful form. It examined alternative
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methods of selecting important social events, and developed a list of 72 con-

tinuous social events in Japan which were thought to interact with each other

and to be important for the future of Japan. B ut it made no real progress in

modelling those events. Future work of the Japan group in the area of socio-

logical research or modelling will consist of investigations by a study group

led by Mr. S. Saito of Rikkio University into the process of value formation

by the Japanese people. Survey techniques are to be used in this project.

9. Masumi Ishikawa of the University of Tokyo directed the Japanese group's

efforts at modelling the economy and resources of Japan. To do this, Ishikawa's

group applied the Limits to Growth model format in two stages: First, the

(apparently) unaltered Limits model was used to provide exogenous inputs to

the Japan model. Second, the Limits model was converted from a world model

to a Japan model by expanding and requantifying the former. The expansion

consisted primarily of incorporating into the model pollution-abatement

investment, international trade, and age distribution effects on fertility

and mortality. Having constructed this composite model of Japan, Ishikawa's

group performed sensitivity analysis on its Japan model to examine the

importance of particular variables in achieving an equilibrium state of popu-

lation and GNP in Japan. Not surprisingly, they found the most important

variables to be the following: capital-output ratios for industrial output

and services, lifetime of service capital, indicated fraction allocated to

services, and the propensity to invest. The Japan group intends to continue

to work on its dynamic model for Japan, but it is not clear what form this

work will take.

10. The third and final area of inquiry by the Japanese group concerns the

distribution or disaggregation of the variables modelled in Limits to Growth.

Professor Kaya is leading this effort. It consists of constructing a global
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model only for world levels of natural resources, food resources, and global

atmospheric pollution; these variables then enter as exogenous variables

into each of several sub-models for groups of countries with similar per

capita income. The structur3 of the sub-models is considerably simpler than

that of the Limits model. The growth rate of national income in the sub-models

is determined by a Harrod-Domar relationship, with capital in the form of

savings or aid combining with an (apparently fixed) capital-output ratio to

produce national income.

11. Capital aid is transferred to the developing countries

depending on two considerations: the assumed magnitude of the threshold

between aid-giving and aid-receiving countries, and the time path of per

capita income in each of the sub-models. If, for example, in a particular

simulation run the aid threshold were set at the world average per capita

level of income, all sub-models having a per capita income lower than the

world average would be aid recipients; all sub-models having a per capita

income in excess of the world average would be aid donors. The precise

amount of capital which is transferred in any period depends upon the

assumptions of the simulation run as to what percentage of its GNP a donor

sub-model contributes to development. Thus, if in a particular simulation run,

the aid threshold were set at such a low level that 80% of the total world

income fell above it, and the donor sub-models were each assumed to contribute

1% of their GNP as capital aid to the poorest sub-model, the latter would

receive as capital aid 8% of total world income.

12. There was not time to complete the disaggregated global model as

originally conceived before the Japanese group's interim report went to

press. Therefore, the Kaya team conducted simulation tests of a simplified

disaggregated global model, without either the global pollution-food-resources
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component, or the local pollution component. These tests showed the following

interesting results:

a. The income gap between nations does not begin to decrease

significantly before the year 2000, even when aid is set at

2% of GNP. It is only when the aid ratio .is set at 3% of

GNP that the income gap begins to decrease significantly

about 1990.

b. The economic growth of developing countries is decisively

influenced by the ratio of aid-giving to GNP in the wealthier

countries. With a maximum aid-giving ratio of 3% of GNP,

more than half the population of developing countries would

rise to a per capita income level of $800 to $1,400 in thirty

to forty years. Aid at the maximum level of only 1% of GNP,

though, would keep those people at per capita income levels

of $200 to $800.

c. The advanced nations would not have to sacrifice growth in

their own GNPs if they were to transfer 2% of their GNPs in

aid to developing countries.

d. Whether the threshold between aid-donor countries and aid-

recipient countries is set at a per capita income of $1,000

or is set equal to the average world level of per capita

income greatly affects the number of people living at per

capita incomes of $200 to $800.

13. Further work by the Kaya team will consist of completing the global

resources-food-pollution model and the local pollution part of the regional

sub-models, and in combining the completed sub-models into a final global

model. They will then be able to perform simulations on this model to see

whether the above results are altered.
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Case Western Reserve University. (Cleveland, Ohio)

14. Mihajlo Mesarovic (Director of Case's System Research 
Center) and

Eduard Pestel (Director of the Hannover Technical 
Institute), both Club of

Rome members, have headed since May a study group of 
about ten faculty and

graduate students at Case Western Reserve 
University. The group is attempting

to construct a "hierarchical and goal-seeking" 
model of global interactions.

It essentially accepts the ability of the 
Limits model to describe human

behavior in normal situations, but denies 
that the Limits model can be

applied to crisis situations. Instead, the Case group assumes that society

responds to apparent crisis by revising its expectations, 
or by altering

through its institutions the source of crisis. It has thus imposed on a

Limits-type model a superstructure which 
affects the operation of the model

only in crisis situations. At such times, the model's superstructure 
(which

consists of separate layers or "strata" for institutional 
change and change in

human norms) provides moderating inputs 
to the basic model. In addition to

this layered or "hierarchical" feature, 
the Case model is distinguished from

the Limits to Growth model by its disaggregation of 
the world into separate

regions.

15. Mesarovic and Pestel call this model "hierarchical" 
because it is to

consist of three strata: organizational, normative and causal. They call

it "goal-seeking" because it will attempt 
to allow for deliberate policy

decisions to influence the world to conform to human 
goals. The causal

stratum will be the basic model -- essentially, a disaggregated econometric

model which runs independently until symptoms of crisis 
appear.

The crisis symptoms will act as inputs 
or signals to the organizational and

normative strata, bringing about either 
a revision of human goals or expecta-

tions in the normative stratum, or policy 
response in the organizational
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stratum, or a combination of the two. In turn, the policy or normative

outputs will feed back into the causal stratum to modify the source of the

crisis. Lags will occur in the operation of particular variables in all

three strata, but especially in the normative stratum.

16. The Case group originally intended to disaggregate the world into

three regions: developed capitalist, developed communist, and developing.

Because of the nature of the data available to them, they have recently

decided to expand the developing world into five separate regions: China,

the Arab oil states, Latin America, Africa, and Asia minus China and Japan.

The Case group's world now comprises seven regions; its hierarchical struc-

ture is unchanged except that the earlier "causal stratum" is now called

the "economic stratum". The reason for the change in name appears to be

that the group has temporarily retreated from a more ambitious initial

objective of modelling a broad range of variables, as Limits did, in its

causal or economic stratum. Instead, it is concentrating now on developing

a more conventional econometric model -- which includes population and

strictly economic variables like various kinds of investment, but which

does not include pollution. The group is estimating pollution relationships

separately, and intends to incorporate them into the economic stratum of

the model later.

17. Up to now, the group has made most progress with its economic stratum.

The structure for that stratum, which is the same for all regions of the model

and which is built around an input-output framework, has been completed. The

group must now estimate the parameters of the economic stratum. It has accumu-

lated three-fourths of the primary data necessary to do this, and expects to

have completed the task of data collection by September 15. The work of esti-

mation is scheduled to be finished by October 10, so that the economic stratum

of the model should be running by about that date.
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18. Work on decision-making, which involves both the organizational and

normative strata of the Case model, is at a very early stage. The group

is first trying to develop a logical description of the decision-making

process for a hypothetical energy crisis. They hope to have a provisional

version of this ready by the first of next year. Energy crisis, though,

is only one of several kinds of crises which the group hopes eventually to

build into its model. But it has not yet decided what kinds of crisis

decision-making it will investigate next.

Bariloche Foundation

19. The Bariloche Foundation in Argentina has recently undertaken a

project in global modelling which emphasizes the role of developing countries

in the world of the future. The project consists of two parts: the critical

analysis and disaggregation of the Limits to Growth model, and the develop-

ment of an alternative model which will examine the means to achieving an

improved world distribution of welfare. The director of Bariloche Foundation's

global modelling project is Amilcar Herrera of Argentina; Dr. Hugo Scolnik,

who recently studied with Meadows at M.I.T., is in charge of the mathematical

work of the project.

20. The critical analysis of the Limits model is to consist of an

examination of the mathematical structure of the model, the criteria used by

the Meadows team to select variables for inclusion in the model, their

sources of information, and their principal hypotheses. The Bariloche group

will use the information from this analysis to revise the Limits model, if

necessary, and to disaggregate it into a developed and developing sector.

Nonrenewable resources will be assumed to be uniformly distributed over the
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land surface of the world.* Thus, the total resource endowment of each

sector will in the long run be proportional to its land area. Particular

resources will be transferred (traded) between the sectors as local

scarcities develop. The Bariloche group will then perform simulation

tests of the disaggregated Limits model to see, first, how much the different

consumption rates in the developed and developing parts of the world affect

pollution and the exhaustion of natural resources, and second, what is the

impact of the quality of life in developed and developing countries if present

trends in income inequality between these sectors continue.

21. The second part of the global modelling project of the Bariloche group,

which is the development of an alternative to the Limits model, will be built

around a new human welfare index. At least seven people at the Bariloche

Foundation are involved in the effort of trying to find a suitable base for

the welfare index. This would be a vector of economic variables which express

a minimum acceptable level of physical, spiritual and cultural well-being.

The Bariloche group's alternative model will also be a two-sector (developed

and developing) model. Its objective is to examine the patterns of growth

necessary to reduce world income inequality and to reach within 50 years an

acceptable level of well-being for all people, and to determine whether these

objectives are compatible with environmental constraints. As the model will

not include an explicit pollution variable and will assume practically unlimited

energy-generating capacity, it appears that the only environmental constraints

* While current known reserves of natural resources are not uniformly
distributed throughout the world, there is no good reason for
believing that with adequate investment and discovery technology,
reserves would turn out to be unevenly distributed.
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are to be those arising from resource shortages and the effects of human

crowding.

22. An early timetable of the Bariloche Foundation project put at

June 1972 the expected completion of the first phase (analysis and dis-

aggregation of the Limits model) of the project; the group's alternative

model was to be completed by January 1973. We have had no word on the current

progress of the project.

University of California at Davis

23, A second U.S. group involved in global modelling is that headed by

Kenneth Watt in the Institute of Ecology at the University of California at

Davis. Although it is primarily a regional study of energy and land use,

the Davis project does include an auxiliary global model to provide inputs

for the regional model. More importantly for the purposes of this review,

it may develop into a larger-scale global model during the next two years.

It is certainly one of the "oldest" serious attempts at global modelling.

Dr. Watt has for some time been a leading proponent of systems ecology.

He obtained a National Science Foundation grant for the current project in 1969.

About twenty-five faculty and students are involved in this project. The

initial two-year funding period expires at the end of this year; the group

expects to be funded by NSF for at least an additional two years. Published

output of the project includes a May 1971 provisional report and an August 1972

article in Science by Robert Boyd, a member of the group.

24. The project is divided into two parts. One, led by Dr. Watt, is

concerned with the regional model. The original concern of this group included

issues of land use, energy, demographic change, transportation, and

agriculture throughout the State of California. The emphasis of the regional
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model, though, has recently narrowed to issues affecting only San Diego

County. The other part of the project, led by Dr. John Brewer (a mechanical

engineer) is concerned with the global model. The global model attempts first to

project world population and energy use, and, through them, the effects of

growth of world population and energy use on global weather and agriculture --

particularly on California agriculture. The emphasis of the entire project

is on the regional model. This is a consequence of the project's original

intention to provide a guide to policy for local decision-makers. The regional

group is already providing assistance to the San Diego County Planning

Commission and the Pacific Gas and Electric Company.

25. The global model contains five separate sub-models for fossil-fuel

consumption, heat radiation, heat balance, CO2 and particulate emission, and

pollution transport. It starts with the fuel-resource discovery model

developed by M. King Hubbert at the U.S. Geological Survey. The model

then assumes that fuel resources are immediately consumed at their discovery

sites; it estimated CO2 and particulate emissions as a function of fuel

consumption, and infers their effects on atmospheric temperatures within 100

latitudinal bands from 900 North to 90° South.

26. The synthesis of the five global sub-models has recently -been

completed. The global model is now able to provide the regional model with

information about local temperature changes, but the problem comes in

linking these temperature-change outputs from the global model to agricultural

productivity in the regional model. Dr. Brewer's group has not yet been able

to make that linkage, nor does it appear likely that they will be able to do

it soon. The source of the problem is that the global model output is given
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in terms of annual average temperature changes; the agricultural sector of

the regional model needs monthly, or even weekly temperature data. 
Dr. Brewer

hopes to add to his group a student with enough knowledge 
of statistics to

make the linkage. Until the linkage is complete, he plans to refine the global

model. This would apparently consist of re-estimating some of its parameters

rather than altering its structure.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO- DATE: J 2

FROM: .a E 9Qnd

cc: :
SUBJECT: Dan, the Invironmera

Mr Ejrnest~ .iiern

During the dis cusson in the Economic and cial GC3ou9cils Economnic
Committee of the arran geets for review and appraisal of progress in che

oecona U.. Developmet a .ecad, the Dutch representative announccd that
his Jovernment would contribute ap ro i.ately Q 500 ,0 to the United
Nations to support research on te ef cts of environmental policies and
action an development. Ae expressed the hope that the first results of
such research would be available for use in connexion with the first
appraisal of Development Decade progress in 1973.

From informal conversations with the Dutch del egaion and Ar Talwar
of the U . Centre for Development Planning, Projectio n an Policies,
I learned that the Dutch initiative was but two weeks A an is 0i In

Ah frmiula-)tion, stage. in is hoped tha the research will cover someil atio o actions ta .a the can orence an include
antative suy of Ahe i plications r teelpin conries of

specmc -egislation and re guakions eAin wih the envi ro nme in
de veloped countries. ince he U.j. obviously does not hae technical

c c iatter, iA is p conulta w be hired;
the~~~ OEDDvlomn entre was mentionead as one posil sourc o-f ex",Oertioe.

Mcate that the U.N. miht Ae in to wi th Lan k as is
iea n th resear oe carried out develo , A it a .ront that
suggestions from the Iankwould Ue welcome.



July 19, 1972

Mr. F. Sepulveda
General Director
Direccion General de Planeacion
Subsecretaria de Mejoramiento

del Ambiente
Jefe Comision del Area Metropolitana

del Valle de Mexico
San Antonio Abad No. 124, 60 piso
Zona Postal 8
Mexico, D.F., Mexico

Dear Mr. Sepulveda:

Thank you for sending me data on pollution in Mexico City.

I apologize for the delay in acknowledging receipt of the data. I

was away from the Bank on vacation during the month of June.

Should our division need more data on pollution in the

future I hope we can contact you. We would appreciate receiving

copies of your final studies on sources, quantities and costs of

pollution for Mexico City.

Sincerely yours

Pamela Brigg
Urban and Regional Economics

Division
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Table 1

Recent Trend in Birth Rates of
Countries with Fairly Accurate Data

Average
Birth Rate Annual

COUNTRY 1966 1969 1970 Change

1. Mauritius 34.9 26.7 -2.1
2. Rodrigues 49.9 48.3 -0.4
3. Reunion 41.2 30.2 -2.7
4. South Africa -

Asian population 31.9 34.1 +0.5
Colored population 43.6 38.0 -1.4
white population 23.7 24.0 +0.1

5. Spanish North Africa
Ceuta 18.1 15.2 -0.7
Melilla 16.5 16.6 -

6. Tunisia 42.8 38.8 -1.3
7. Bahamas 32.9 27.8 -1.7
8. Barbados 25.6 20.5 -1.7
9. Berurda 20.5 18.3 -0.7

10. Canada 19.3 17.5 -0.6
11. Costa Rica 40.9 32.b -2.8
12. E Salvadcr 45.h 39.8 -1.9
13. Grenada 26.5 26.4 -0.7
14. Cadeloupe 34.1 28.3 -1.4
15. Jamaica 38.8 32.9 -1.5
16. Eartinique 44-3 41.3 -0.8
17. Panam a 38.4 36.4 -0.5
18. Puerto Rico 27.6 26.2 -0.5
19. St. --,itts 30-1 23.9 -2.1
20. St. Pierre 26.9 31.2 +1.4
21. Trinidad & Tobago 30.2 20-3 -3.3
22. United States 18.4 1b.2 -
23. Vir-in Islands 36-3 49.5 +3.3
24. Brnmei 39.3 39.6 +0.1
25. Ceylon 32.3 31.7 -0.2
26. Tai-:an 32.4 26.1 -1.0
27. Hon konF 25.6 18.9 -1.7
28. Israel 25.5 27.0 +0.4
29. J apn 19.5 16.9 -0.2

(1967)
30. Sirapore 29.6 23.3 -1.6
31. Austria 17.6 15.1 -0.6
32. Belgium 15.9 14.7 -0.3
33. ulIgaria 14.9 16.3 +0.3
3h. C ze hoslovakia 1". 1 .0 -

13.7 -0.7
37. France 17.6 16.7 -0.2
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Table 1 Cont'd

Recent Trend in Birth Rates of
Countries with Fairly Accurate Data

Average
Birth Rate Annual

COUNTRY 1966 1969 1970 Change

38. Germany (F.R.) 17.8 13-3 -1.1

39. Germany (D.R.) 15.7 13.9 -0.4

40. West Berlin 11.9 9.5 -0.6

41. Gibralter 23.8 20.5 -0.8
42. Greece 17.9 17.4 -0.2

43. Hungary 13.6 14.7 +0.3
44. Iceland 24.0 20.7 -1.1

45. Ireland 21.6 21.8 -
46. Italy 18.9 16.8 -0.5
47. Luxembourg 15.6 13.0 -0.6

48. Malta 16.6 16.3 -0.1

49. Netherlands 19.2 18.4 -0.2

50. Norway 17.9 16.2 -0.4
51. Poland 16.7 16.7 -
52. Portugal 22.2 16.0 -1.0

53. Romania 27.4 21.1 -2.1
(1967)

54. Spain 20.? 19.8 -0.3
55. Sweden 15.6 13.6 -0.6

56. Switzerland 18-3 15.9 -0.6

57. United Kingdom 17.9 16.2 -0.4
58. Yugoslavia 20.3 17.6 -0.7
59. American Samoa 36.5 32.1 -1.1

60. Australia 19.3 20.5 +0.3
61. Fiji 34.9 28.6 -1.1
62. Ouan 33. 28.6 -1.1

63. New Zealand 22.5 22.1 -0.1
64. Norfolk Island 14.8 15.9 +0.3
65. U.s.s.. 16.2 17.5 -0.2

Source: UN Demographic Year Book, 1970, Table 13



Table 2

Budgetary Position of Family Planning
Program in Selected Countries

Family Planning Foreign aid F.P. a3 %
Budget in US $ as % of FY.P. of a>tional

COUNTRY million Budget audet

China, Rep. of 0.6 87.1 0.1
India 49.3 38.3 1.6
Indonesia 4.0 92.r G.1
Jamaica 0.5 31.7 0.3
Korea, Rep. of 4.1 48.8 0 .4
Pakistan 19.1 77.9 1 .9
Trinidad & Tobago 0.1 30.2 0.1

Source: IBIRD Population Planning Sector Working Paper, 1972
Table 0, p. 23.



Table 3

Estimated Growth Rate 1965-80,
World and Major Hejions

Region 65-70 70-75 75-80 80-85

Iorld 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.0
More Developed 1.0 1.0 1.1 1.0
Less Developed 2.4 2.5 2.h 2.4

Source: UN, "World Comprehensive Demographic Projection,
1965-5", (1972) Table 1, p. 1





BRITISH CONSULTANTS BUREAU

TELEGRAMS BRITBURO LONDON SW I 55-58 PALL MALL
TELEPHONE 01-839 7687 DIRECTOR
TELEX 9 6843 C M BERNARD, OBE ED MA LONDON SWIY 5LH

OUR REF YOUR REF DATE 26th June, 1972.

Dear Mr. Kalmanoff,

I am most grateful for the very interesting discussion
on the 24th May, and the very helpful information and advice you were
kind enough to give me.

I promised I would send you some notes on British legislation
on Pollution Control, so here are half a dozen copies of it; If you
want more at any time, please let me know.

C.M. Bernard.

Mr. G. Kalmanoff,
International Bank for Reconstruction & Development,
Industrial Projects Department,
1818 H Street,
N.W. Building,
Washington D.C. 20433,
U. S. A.

lh.
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r. ames Tee June 21, 1972

'I. J. oris

'e -t W ri a - Beach ! ollu Mon

) a recent vilit Io Went ^rica, T -a- deerl- hocked to 7ind
black oil residuen all oer the ocean beach of iaquevile, vory sa+.
T1is1 far away frim any refinerie-, harbors or large settiement. T
was told nasinj oil tankers on the ro-iddle 7at arund the fane
route are dumping residues in the zen, thus pollutin beaches in ny

st African countries.

Aware of, and grateful for, the 'orld lank' vrowing concern
for the human environment I appeal to yo !, -ronte any o sible
action to correct and prevent develorment . of this nature in est
Africa and elsewhere.

HJoors/dve<

cc: A esrs. Fontein
Chaufnurnier
X. de la Renaudiere
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FROI: The Secretary June 7, 1972

"THE LIMITS TO GRO1TH"

Article in the London Times dated May 31, 1972

Attached is a copy of an article, uritten by Mr. Peter

Jay, economics editor, in the Iay 31, 1972 issue of the London

Times. This article was mentioned at the eeting of the

Executive Directors held on June 6.

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
President Is 7ouncil
E::ecutive Vice President, IFC
Vice -resident, IXC
Department Heads, Bank and IFC



The Times (London)--May 31, 1972

Why Professor Wilfred Beckerman is optimistic [or the future

laws in ecodoomsters' arguments
Mankind is in no kind of gen- -ross Domestic Product " as a that ' takes account of the many ently , he remarks, " member.

eran ecological peril whatever measure of . acogcal de, miterrelationships among such ship of the Club of Rome is to

Nor are there any reasons to mand" and then mfrrfig from (aCtors as varying grades of ore, be limited to one hundred. How

think that continued economic the r14$on in their be- production costs, new mining silly do you have to be to be

growth will make mankind's age- haviocr tat thie s owiefore a technology, the elasticity of con- allowed to join ?

old problems any worse than casual retattsrp stwen he surer demand, and substitution Major factual errors cited by

they are. The recent spate of two. He rti es thi em for of other resources '". " These Professor Beckerman include the

contrary scares rest on nothing further fallacy ti at it is nece- results " Beckerman notes statement by Meadows th.a the

more than a tissue of schoolboy sary to restrict G pt s order to which would be of world- few kinds of pollution that hai.-e

howlers of logic and fact cloaked limit ecological deman without shattering importance to econo- actually been measured over

in portentous, but specious, com- first inquiring how far human mists . . . are not yet actually time seem to be increasing ex-

puterized models. agency and policies are respon- published but have been ponentially. "Anybody farnbair

Such, in essence. is the sober sible for and can change the sp- modestly confined to unpub- with British conditions snould

Suchonsidee. oin the obe silished papers presented to some know ", he says, " that two of the
and considered opinion of the posed casual relationship computer simulation conference main forms of pollution m thus

latestat Boston in 1971." country, namely smoke

oldest chair in political econ- "It is not surprising ", he " This ", Professor Beckerman cities and pollution of our rivers,

omy in this country ", Wilfred comments acidly, "that Lord comments, " is like my publish- have both improved, in the case

'beckerman as expounded in his Rothschild has been asking some ing a scientific book, showing of the former dramatically.

inaugural lecture last week as questions lately about the way that the world will soon cone Secondly it is stated that econ-

a Professor in the University of scientists are spending their to an end on account of increas- omic growth has led to increa&-

London. He is also a member of money ". But Professor Becker- ing instability of sub-atomic par- ing inequality of income distri-

the Royal Commission on man reserves his main fire for ticles and mentioning, en bution. whereas in fact the best

Environmental Pollution and the more pretentious Forrester/ passant, that in order to reach evidence there is shows no

has devoted the past three years Meadows/Club of Rome docu- this result it was necessary for change at all as between rich

subject. The ferocity of his ments. Confessing that "it is me to overcome the little pro- and poor countries, Or cgm it

subjct.on The focitdy ois- difficult to know where to start blem of the Heisenberg uncer- is stated that it would cost

attack on the doomsday predic- in discussing the weaknesses of tainty principle, but that I would much to cut the ratio of pollu-

tions is matched by his scorn The Limits to Growth. Professor not actually bore readers with tion to output. Yet the figure of

for their purveyors. Beckerman cites sample errors of the details of how I did this. If $105,000m over five years for

Until recently, he explains, logic and fact. they were really interested they the United States quoted by

" it seemed to me that the "First ". he says " the whole could read about it in a paper Meadows, which includes clear-

ment (Tie Limits to Grow h approach of the book exhibits I presented to a conference of ing up past pollution, is peanuts

Se M s Rand a failure to understand that logi- the railwaymen's branch of the in relation to the United States

by Meadows, Meadows, Rad alr oudrtn htoiYMCA." gnp of more than $l,000,000mi
ers and Behrens, New York, cal mathematical analysis by it- Prfeso Bkm ft a year.
1972, and World Dynamics by self-ic. without any empirical Professor Beckerman further a year.

Jay W. Forrester, Cambridge, content-is quite unable to tell assails the ecodoomuters for the In conclusion Professke i a
I Mss,197) ws scha baze, u anthig bou th beaviurargument that, though their Beckerman explains that the

Mass 1971) was such a brazen, us anything about the behaviour model may be imperfect, even problem of environmental pol-

impudent piece of nonsense that of the real world ". It has been sketchy, it is the best we have. lution is merely a particular case

nobody could possibly take it true since the beginning of time "If somebody comes along to of the age-old economic choice

seriously so that it would be a that " if there is exponential me with a model according to between one form of consump-

waste of time talking aboutt s. growth in the demand for some which I can break the bank at tion and another. It need raise no

However, on discovering that resource . . the supply of which Monte Carlo as long as I am special question about the choice

it was "taken very seriously in is finite, then one day we shall prepared to invest my life say- between consumption today and

high places and amongst a wide run out of supplies of that re- ings, I will not be persuaded by consumption tomorrow and

public, including some officials in source . . . this did not prevent the argument that nobody else therefore no choice between the

Whitehall, a part of the serious economic growth from taking has offered me a better model." environment and growth.

media of mass communication place since the age of Pericles . As to the scare about running Elementary economics tells

and the current President of the Professor Beckerman points out of some raw materials Pro- us that the reason why there is a

European Commission, Mr Man- out that economists usually * go fessor Beckerman's scorn knows pollution problem is that the en-

sholt " he decided to devote his to great lengths to estimate the no bounds: ". . . we manage vironient does not carry a price

inaugural lecture to exposing the values of the coefficients in their very well without lots of products representing its correct social

basic fallacies. Professor Beck- equations on the basis of real that have never been discovered. scarcity value ". If the polluters

erman dismisses the British world data ". Despite " much In fact when you come to think were made to pay according to

" Blueprint for Survival " re- brilliant work in this field . . . of it there are infinitely more pro- the pollution they do, this %kill

marking in passing that it gives there are still enormous difficul- ducts that we manage without lead to an improved use of scarce

the impression that the eminent ties to be overcome " even with than those that we manage with resources and a more nearl

signatories " must have taken it the simplest and most straight- . . . is it really likely that if, say, optimal growth rate. - In short,

in turns to write each sentence, forward relationships. nickel had never been discovered. for once economics is not the

like in the game of 'Conse- "Yet the Meadow s book im- modern civilization as we know dismal science. It suggests that

quences ' ", it being " difficult plies that the authors must have it would never have arisen ? " Mankind (possibly in contrast

to find two logically consistent overcome these and many other He dismisses the idea that the with the Fishkind in which the

sentences in sequence " difficulties ", it being " casually world might " suddenly wake up scientists often seem more im-

Professor Beckerman ridicules mentioned that the feedbacks on and find there was no more oil terested) will go on bumbling

the 14 Fellows of the Royal the supplies of increasingly or iron ore., as belonging to along in much the same way as

Society, the 36 science profes- scarce resources that would be science fiction. It ignores "all he has done for centuries."

sors and the more than 100 other set up by a rise in thie' price . . . th economic negative feed-backs Pt J'
scientists who signed or endorsed have all been taken 4. oH ;n th. I would upse, (the ecodoom- , J

the Blueprint for stipulating the course of some en iO o C) whole sy'tem . Appar- Economics editor
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Tim C apbell/James A. Lee

Intellie nce port on Extra Curricular Activ-ities
at Stockholm

lis short note sinrrizes v-rb2l coImu. c-i with fri. As
and Acquait c as !nterested i or plani. to ttend th tockia
Conference. The bias of this informatiCa is that informant r7
largel, -eco- ct t ' uo are d-dicated, sincere and lthouh
frustratad, most ofta not hostile in their approa c to the iorld
and its problems.

In Caenr:1, pre rations b, youth nd atnt re ting
tne.. or. af strictrs dne ti.s, politic-l caucues, stre t th atre,
'Life orum (iuLal n aclojjcal survv) ud the lizce, Wic i:nicate

that aut . rt:cip ; n 11 b. s:bl1 but lir1 intentiarlly
disruptiv , na rl; r iss er o ill e lice perhps best
characteri zas these acti i ets i a itsb -ine oodstockholn 3 t er
su esti n th. necaeful a , r. th ccter culture concerned -fit.
the eniroon nt.

Pr th most radcal of yout envir o ntal -rou is
prep ing an lternati Co nence c implies that the A 11 focus
on the most troulesome of orld problm uc he thrt of nuclear
h'olocaust, at (and likel1 the' Vietn WIar), population explosion

nrilistic nultinaonal capitalists' exploitation of Third World
,tural resoure s, and other topics not on the Conferene A a.

This is not to say tiat ostlity and ev violence will not
be lik1l .lthou.h disruptive groups ften vident in at er ilr

me tigs (: i~n te 'U.S.) nro not li siht 4t least oar esime
Snon-del t p r cicipants u rau bteon 2000 and 0,000. umb rs

this l .c uid easily corporate i duls or groups given to
disruption, confrontation and hostilit * ut the evidence at prs~ t
indicts th>t, in eeping it th fouth anvironmental movemnt,
demonstrtis i11 be sociable, to the int, unorthodox nd rh
even entertaii.

TOambeltjoed -- '
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7-. 1" 2r

JamAs e et

z C m d ndual

t past 'c month thpa th a iro

icn e:stc, iWt ae a cou val over 200

ao ro pr ct. lot ali of the een recorded; rma
m re trad rnebal comriiuicati c fena an earl; 3tago Lr

their .; u ii.,wio5 o 'ppraisl. c ar .1 p tei
hve r dice or info tion oC te r L

industri- 1 zsio levels, polluti cotrltecolo a

ecolo oA 3st(M m.

.n nsu of 1 3 projects o fil shows nearly over
eor~ ~ orphic area nyverer by Wh :nk has involved envirmi a~

quat~a1s. urope, :E dle:.t3 ad art rcoa; ia~t :Africa and Lout
ceao A georaphic reg~ons whch ropr seat the greatest mnbr
oet~ . Puablic Utilities, ag cultur ad industry e th, :ecor
mos ofan rei~ragemvirorm atal r ecoo cal i.nputs - noar.4 ~

ltK ~ h rjcts :aired i :volal t 2 caical assistacn iso

Sp. mderance of proec ts reare oh i the uni: e
intardiso li ar;/cracter of enviror~ntnl problems. About co
of the 11 rocts involved health : x/or xultipurpose measa
usuar ~s gd to prevent proliferation of endenic diseaes. t lo

lfor p jcts involve the transloc ations of populations, h
Ozi~ iV~ rt~atOii not onl; to anvro~iaA 1 health measuras,but Iot

socil 1n cultural needs in order to :nize disruption and harohp

ttachod e a sunnary table t a; Muhr with descriptivo
sacyse of for projects which dnoastr- t the naturea of enviror na

probl: s ad the role of the 0I&. 3ther p; acts are descried an ol
nr eat :ad the ~orld arig ad ia PraAnt Ti lnurr s dpece

deliyvred :1. the 1f Conference on the u~snn avironnent, :une19.
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Douglas H. Keare and Orville F. Grimes, Jr.

Coments on Tincoln Gordon Paper on Qualitative Growth

1. The research "frmework" appears to be adequate as far as it goes,
but it does not go far enough. Research priorities also seem curiously in-
vertad. jor examp o, quite apart from the question of whether such research
should begin with an informed and critical evaluation" of Forrester-Meadows
so as to pinpoint the "most vulnerable assumptions, " one might question wh y
an analysis of what actually may be meant by the phrase "qualitative growth"
is only fifth on the list of research priorities. Perhaps this should be
tne starting point. What is qualitative growth and who is really interested
in it? Gordon defines it as "non-material depleting growth." What then is
material: P ical c pital Huuan capital? uynoe, as Gordon seems to im-
ply, that a shift to qualitative growth means a shift from physical-capital-
intensive to human-capital-intensivo groth patterns. The developing coun-
tris might well regard this move as an atempt by the developed world to
turn the terms of trade further agans-t them by emhasis on the comparative
advantage of develo.d nations in production o human capital. V hould
they goalon / o imore alraid ofrunning out ofoil -O00ECor the Uited
States.

2. With thme typeS of questions treated in a research framework,
attention could then focus on the "vulnerable assumtions" of Porrester-
Meadows. Here we would suspect that the really intersting questions are
not the essentially technical ones we have spn much o our time discu sing
in "task force meetings - such as, whether technology doss r does not
increase ergonentially, the rate of pollution increase, the supply of re-
sources, etc. - but, as Gordon begins to suggest, how "afterthoughts" to
contemporary neo-classical economics li external diseconomics and nethods
of social accounting can be adequately treated in an overall pricing fri-
work. After these questions are thrashed out, (involving Gordon's to ic
k: economic and social effects of a shift to equalitativ growth), one could
than proceed to his topic 2: a disaggregated quantitative analysis of yoyu-
lation-risource-envirorant-growth linkages within a country or region.
This toi ic, especially, could be a highl romising line of research. hw-
ever, we think it should be preceded by the type of "framwork" analysis
discussed above.



:ly 15, 1972

Mr. Spencer Buston
Franklyn Istitue Research Lbortries
20th and Race Strots
Philadelphaa

Pennsfiv ania, 19103.

Dear *e ~uston:

Enclosed ple-a find a draft version of Environmental
Coniderations for Development Projects. Please note that the

ocument is considered con:fdential and is not to be quoted or
circlIatod. As you recall, this materia Iis for your evaluation
iconection wit possible Fra-kln Institute bid on services
required- to dvance the document to a ste suitable for publication
by the Bak

r, is exnoctei tat finalization oi th documlt l
r c iiro horneaiati o forrmat ud cv- r ; proision of additional

cat--tioao spaci o1 international r1foren ,tri-l, and of
detail r ce'a cost ad liloiiit, rticular, the work

snid invv the proision of smple llati et ncds anC criteria
s et Cr so - donor coutr or aotr a or nztioo, uch

;e hope to nave this work completed, anhd a finished manuscrpt
subm-jitte3d in du-plicate by August 1, 1972.

Kindly let me nave ou r r.l. no later t va2 2, 1972.

C ordia lly,

James A. Lee
,nvironmental Adviser

Office of the Director, Projects
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CharlIes zeisa

Forrester Model Computer ur7 y Pr'reton g nsultan-

*itthed ir: a redrafting of rages 3-6 of the report of the
qank crsaltants n the uiture of arirId, the pages that de-

ncribe the a mpter simuains they perf.rmed. I hope the re-
writ ten version Is mud &Ienrer, free Pr -mputer inrg, n, ar!dmore

sui t able f ,r a self-cAnt rd anne- to -he Tash arce eport.
he fgare referrec t in 0v redrftng are thise of Lhe >n.-

su'ents' oan~' o TM ~p12 . T lave deleted Figure 2, 'A ard 2,

TLer r iigpnageo , *e e9 1)e4 in£- ism
sstific e~'ence relevat to v' Mead assun;p urs1: re-

gF ing poion. I t+hik th eV are cear . e wr to in -O
were avbiti :ean& ar he used ' i a t he TasK 7:rce

S S:' -ea

ec: Mr. Keare
Mr. Varon
Mr. Carter

M{r. Tachar iah
Dr. F'ei veson (Princeton Universi ty

C'leiass ea



THE FORRESTER MODEL FOR POLLUTION*

The Forrester Model aggregates all kinds of pollution into a

single time-dependent variable called POL. The value of POL is deter-

mined primarily from the total stock of capital investment in a manner

to be described later. The value of POL is,in turn, an input into the

calculation of birth and death rates, and hence into the population

level.

There are at least two major difficulties with this highly aggre-

gated representation of pollution:

(1) A pollutant that has important effects on health may be un-

important for climate, for esthetics, or for agricultural pro-

ductivity -- and the other way around.

(2) The combined effects of two pollutants is often different

from the sum of the effects applied separately, a phenomenon

known as synergism. These synergistic effects are understood

even less adequately than are the effects of individual pollutants

*The model, due to Meadows, which is used in Limits of Growth, is suffi-

ciently similar that this analysis should be applicable in both places.

The major difference between the models is that Meadows has introduced

a lag period between the generation of the pollution and its effects.

Meadows uses this to represent long-term pollution--pollutants like

heavy metals and DDT, that take years to build up in food chains,and

also years to disappear. Short-term pollutants are lumped together with

other effects of crowding.
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in isolation. Still they are known to be important. For example,

the known death rates during acute episodes of severe air pollution

are far higher than those that would have been predicted from labora-

tory experiments on animals subject to the effects of each individual

pollutant by itself.

In the Forrester bdel, pollution can affect birth and death rates

directly, or indirectly through its effects on food production. The

magnitude of this effect is shown in Figure 1A in which is plotted the

life expectancy against the amount of pollution. (There was "one unit

of pollution" in 1970; in the "pollution crisis" of Figure 4-5 of Forrester's

World Dynamics, the pollution level reaches h.)

The figure shows that population begins to decrease (fractional rate

of change becomes negative) when pollution reaches a value between 5 and
11, depending on the fraction of capital being invested in agriculture.

The rate of pollution generation (POLG) is represented in the Forrester

Model as the product of three numbers:

P, The population.

POLN, a proportionality factor that may be varied by the model-

builder to represent pollution control.

POLOM, a number which depends on the capital stock per person (CIR).

POLCM as defined by Forrester is a slightly sigmoid function of CIR:

at very low and very high capital stocks, additional capital formation

generates less pollution than the same capital formation would generate

in the intermediate region. This is supposed to represent the idea that

at early stages of development, industry will be simpler and hence less
pollutionpolluting,and in late stages of industrialization stricter/controls are

likely to be enforced.
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The curve in Figure 3 is close to a straight line of slope 1.6,

from which we may approximate:

(1) POLG = 1.6 x CIR x POLN x P

= 1.6 x POLN x CI

ithere CI = CIR x P = capital stock

So pollution generation in this approximation is linearly proportional

to capital stock. At constant capital stock, 'ODLG would be independent

of population in this model, but not in the Forrester Model.

The solid line of Figure 3 shows the curve assigned by Forrester

for the relation between POLCM and capital stock. Here the present

capital stock per capita (CIRI) of the world is 1 unit (CIR is the x-axIs

of Figure 3). The U.S. level is about 5 units. The upper broken line

shows the linear approximation we have already discussed. The lower

broken line shows the linear approximation reached by adopting the slope

of segment (3) of the broken line and applying it at point A instead of

point B. Here

(2) POLCM = C.6 x CIR x P 0.6 x CI

This assumes that the relation of population to capital stock for the

world from 1970 on will be that relation typical of the highly industrial

countries.

A number of the computer runs in brld Dynamics and in Limits of

Growth show a global pollution catastrophe if and when the natural resources

catastrophe can be averted. Limits of Growth acknowledges that the pollu-

tion catastrophe can be aerted if pollution generated from all sources is



reduced by a factor of one quarter, but expresses great 
skepticism

that this can be accomplished. This run is shown in Figure 39 of

Limits of Growth.

Figure h of the consultants' report shows the analogous run per-

formed by Bank consultants on the computer at Princeton University

using the Forrester Model, but with the relation given 
by equation (2).

In this model, pollution rises towards the middle of the twcnty-first

century -to six tines its present level, but again not by enough to pro-

duce a drastic fall in population. Both these resultants show that the

prediction of a pollution catastrophe depends on assumptions regarding

the relation between pollution level, POL, and capital stock, CI.

In the approximation used by the Bank consultants, a reduction of the

ratio POL/CI by a factor 3/8--an adjustment well within the error range

of the data--erases the prediction of catastrophe. Since data on the

relation between pollution and capital stock is sparse, and especially

in view of the high degree of aggregation of the "pollution variable"

POL, there is no particular reason to favor one 
value for this ratio

over the other.

Another deficiency in the Forrester Model lies in his treat-

ment of pollution "absorption"--i.e., its rate of 
disappearance--as a

function of the pollution load. Forrester's assumption is that the

ability of the world to "absorb" pollution rises with the pollution

load, until the pollution load reaches a 
level roughly four times the

present--and then levels off and even falls slightly. It is this

property of the Forrester Model that, 
the Bank consultants conclude,



leads directly to the runaway behavior of the variable POL and hence to

the pollution catastrophe. When the pollution level reaches a certain

point, according to the Forrester assumption, the world is unable to

absorb any more. At higher levels, in fact, it is able to absorb a

able to absorb.

slightly smaller amount of pollution each year than it used to be/ If

stricter pollution controls are instituted at this point, they will be

less effective in absolute terms, according to these assumptions, than

if they had been instituted at lower pollution levels.

Figure 7 illustrates these relaticns in a different way. Figure 7

shows the disappearance of a load of pollution of varying size applied

at time zero. The curves are clearly non-exponential, and the larger

loads take much longer to fall to their initial value than do the smaller.

The point at which the ability of the world to absorb pollution dis-

appears is an entirely arbitrary assumption of the Forrester Model, as

this phenomenon has happily not taken place. We may therefore reasonably

wonder what the model says will happen if the value of the maximum absorption

rate is doubled. This assumption may be represented by the upper curve of

Figure .

Figure 9 shows the results of a run of the Forrester world model

using this assumption. In this run, pollution rises to 9 times pre-

sent levels by the year 2100, and is still rising. Population has

levelled off. Still this is not as bad as the pollution catastrophe

predicted by Forrester.

We now combine this assumption with the assumption regarding the

relation betwen pollution and capital stock (equation (2)) used in Figure It.
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The complete run using these assumptions is showm in Figure 10. The

pollution load in the year 21n00 is down to 2.5 times its value in 1970.

Population is still rising slightly. The pollution crisis has thus

been averted by assumptions entirely within the accuracy and the spirit

of the Forrester Model.
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ANNEX A

THE OTHER SIDE

Excerpts from Erich W. Zimmermann, World Resources and Industries, Revised

Edition, New York: Harper & Brothers, Publishers, 1951

(There is an) "... unfortunate tendency to think of resources

in terms of a single asset, e.g., coal, rather than in terms of the

whole complex of substances, forces, conditions, relationships, insti-

tutions, policies, etc., which alone help to explain the way coal func-

tions as a resource at a given time and place.

"This preoccupation with single tangible phenomena in nature

creates the false impression of resources as something static, fixed,
whereas actually they are as dynamic as civilization itself.

"... Resources are living phenomena, expanding and contracting
in response to human effort and behavior. They thrive under rational

harronicus treatment. They shrivel in war and strife. To a large ex-

tent, they are man's own creation. Man's own wisdom is his premier

resource - the key resource that unlocks the universe.

11... Seen in this light, the concept of resources is purely func-

tional, inseparable from human wants and human capabilities. It is a

concept which legitimately belongs to the social scientist.

"The physicist claims that the quantity of matter and energy in

the universe is constant; the social scientist replies that nothing is
constant, that everything is in flux. In spite of the seeming paradox,
both are right. The idea of the fixity of matter and energy in the

universe is wholly reconcilable with the claim that resources are in

constant flux. The earth is a tiny speck in the vastness of the uni-

verse, and mankind, though its numbers may be counted by the billions,

is an infinitesimal fraction of that universe. The whole stays put,

the fraction forever changes.

"Apart from relatively minor changes wrought by man, the earth

substantially remains unchanged within the time limits pertinent to

mortal man. But its resources change with each change in human civili-

zation. Since geography deals both with the earth as a planet and with

the earth as man's abode, it is both a natural science and a social

science.

"t... Nothing is more fatal to a realistic and usable under-

standing of resources than the failure to differentiate between the

constants of natural science and the relatives of social science, be-

tween the totality of the universe or of the planet earth, legitimate

domain of the natural scientist, and that small portion of these totali-

ties which constitutes the ever-changing resources of a given group of

people at a given time and place, the bailiwick of the social scientist.
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"... And somebody had the effrontery to call the world 'a bundle
of hay'! It is incredible. And others insist to this very day that
resources are, are static and fixed! One has but to recall some of
the most precious resources of our age - electricity, oil, nuclear
energy - to see who is right, the exponent of the static school who
insists that 'resources are,' or the defender of the dynamic, func-
tional, operational school who insists that 'resources become.'

"... While changed or expanding wants create new resources, others
are destroyed. Progress always means a net gain but seldom a pure gain.
Creating the better, we must often destroy the good. Moreover, a study
of all cultures past and present may lead one to a less optimistic in-
terpretation. One gets the impression of waves rising and falling, of
ebb and flow. Perhaps each successive tidal wave reaches a little
higher than its predecessor and each successive ebb does not fall back
as far as the preceding one. Philosophers do not agree. They do not
all anticipate the Decline of the West with the fatalism of a Spengler."

Excerpts from Isaiah Bowman, Geography in Relation to the Social Sciences,
New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1934

"It is often said that geography deals with fixed elements
because the earth remains substantially the same from generation to
generation, its secular changes being slow. Nothing could be further
from the truth. From the human standpoint, the earth of 1933 is not
what it was in 1850 because so much of its effect upon us depends
upon conscious knowing. The history of societies migrating over and
settling in the diverse parts of the earth shows how constant has been
the evolution of man's thought about and use of the world. The dark
and forbidding mountains of one epoch become the playground and in-
spiration of another epoch. It has been said that before a thing is
possible it must be conceived as possible. In general, man has done
what he thought he could do, and lack of knowledge and the canons of
his time have often held him back for long periods. Whenever a new
instrument of power or a new chemical discovery or a new use for an
old product is discovered the areas affected are reassessed ...
The geographical elements of the environment are fixed only in the
narrow and special sense of the word. The moment we give them human
associations they are as changeful as humanity itself."



ANNEX A -3 -

Excerpts from James F. Mc Divitt, Minerals and Man, Baltimore: The
Johns Hopkins Press, 1965

"... Each mineral deposit, fixed in location by nature, is
also fixed in amount. Yet it is one of the paradoxes of the mineral
industry that as more minerals are used more seem to be available for
further use. Such a situation is highly dependent upon a continually
improving technology in developing low-grade materials and substitutes,
and in time may lead to higher prices.

"... There is, however, a question as to the inevitability of
rising prices. According to a study of copper's price behavior made by
Resources for the Future a few years ago it seems that technology has
kept pace, and savings due to more efficient methods of development and
recovery have been sufficient to offset factors that would have made
for cost increases. A more recent RFF study on the future supplies of
the major metals indicates that by and large the same may hold true in
the foreseeable future for other metals.

it... In the United States the iron ore situation is perhaps the
best illustration of the way in which the prophets of doom have been
confounded about the problems of fixed quantity.

"... The belief is growing that the mineral resources of the
earth are by no means restricted to what one can prove exists and that
man will continue to find new materials as he needs them. This line of
thinking would be more persuasive if there were long term evidence that
this has happened in the past. Copper provides such evidence. -

"Here we skirt along the edge of an important comcept - that
there is a great deal of flexibility in what constitutes a mineral
resource. For many decades the 'miner's concept,' which considers
only that material which is known to exist and which can be mined under
existing conditions, has been accepted as a standard measure. But ...
new deposits are discovered and the conditions under which deposits are
developed change greatly over time.

t... Why are defined reserves always only a fraction of the
reserve which the earth ultimately yields? The major reason is that
producers are concerned only with that portion of the earth that holds
out a reasonable promise of a profitable operation. To outline ore in
sufficient detail for it to be included in the reserve category costs
money, and since the ore already in this category will last for many
years, funds to prove the existence of further ore reserves are diffi-
cult to justify at this time. Mining companies normally try to have
reserves of some fifteen to twenty times their annual production. As
they produce the ore, they outline additional reserves.
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"... There is a high degree of interchangeability among raw
materials, based on a complex relationship between price, quality,
availability, and a number of other factors which would include price
stability and service. During wartime, when price becomes a relatively
less important factor and many sources of supply are cut off, one
catches a glimpse of the real scope of substitutability, with such
extreme examples as silver used as a substitute for copper. Silver is
a better conductor of electricity, but normally is not widely used
because of its price.",
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EFFECTS OF MINING SEA FLOOR NODULES MAY BE DRASTIC

FOR INDUSTRY, SOCIETY

By JOHN L. MERO
President, Ocean Resources, Inc., As the nodules are found in the

LaJolla, California deep sea, they are ready for mining
It is beginning to be apparent that, There will be no development costs
itsbin t be app 510 aret that, to speak of in opening up a deep

within the next 5-10 years, we will sea mine. Within six months of the
be in full-scale production of such ordering of a CLB (Continuous Line
metals as nickel, cobalt, copper and Bucket) system, the nodules canmanganese from deep sea metal- be mined, assuming the availability
liferous nodules. In addition to these of chartered mining and transport
metals, substantial amounts of such vessels. The same basic mining
metals as molybdenum, zirconium, equipment design can be used in all

cerium, etc., can be produced as by- deposits of the nodules.

products from the nodules.
The possible products which can No great amount of capital must

be produced by mining the nodules be used for mine development or
at an annual rate of 100 million tons mining system design years before
per year are shown in the table, the facility can be put into produc-

tion. And there is, of course, :o in-

This capacity is certainly within
reach of industry sometime within vestment required for townsite pre- velopment of the oceanic nodules as

the next 10-20 years considering the paration. road building, port. facili~ it Aill be possible to close down nhn

substantial interest being shown in ties or other ancillary facilities in mines and smelters on land vih
these deposits by a wide range of working in the ocean ie adn meteprse inlng.
natural resource companies around Returns from an investment in the advent of deep sea mining.

the world. ocean mining can be beina generated There promises to Oe no pollution

At the present time, about $100 within two years of initial planning. or environmental destruction of any

million has been spent or committed, Essentially, the only form of trans- kind associated with deep sea min-

predominately by American corpora- portation involved will be sea trans- ing.
tions, to the development of the port, the least expensive form of The deep sea nodules have been

nodules as a source of various metals. transport presently known. The shown to be extremely efficient

Full scale mining systems are pres- financing requirements of new min- absorbers of sulphur dioxide from

ently under construction to mine the ing ventures, thus, can be drastically stack gases. Thus, there is even

nodules and pilot plants are in oP- revised. further promise in reducing atmos-

eration to develop the process tech- pheric pollution in mining tne deep

nology to industrial capacities. The o polution sea deposits as it will be possible to

stated goal of several of the com- There will be a great opportunity use the nodules. or the manga-rmese

panies making large investments in to reduce substantially land and oxide materials left over after the

this field is to be in full-scale pro- atmospheric pollution in the de- more valuable metals are removed,

duction by 1975- Metal Production Statistics Involved in

The impetus for these investments Mining and Processing Oceanic Metalliferous Nodules

in the nodules is not because of any Annual Present Products rom Production

eminent shortage of metals from Dry weight prod rate Free nodules as Estimted as percent

sources in typical mainn World percent of long-term Present of Free World

land sources but, simply, because the Minable 100 milnion consunp- free world produrctin Quoted consumption

nodules promise to be a much less nodule ton 'ear lion corsump- e tron Mar et at nmng

expensive source of these metals deposrtodc 1to million ' tnllon tion Noduiel price Rate of
Product 1'0' tons yr.' tons yr 1 , 1 lb., t$ lb., 400 tel tonso yr.

than are present land sources. Also, (MSn-Fe)O, 63 63 11.0 572 0.01 0.02 2.328

there will be a much greater effi- cu metal 1.4 1.4 5.0 28 0.10 0.50 112

ciency in the use of investment Ni metal 1.6 1.6 0.5 320 0.10 1.30 1,280

capital in developing the oceanic co metal 0.24 0.24 0.02 1200 0.10 2.40 4,800

deposits. While it requires about S4 Zn metal 0.14 0.14 4.0 3 0.10 0.17 12
Pb mnetal 0.07 0.07 3.4 2 0 10 0.148

of investment capital to provideo a .o 10 0.10 0.10 100 0.20 1.90 40)

facility to produce about $1 per year Zr metal 0.06 0.06 0.002 3 000 ? 5.00 12,000

of products from a large land mine, cerium 0.05 0.05 0.002 2.500 ? 20.00 10.000

about $1 of investmnent capital will Reserves of this t*le and grade of nodule can be neasured in terms of tens of

billions of tons or in lndreos ofve-ers ct present Free World consuumpron rates at a

produce at least $3 per year of prod- raining rate of 100 mliion tons per year a arves of au", groaaes of miunalie nodules can

ucts from the ocean deposits. be measured in terms of hundreds of billions of tons.



in power plant and other industrial
stacks to remove the sulphur dioxide
from these stack gases. Thereby, it
will be possible to burn the much
cheaper high-sulphur coals and oils .
in these plants without polluting the
atmosphere with sulphur dioxide.

The deep sea nodules, having a
specific surface area ranging from
100-300 square metres per gram of
nodule material, have also been
shown to be highly effective convert-
ers of unburned hydrocarbons to
carbon dioxide. Thus, the nodules
may become important in helping to
reduce atmospheric pollution from
automobile exhausts. The nodules

may also be important in many
other catalytic process applications.

Low cost system
With the mechanical cable bucket

(CLB) system now under full-scale
development by a consortium of
world natural resource firms, it will
be possible to mine the nodules at
rates of 4-5 million tons per year per
mining unit at a mining cost of $1

per ton or less. Because copper, -
nickel, and other metals can be dif-
ferentially leached from the nodules BOUNTY FROM THE SEA: A typical haul of nodules made by Ocean Re-

with sulphuric acid without putting sources from an area about L000 miles south of San Diego. Samples of

any appreciable amounts of the nodules such as this are commonly used by various mining companies in

dominant metals of manganese or process development work which is now being carried out.

iron in the nodules into solution,

processing capital and operating be as low as $10 per annual ton of firms. A highly competitive situa-

costs promise to be very low. Essen- raw nodule capacity in large scale tion should rapidly develop in ocean

tially, it now appears possible to pro- operations. The profit on a nodule mining with great quantities of low

duce such metals as nickel, cobalt, mining venture initially should be in cost metals becoming available in a

and copper, from the nodules at a excess of 100% per year on total relatively short time span.

total overall production cost of about capital investment. Because a rela- It is interesting to speculate on

10c per lb. of these metals. At pres- tively low capital investment is what some of the long-term effects

ent market prices, between $50 and required to mine the nodules and will be on the metals industry by

$100 worth of metals can be won because the deposits are freely avail- having an extremely stable supply

from a ton of the nodules. able to all companies, once nodule and price for the metals which can

The indicated, total plant, capital mining is initiated there should be a be won from the nodules.

costs for mining, processing, and great rush to the ocean on the part With nickel and cobalt available

transport of the nodules promises to of many major natural resource - (Continued on Page Five)



(Continued from Page Fourt because of the accidental location of million tons per year to produce

in any quantity and under a highly economic deposits of metals in those 100% of the present Free World con-

competitive situation, which will take nations will cease to exist. All people sumption of copper, it would also be

place in ocean mining sometime of the world will have equal rights possible to produce 2,330%, of the

within the next 20 years, and priced of access to these deep sea deposits. present free world consumption of

to the consumer at about 15e per Although with the security of capi- manganese. 1,280% of that of nickel,

lb., it will be possible to use stain- tal, loan funds should be freely 4,800% of that of cobalt, 400% of

less steels for the construction of available for mineral resource de- that of molybdenum, 4,000% of that

vehicles, ships, buildings, bridges, velopment (even though no specific of zirconium.

industrial plants and equipment. company will own the deposits it New uses would have to be found

Thereby society will make a great may be mining because of the for these other metals and there

gain in overall metal utilization effi- relatively low capital investments should be a great burst of physical

ciency, for the corrosion of steel will required for deep sea mining, in- metallurgical research to find eco-

be greatly reduced and the tonnage vestment capital should be able to nomic new applications tor these

of steel necessary for a given vehicle, be easily raised from non-banking surplus metals. If the chemical sur-

ship, or building can be substan- sources. Thus. banks will probably face properties of the manganese

tially reduced because of the great become a somewhat less important oxide minerals in the nodules are

strength of the stainless steels. The source of funds for the mining in- not changed in the leaching process

nodules would then allow a great re- dustry in the short run. Over the to recover nickel, copper, etc., it

duction in the overall consumption long run, as a competitive situation probably will be possibie to use the

of other natural resources such as is established and large-scale. highly manganese oxide tails in sulphur

iron, yet, at the same time provide efficient facilities are required to dioxide gas absorption applications

better and less expensive products mine in the oceans, the banks will or in other catalytic reactions.

for the world population. become an important source of funds.
Because all the companies will be Oversupply solution

Changes ahead competing on essentially the same But it may be possible to solve

Nickel companies will probably not footing, technology and efficiency some of the oversupply problems in

be able to continue as "nickel pro- will become the important factors another way, especially in the short

ducers" only but will have to become in producing the profit for a com- run. If a production cost ,s assigned

end product or stainless steel pro- pany rather than the grade of the to the manganese consonant with its

ducers as the steel companies will orebody and the mining company's weight percentage in the nodules,

easily be able to secure their own exclusive hold over it. In a highly this metal, unless it can be used in

independent sources of this metal. competitive situation, the sales and quantities greatly in excess of pres-

Available in unlimited quantities, customer service functions of the ent demand. will simply no- be wrth

at a low price, from an extremely mining company will become highly the cost of bringing it to market.

stable, yet highly flexible source important in the deep sea mining Thus, it may be more economic and

relative to turning production off organization. profitable to process the nodules at

and on, nickel will be able to cut the "mine site to recover the more

into the markets for other metals Revise consumption ideas valuable metals and return the man-

such as aluminum. If the nodules become the primary ganese and iron oxide particles to

While per capita consumption of source of copper, as they probably the sea floor to serve as the nuclei

metals in the highly developed na- eventually will be, and assuming for the formation of additional

tions will probably go down, because that this metal can be produced at nodules for future generations. since

of the use of longer lasting stainless a total production cost of 10 per lb., the metal precipitation process is

steels, consumption in the develop- the overall consumption of other going on at the present time in the

ing nations can be expected to rise metals such as nickel, cobalt, and ocean.

dramatically as these nations will be molybdenum, co-produced with the Thereby, the metals industry would

able to produce the metals with their copper, will have to be drastically experience a great gain in oveall

own labor for consumption in their revised unless these metals are to be operational efficiency by not having

own markets. placed in a tailing dump. to transport any but the valuable

The hegemony which certain na- As indicated in the table, if the products any distance. Also, by re-

tions have over the rest of the world nodules were mined at a rate of 400 moving process operations from land,
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CONTINUOUS LINE BUCKET SYSTEM: The estimated capital cost of a
CLB System capable of recovering 10,000 tons of nodules per day is about
$2.5 million exclusive of the cost of the surface vessel. This system can be
installed on almost any type of vessel capable of carrying 500 tons and
working in the open ocean. This system was invented by Y. Masuda of
Japan and patents covering it have been applied for or have been issued
in most industrial nations of the world.



there would be a great gain in re- the poorer, developing nations of the

ducing land pollution and in in- world. No longer will nickel, copper,

creasing land utilization efficiency, or cobalt be priced for consumption

which is quite important in such in the rich nations. All people of the

nations as Japan. There is no short- world will have equal access to cheap

age of space at sea for such facilities. metals which could greatly encour-

Effects on services age industrialization in the develop-

Mining equipment companies will ing nations of the world.
M i veryseqiupmffeted a e wl Great efforts have been made in

be very seriously affected by deep some quarters to bring the produc-
sea mining. As the nodules are ton ofamiers from the dps
found in the sea they are ready for tion of minerals from the deep sea

mining. Exploration is simple and ti onal lg a c Otn te
inexpensive and does not involve the tional legal agency." Ostensibly the
inexpensiv and dohes noimnl te reason for such a regime is to collect

ently used in the exploration for royalties and lease fees on produc-

land mines. No rock has to be tion of the nodules to generate funds
lnd minels. d Nor okrhasdtobe- for use in helping the poorer nations

drilled or blasted or overburden re- oftewrdadpsiltoece
moved. Thus, there is no need for of the world and possibly to secure

explosives, drills, draglines, shovels, an independent source of income for

bulldozers, graders, trucks or other .

transport equipment other than the Flexibility required

surface vessel and its simple, inex- When ocean mining comes into

pensive CLB mining system full-scale production it will upset

The nodules are soft. friable and the present structure of much of the

highly porous. For the differential present world m i n i n g industry.

leaching of metals from the nodules Large, old-line companies with huge

it has been found that crushing be- investments in land mines and the

yond about minus 20 mesh does not expertise of land mining and en-

Increase reaction rates or overall crusted with the traditions of land

recovery efficiencies substantially. mining will be somewhat at a disad-

Thus there will be no need for vantage with young, more flexible

great amounts of crushing, grinding, companies.

classifying flotation, smelting fur- It will attract brilliant engineers,

naces, etc., equipment in ocean mi- for ocean mining will combine the

ing. The crushing of the nodules to romance of both oceanography and

minus 20 mesh can be accomplished mining and will provide the engineer

with a gyrodisk crusher in essen- the opportunity of working in a new,

tially one pass. The mining equip- exciting and socially very worth-

ment industry should start looking while endeavor. Luck will be largely

for other markets for their exper- factored out as a means of getting

tise and products. rich in ocean mining. Initiative,

Code of ethics good management and hard work
will be much more important.

Ideally, the first of the deep sea Companies which are making or
mining companies will band together planning to make substantial invest-

to form a code of ethics concerning ments in land sources of the metals

operations in the deep sea recogniz- which can be won from the nodules

ing that any group in the world will should very carefully investigate
have equal access rights to the de- ocean mining for their land mine

posits. If they are to contmue to investments could well be in serious

operate freely in the deep sea, miners jeopardy in the near future.
will have to regulate and police their
own activities to prevent inefficient Great industrial event

practices, practices not consonant In the process of converting from

with good conservation philosophy land mining to ocean mining, of

and any noticeable disturbance of course, certain vested interests will

the environment. Common stand- be disadvantaged. But a much high-

ards concerning the measurement er good for an infinitely greater

and descriptions of the deposits number of people of the world will

should be established as soon as be gained. It generally is so when

possible. great advances are made in the tecn-

With the advent of cheaper indus- nology of producing material prod-

trial metals, freely available to all ucts or in the providing of mass

the people of the world, produced by services. The development of ocean

themselves for their own consump- mining will be one of the great in-

tion, there will be great economic dustrial events of modern world

advantages gained by the peoples of society.
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April 26, 19 72

Ar. jack Aamnd
Preoident
internatijal Institute for
Environmental Affairs

Cc; fifth Averuc
No York, N.Y. 1002)

Dear r. aymon

I consider it both un onor and a privilege to have heen invite!I
by you to artiipate i the distinguished lecture series to be hel

n Stoc hoim concurrently it th e United Antions Coafnreic on the
humn Evironinent, to introduc -r. Carmen iro, and to pa n r e fly
on tn tp f Population

It would ined have given .2 ouch pleasure to have been able to
participat and I a given conderale thought to making myself
available for this occasion. owver, imiy plans for Juno are too far

advanced and othrwinp Eirml co itted and it iK just not possible
for me to go to StocAolm at that tine.

Lt me assure you ant I co nider y inability to participate in
tnis series a matter of Dersonal regret and I do hope I will be able
to be of assistance to you and your work on some future occasion.

Bit% recards-

K. Kana aratnami
Director

Population Projects epartment

cc: Messrs. Chadenet

Demuth

KK:bli
UNConf.
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OFFICE MEMORANDU
TO: Mr. Mahbub Iaq DATE: April 19, 1972

FROM: Lharles Weiss

SUBJECT: Technological ie- s to the Limits to Growth

1 The folloin g ore off-the-cuff thoughts on soie lltechnological fixes"l
that may yet ave us from ndoom.

2. There is; good rCo to belierve that minel prosercting techiKques
that have n fective in temrate re gion a less so in the tropcs,
o that or mneral r-serves aem undc rtated for yet anot her rcason

beie tho.):se ct -b ' Varon.

31There are promi ino methods n variou stages of decelopmert fo

makin si ngle-ellD pro Kin from petroeleum and indu strial meste hlud 2s,
ndJ for raking: oil out of manu .u

. logica-leL anl hrum onal con rol of insc should solve the irseticidO
problem in the foresoale future.

5. A better understandin of c Irn-f ini ion in nat1uxe may la toc
nitrogue-fi : V bateria that iet non-leguaino' crop:;, m'aking o r Lil izers

less ne Ce ss.

6. Item "' and a a. largeAly in the basic research s ,which roeerch
is accordir ly unri unded

7. Provision of sufiient energy to feed industrial goath and] to control
pollution (p 'ution control 7 1 tends to. bc cncgy intensive) l eads to re al
problems . A lon g aspllumi on froi poner pila nts s a local or reional
as opposed Uo a global problem, one ma l ook to cheap long-drist-ance rea
of power transmisio 0s a method o keeping these plant nd their poluti on

6idl y dispers 1. Advanced designs for low-loss superconduc ting lines are
on the drawing boards.

8. Nuclear breeder reactors avoid the chemical polluticn of thermal
plants, but bring with them their own problems: The danger of catast'rophic
accidents, the problem of disposing of largc quantities of hig'hly radioactive
waste matcrial, and the existence of large quantities of cceapons-grade
plutonium all around the world. All these are soluble in principle, but awill
always carry with them the danger of catastrophe because of human error.

9. Solar energy and fusion power do not share these problems. Since both
are at the stage of basic research, it is too early to say whether they will
not bring their own particular dangers.

10. The omnipresent physical limit to groeth is global thermal pollution,
which by the second la: of th.3rdyamics accompan ie all practical uses of
energy. As the earth heats up, we will have to deal with changes of climate.
The most vulnerable point in the global weather system is, I believe, the



TO: Mr. 7
April 19,
Sn~ TeSo Tovical Tyaos to the L iits to Growth

r'ctic ic ,cap which rflect a large proportion of the sunis rays incident
on Grcenlcnd and thu /Atic on. These have a relatively small volume,
but covu lrge mrYo7. They therefore have a great infinence (as yet not
fully u reiod) on . the climate of the Northern Hemisphere. One may

ope n y a bythe t! se i caps (or some other vulnerable critical
point ) a Khyar!nd tn will hive acquired sufficient understanding of
metereol: to &oo vt to do about it.

11 th long-run technological possibilities and should
not in i ivs Ie Vn too seriously, I Ymenion these only to show
The SOr Pe' . that will ultimately be relevant to the problems
Endos 0iuld b the last t - osrt that technology is sure
to so' ca I u ' manknn, But headows certainly has not used
"conse -" ons thadiscount the possibility of technological

12. rid of special pleading, ay I add that technical advances
On not rusly but require poecial attention to the health of
ciedntiuiols and research budgets.

cn: nos:>. Q ,ro Zachariah, Carter, Varon, J.A.Lee

-2-



'r. Mahb'uul g April 1A, 1972

'7ut ion .r" T'+w ' r '-

1. ttaohed iY the report of the Princeton consultants on the role
of pollution in the e-oT nd and in the re worl . There is alo a
t'ble, repared b the UN, su rii te stat of nole e regarding

the individl po'utants. You hav alread receive aop of an

2arie mem trom these consultants.WO
2. 1taled eami nIti on of t Forrester del dl S e v the ol-

lowing conseuence of their nasuptin regarding pollution:

. The olltion crii tes more from the assumed direct
C potion-onrt d dahi , than

from its eff on foo produc ton. (i. 1 of at-

b. h renti f -,e4t e tere for 1.ution
M ii). inr t :n v - DrA cven

110 .Lt i 1121 ; iA l

o, th iF life" of rollution r, ih increas-
n V of Il intior.

1. on An V.YJ : r or,, I-li f
eW 5.CtCord ni , it icr er ing ~ er ifr t he

VIA!n I Qure A 1i Yer in-in-- 0

.* The e tr h. 1 +. consultants' report (N 7-> ) and the
t ble, sanr the .0 of knwleve rwrang re:o1-wor5 pollution.
:1ier tc 1 erly t r

~. T: te. it 33I:y Ix I o 'ti L ~. :a:s ror. enends
stronglv cO p 1 Q :: :. litt e zvionc. x Ue i quite
r,&oo :si :` 'A °n z px , ->n ii. Tala lertain-



"r. Shbbub ul ,e

h' e ut ~c~eer~~i~r ti oniun ~

tI~j 'r n ~c~' t~ t r r :~ ~ ent irmn t i

this8/eesn

M r. Gau
xr. -chrr

Fir. X'aron

Blue book~
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r, hahbub ul ia April 1,1972

ensioa Varon

rogress Reoort - ilue rint/Limits

1. Ms.jotinwell is continuing to mionitorci an-d distribute
press reports on, and reviews of, the Limits to Growth; the systo
seeas to be working ),oothl T.

2. Cocerni your specific requests and s uestios follow-

up) wo rk

(i) Illustrtious on the fis~torical rowth of Reser've
Esite alrEE -Nv~ hainnr ic soe finerals; shll ut tem1,

yneend o the wek, w l hoe to hve a longer list. It is
arther tedious ts ice one :as to dig them ot co odity by com-

i uin a ctivC s Skillis.

(ii) llustratio is ou tih elopment or Introductio f
-ew Resources -oxr ex mls.' .r 1crn 1' So r ore,

chro'ec. one as to .04ac a n CsTo uon ceyond the .I~th
3entur . The 20th entury, witlits new tecnn-ologie \aviation, tran-

sitoriation, et , may provide some iustrations on ti n oaor m etals.
I shall try to furaish Some eXaal r

'iii) The Impact of conomi~c Jrowtn on iemand for I enewable
ources rcoin or Less ,erdntensive - A good

Cuestion, and a quite feasible task - ia o ad the ti m e This agi

involves dealingwit £ineral an ntries quite idially. I shall
start soms Ole work oni thiis as so time n researc aivlail-
iis 2m L oL e it S "re on t4e sideO, as zi jL activity,
unless yn su est other'-ise.

(iv) The ir otentil of the Seabed ... Th ubitutability
of Jineral surce byoan ral eource - I a ooking Curtner into
both ctions.

3. s you can see, these questions are on my rind, and tall ry to
ork the into my routine (and other non-routine) assiaents a- best as I

ITO ies oi interest: (a) Ar. Takeuci na returned from

Japan oith the original-language full copy of Japan's recent "nite Paper
on tura esources. Till repare shortly a brief summar of what
seeis to be an iinteestint d (b) uie bi ofn nd : ain
information on the mineral industries and potential of both, the Soviet
Union and 1ainland China have come out in recent wee s. Ihp to- n prepare
a simple overview (a statistical summary) as soon as tiie permits.
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FROM: E. S. Mason

SUBJECT:

You might be interested in this note on the methodology

of "The Limit to Growth."
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ABSTRACT

It is proposed that to be useful policy tools, l sca s

ulation -models must be insensitive to all reasonable changes n

assumptions. The model presented in World Dynamics is modified to

include the assumptions of the technological optimist. Two simu

lations are presented which show behavior very different from that

shown in World Dynamics.



In World Dynamics (1) Forrester presents a siple simulation

model of the world. This model consists of five first order differ-

ential equations in five higIly aggregated state variables, for ex-

ample, POLR Pollution and NRNatural Resources. He also includes

some auxiallary variables that indicate performance; these he calls

t "quality of life." Forrester then performs several simulations and

based on the behavior of the quality of life in these simulations

makes several quite provocative policy recommendations.

This model has been received critically. For example, Shubik (2)

wrote "...the book is blatant and insensitive advocacy for unsubstan-

tiated model building on a very large scale." and "W hat is this

book for? Its behavioral-scientific content is virtually zero."

and "None of his (Forrester's) book has any empirical content, yet

the operation of all his models call for large numerical inputs."

Forrester anticipated this sort of criticism and answered it at

length in World Dynamics. These arguments can be condensed into the

following propositions:

(1) People are quite good at perceiving relationships between

various components .of the world system.

(2) People are not very good at deducing the whole system con-

sequences of these individual relationships.

(3) It is quite easy to use computer simulation to accurately

deduce the consequences of any set of relationships. Therefore, ver-

bal models or mental images are necessarily inferior to mathematical

models.



(4) Policy decisions arc presenly being based on naaatemat-

ical moCels. Therefore policy can certainly be im'Or y exprssiLng

these ague odels in a zoreC excigSscm Ynaisfrai

Thus the criticisms of Shubik and others miss tcCir mark.

Forrester is not trying to do behavioral science. He has a much more

modest goal, to -improve on the verbal and mental models that are

presently in use. It seems relevant to ask, has he accomplished

this aim?

Imagine, for a moment, one of Forrester's social Dynamicists en-

tering the political arena. There he would find decisions being

based on an array of vague, hard to verify, mental models founded

upon conflicting assumptions, and reachin ufe tconclusions.

As a first step the social dynamicist could re-express each of the

different mental models as a different simulation of his model. But

unless all these simulations show substantially the same results the

dynamicist has done little to improve the lot of the decision makers.

Instead of being faced with an array of unverified mental models, he

is confronted with an equal number of conflicting computer simulations.

To be of use then the social dynamicist would have to go to a more

sophisticated, complicated model whose components can be verified in

some way.

Let's apply this test to the model presented in World Dynamics.

Roughly there exist two ideological poles in' the controversy about

the world's population;



(1) The Malthusian& view. The ahrnts o thi.s view argue that

the earth- is endowed wita some fixed finite am t f resources. We

so on. Further Malthusians argue that anything that makes life better,

be it better nutrition or increasing, material standards of living,

leaves birth rates constant and lowers death rates. New technology

in this view can only temporarily alleviate shortages; popululation

must inevitably overtake any increases in productivity. Eventually

a high death rate - high birth rate equilibrium is reached. This

view is more completely expressed and defended in much of the conser-

vation literature.

(2) The technological-optimist. The adherents of this view

argue that there are no forseeable limits on production of goods.

Any particular scarcity will be eliminated by substitution technology.

Further, the increasing stock of technology is seen to increase pro-

ductivity and thus increase standard of living. Increasing standard

of living is then supposed to produce lower birth rates. Eventually

society is seen to reach a low birth rate - death rate equilibrium.

A more complete explication can be found for example in Barnett and

Xorse (2) or Fredericksen (3).

Even a casual reading of World Dynamics shows that Forrestar's

model is fundamentally Malthusian. The quantity of natural resources

is fixed and the productivity of industry based upon them decreases

with time. Agricultural productivity may be increased only by in-

creasing capital investment in agriculture. The pollution output



per uniLt matr:ii stndard of living is rreducable, ln several of

his simulations Forester invohes technology to, for exle, reduce

pollucion output by some fixed fraction at some point in tim but

this is hardly the constantly adjusting, powerful technology of the

technological optimist. Birth rate in Forrester's model increases

strongly with increasing food per capital It decreases strongly with

increasing pollution and crowding, and weakly with increasing stand-

ard of living.

To test the sensitivity of the World Dnamics model to changes

in assumptions the author has altered the simulation model so that

it conforms to the technological opimist's view. This involved

adding a few multipliers to express the effect of technology on the

other state variables and, the alteration of two of the birth rate

multipliers.

The rate equation for technology is expressed in DYNAMO notation:

T.K T.J + (DT)(R.JK)

where R.KL = (P) (RCM.IK) (RQLM.K)

PM is a constant and is supposed to be the 1970 rate of increase

of technology. PX was taken to be .04. RCM expresses the effect of

capital stock per capita of the increase of technology. Increasing

availability of capital is supposed to speed technological growth up

to an asymtote. The exact form of RCM is shown in Figure La. The

form of RQLM supposes that as quality of life declines society will

invest more technology to improve that quality. (See Figure lb.)

The effect -of technology on the rect of the model is expressed



through three- mu&ltiplier~s.

(1) FT': (Figure IC) All other things being equal a six fold

i nces in ec!noog ov'e170'ee tknasoe nrae

the food ratio (FR) by a factor of eight.

(2) PFTM; (Figure ld) Again ceterus paribus, a four fold increase

in technology over the 1970 level decreases pollution output per unit

material standard of living to zero.

(3) NRIM (Figure le) NRTH reduces the natural resources input

per unit material standard of living to zero when technology quuple•

The numerical values of these multipliers were invented from whole

cloth. They are meant only to reflect, in a reasonable way, the teca-

o7ognol ntTrist's faith that, for example, soon we will be able to

find a substitute for any diminishing natural resources.

Two of the birth, rate multipliers were also altered to conform

with the technological optimist's assumptions.

(1) BRMZ (Figure lf) In Forrester's model this multiplier reduced

birth rates by a factor of .7. This is a weakly non-Malthusian hy-

pothesis. Data (4) suggests however that it is not unreasonable to

suppose this multiplier can drop as low as .4.

(2) BRFM (Figure ig) This multiplier expresses the effect of

food per capita on birth rates. Forrester assumed that a four fold

increase in food per capita would increase birth rates by a factor of

two. As an aside, given that world birth rate is about 45 per 1000

women per year in underdeveloped nations, a two fold increase must be

hard for even the most extreme Malthusian to defend. BRFM was modified



bt b r by is n oo pCr capita

above the 1970 level. This is a weak non-Malthusian position.

The results of the silation are shoin in ig'ures 2, 3 and 4

Theay are exactly a a techno1logical optimist would predict. Tech-

nology increases productivity which in turn increases the standard of

living, This eventually drives birth rates low enough that a

"Utopi an" equilibrium is reached. In World Dynamics Forrester argues

that social systems are counter-intuitive, that they show the opposite

behavior that one would expect. As an example he introduces birth

control into his model and shows that it only worsens the eventual

equilibrium. Forrester s version of birth control was added to the

author's model and the results are snown in Figures , aU 7.

The results are again exactly what the technological optimist would

expect. Birth control allows the world to go through the demographic

transition at a lower population level greatly enhancing the even-

tual equilibrium.

Forrester's model fails the test. It is completely unable to

resolve the technological optimist-Malthusian controversy. Thus as

a policy tool it is not very useful. The great strength of Forrester's

methodology is its ability to assimilate expert opinion. A model with

a larger number of more disagg regated state variables would allo; experts

in various fields to involve their knowledge more usefully. Such a

model might be a practical policy tool.
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CAPTIONKS

the utbipir addcd to or changed in thc'World Dynmics siaulatCz.

Figures 2, 3, and 4. These figures show the results of the World

Dynamics siulation altered to include the assumptions of a

technological optimist.

F'igures 5, 6, and 7. These figures show results of the technological

optiziist model with a reduction of the "ntrinsic" rate of increase

to .028 at 1970.



Fig. la: RCMKT
4

RCM RCM..K = TABHL (RC"T' CIR, 0 ,3, .5)
RCMT-* = 0/.2/1/3/3.8/4/4
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dig, lc: FTDT

FTi.K = TABHLL(FTT,,0,6,1)
5 FTMT*= .5/1/2/4/6/7/8

4

2

1 2 3 4 5 6
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Fig. ld: PFTMT
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Fig. le: NRTMT NRTM.K = TABHL(NRT'.K,T,0,4,1)
NRTMT= 2/1/.5/.25/0
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UNiTED STA-i ' S OF AMERiG.A

GENERAL SRVCES ADMINISTRATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20405

Dr. James A. Lee

Environmental Advisor

International Bake for 
Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, NW

Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Dr. Lee:

elighted that you will 
be an observer at the 

Public Buildings Service:

(PBS) international Environmental Conference on 
Building Construction a

Use. The Conference will be held 
at Airlie House in Warrenton, 

Vir ni

beginning on Sunday April 23rd, 
and concluding on Tuesday, April 

25th - seo

attached conference agenda and 
map.

As an observer, you are welcome to attend 
all day sessio s u p to P.M.

as well as the evening legislative session 
on the 23rd and the foreign

representative roundtable on the 
24th. Lunch will be available onody

and Tuesday at a charge of $5.50 and 
dinner for $7.50. We must know your

intent to have these meals with us no later 
than April 21st, 1972.

Due to limitation of 
space in the panel workshop 

meeting rooms and conside

the large number of people who wish 
to observe the meeting, we find it oc

sary to schedule (and perhaps rotate) 
attendance of observers at the works

sessions. We will advise you of the schedule for workshop 
observers upon

your arrival at Airlie 
House.

While observers will have 
no official role during 

the Conference, you will

have an opportunity to meet and discuss your 
ideas with individual panel

members and the PBS staff during coffee 
breaks, luncheon periods, and

evening sessions. We have prepared carefully for this Conference, 
includV

the attached Position Paper. We expect it to be a great experience 
for al

who attend.

nce

nce-r 

y

J HN A. PRICE
NFERENCE COORDINATOR

Keep Freedom in Your Future With U.S. Savings Bonds
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April 1., 1)72

Mr. Robert C. rn
American Metal ClimaxIc,
1 2505 Jest 32nd Avenue

Colorado 8

Dear Mr. ring:

Enclosed plea fnd cop s of conside rations as theiy
appear in the handbok che cklist developd by th Bank for use
in luainf roposed prects.

The demnnd for this handbool hat far exceeded our surppl-
and in response we a in the process of developing updated
reorganized and expandd version which we shl be happy to send
if Jou wish.

"ours sinceraly,

f. Campbell

Office of the vironmIentai ^ vsr

Enc.

TC:jo



m/

The attached were pepare for other purposes butma
give yo om inication o~ th rngei of pojc otyean

provide~ a description of the problems ncountered an how they
wer addressed.

dnb

JAL:jo



April 11, 1972

Dr. Kandiah Kanagaratnam
Director of Population Projects
World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Dr. Kanagaratnam

I have the honor to invite you to participate in the distinguished
lecture series, to be held in Stockholm, concurrently with the United
Nations Conference on the Human Environment in that city, June 5-16,
1972.

The lecture series is being sponsored by the International Institute
for Environmental Affairs, with the support of the Population Institute.
This letter of invitation is being sent to you to ascertain your avail-
ability.

As outlined in the accompanying statement, the distinguished lecture
series has been designed to reinforce the work and aims of the Stockholm
Conference. It has the full endorsement and support of Maurice Strong,
3ecretary-General of the Stockholm Conference.

The accompanying list is of leading persons who are being invited
to take part in this exciting and important program. To date we have
received nine acceptances. Those accepting include Rene Dubos, Barbara
Ward, Paul Hoffman and Maurice Strong.

Each lecturer will be introduced by a distinguished person in a
similar or related field who will be asked to present, in addition to
appropriate reference to the identity and authority of the lecturer,
a statement of his own on the topic under discussion.

With high regard for the contribution that you could make, we
respectfully request that you introduce the lecture under the topic,
"Population", to be given by Dr. Carmen Miro, Director of the Center
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Dr. Kandiah Kanagaratnam
World Bank
Page 2
April 11, 1972

of Latin American Demographic Studies, as indicated in the accompanying
draft program on Friday, June 9.

Lecturers are being asked to speak for 45 minutes, and introducers
for 20 minutes. Texts are to be made available, in advance, in manu-
script form. Publication is envisaged, with copyright vested in the
International Institute and with fully protected royalty rights for
each participant's contribution according to accepted practice.

Introducers will be provided expenses related to travel and
accommodations in Stockholm for the purpose of participating in the
series.

I hope you will let me know as quickly as possible of your avail-
ability, so that we may proceed immediately with final arrangements.

Sincerely,

Attachments



International Institute for Environmental Affairs
600 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10020 (212) 765-2786

STOCKHOLM LECTURE SERIES

The Project:

The International Institute for Environmental Affairs,
with the support of the Population Institute, is sponsoring

a series of six lectures by leading thinkers and scholars on
fundamental environmental issues, to be held in Stockholm,
concurrently with the United Nations Conference on the Human

Environment (June 5-16, 1972). Each lecturer will be intro-
duced by a distinguished person in a similar or related field

who will present, in addition to appropriate references to the

identity and authority of the lecturer, a statement of his own

on the topic under discussion.

- The distinguished lecture series is designed to support the
aims of the Stockholm Conference by dealing philosophically with

its underlying goals and subsequent world efforts to improve the

quality of human life. To further widen the impact of the

speaker's contribution, and in turn, the aims of the Stockholm

Conference itself, the presentations will be published in book

form for distribution throughout the world.

The Requirement:

Because it is intergovernmental, the Stockholm Conference

will be comprised largely of comprehensive expositions of many

national viewpoints; these necessarily will be constrained by

political and diplomatic considerations. Much of the time of

the plenary and committee sessions will be devoted to detailed

analysis of specific proposals before the conference.

By presenting a philosophic overview of man in the environ-
ment and the extraordinary challenges which lie ahead, the
participants in the distinguished lecture series will provide

an important added dimension to the Stockholm deliberations.

By their prominence and professional authority, the lecturers

will help attract world attention to the Conference and engage

world opinion on a level the government delegations would not reach.



- 2 -

This project has been developed with the assistance of Maurice

F. Strong, Secretary-General of the Stockholm Conference, and other

Conference officials. Mr. Strong has given the project his personal
endorsement and will introduce the first lecture; other officials
similarly have welcomed the series. The series, however, is a
non-governmental activity; and not officially related to the
Conference.

Background:

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment is
a governmental, ministerial-level conference authorized by a
1968 resolution of the General Assembly. Participants will include
all member states of the United Nations. It represents the first

comprehensive effort to cope with environmental problems on a
global scale.

At the time of its authorization by the General Assembly, the
main purpose of the Conference was to alert world opinion to the

growing danger of pollution, the rapid growth of human settlements,
soil degradation and the problem of diminishing natural resources.
Since 1968, events have moved with such swiftness that now the

emphasis is on specific action proposals.

Proposals likely to be acted on at Stockholm by member
states include:

- A declaration on the Human Environment which will state
fundamental principles and include guidelines for action by
member states.

- An agreement to regulate ocean dumping of toxic wastes
and a comprehensive plan for the preservation of the marine
environment.

- A global environmental assessment system involving a
cooperative approach to research, monitoring and dissemination
of the kinds of knowledge required to guide decision-makers.

- A series of measures to deal with soil degradation.

- The development of an international approach to establishing

environmental quality control criteria.

- The establishment of a unit within the U.N. to carry forward
international efforts to enhance the human environments.
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Mr. James A. Lee April 10, 19'72

D. S. Ballantine

Letter of Professor Frankenhoff

ReferrinEg to the final sentence of paragraph 2 in Professor
Frankcnh off's letter, we would certainly be interested in principle
in encouraging the development of environmental management professionals
in the developing countries and would always be grateful for suggestions
as to how this might most effectively be accouplished.

Assuming that- we were supporting some institutional development
in on LDC for resource and environmen tal manaemen , we might well wish
to finance fellowships. WheTher or not the fellows slould receive
training at the UPR Planning School wo ld depend partly on the wishes
of the LDC and partly on our own judment of ow well it would serve
their purposes. As you know, unlike the foundations, we would always
approach the question from the borrower's or project end and not from
the point of view of wha t can we do to help the UPR serve as yet
undesignated developing countries.

Nevertheless, we suld know as much as possible abou t the plans
and capabilities of the UPR in this field so that, where appropriate,
we are in a position to approve their services )r even more effectively
bring them into the picture.

DSB:sfu



Professor Barbara Ward Jackson April 5, 1972.

The Albert Schwitzer Gna ir

Sch-ool of International Affairs
Coluiasia University
420 West 116th Street
New York, -. Y. 1002

Dear Lady Jackson:

This Us to confirm my letter to you of 7ebruary 25,

and to add that I shall be very glapd to attend the w Ol f the

Conference on Developmaent and the hnvironment.

I look forward to the Con+'ernce n to the opportunity

of moeti you.l

S in cerey!., yours ,

Ccience dviser
Cnirt

CW sj
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1. I. have< bn hesL0Pita to co t on the trtment o± land resources in
lerint/i is since> this ri ir -l nn - i a pac

and slicitig the vw o hessr'. akin/Zenaa (poulation) 12an dis
(sciecelC 'nd techol'ogy ). 'ot juot helfu bu it anatory a~re also:

(a) en uyto-dete' innowldg of the state of the arts ca of current expecta-
to"'ns ccei: technolo., botn onfwinch nre very filu, and. (b) viion,
for so re her at ther heartlandOh of !ltraa triory. Folloig re

'C' C it 2

2. Cirst, ttc ij;res. > :all -isdom in tisl case (the
principl rorks occupy ing the nla th the U. ui dta did
with r -r, 'o s rera l rourcr) re : c i) urld, z vr
Reort of te di r esitt fcience dvtisor co.]hte~(~h te touse,

a 16);~ an: (ii) aul *. Elc and~ Ane . Ehrlicha a~Iton,

e,'rdo of ari'onait ea rc i c : .. . Frcmuan and Jod., 170 ),
ici aed lrgel lo an bold, on the data in the first ('I have

bot3nworks). TD e figures o land utilttion ine the four works (tie
Bll:uepri, the Liits, and tne above two) a not incuiistent with 1
estiraate nor with ny tothr figures iv have coacross; while they/ are
obvicusly subject to some margin of error (how aide I o not noo), I see
no need to' question them at tlis point. The igure's i±ndicate that the
earth's currentl and potentially ;'arble land, based oni the imits of

rresent technology, is ouly one-fourt of the total ice-iree land but
1.3 times larger than the currently cutivated area. atn us rem ebeir

thougi - did they account for it, I cannot tell - tht oni one-half to to-
thirds ofl toe area classified as cultivated is actually harvested durxig
any pa rticular year for one reason or anotoer.

3. Thei Limits approa'c involveS making assumptions aout thea amounit
of land required for ea additinali person focr: (a) nousing, roads,

power lines, etc. (0).0.6 hectares); and (b) food production (0.6 hectares,
compaered to the 0.; nectares rere acEMcordin' to current U . . standardNs).

On nee nou t argue abLout the first assumption, thcough I suppose there areo
ecocno zes of scale andi va rious a s of e iconom izin ;jo;on uc secondar uses
of la. * Cionrning tneO m'Io imporn scond a7sump't1in ( land per persn
for food ), I cannot detemine~o precisealy how the. autnrs rived at the

iur of 0.6 hetrs buth fir .des -iv ris to some srio~.us cues-
tio: First, the ifij're (the pivot of; the thiesis deveoloped on land re-
sources) represents truly an extrem f. ore of aggregationi. Seondm, it could
not hav e been arrived at without using a >le series of "conversion factors,
some aidub~iabl of toe rule-of-thu. type. Third nd most impo'rtat, it
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dos not seC to aOW for inras double or triple cropoin- one of the
ev contributions of the 1reen revolutioQ.l/

. po tivit , I canniot sa ach without open on oras
bo0 wich i a a way not oc able to close, iu tIng t mt is eviaent

at least to me (reaain between th ine nd to the~ dto of the resident's

* eporZt - Jm , ic tat tie author Vninnn1 on tA~2isau ect preaLtes signi~-

ficant Ceopet i cenii prgesad rcia acievemn2t whijch

Uave takenu plac in' tce last ifew years3. . i incati ot thi can bez f0 ound
in~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~ti the, ,lorn' aberatc tat ...erl the Aol Aods-uto

so V. sn L :ri c- ILA e lnn

ato fr be0ing . e." d not thin ti is Cnat Sn. saIs nA. vot
only Mbt lso a. growi n nuber o.i ot anayst are now proje~.cting

r A Gu. .itC

srlusesi for a nim(er ciood prouts~, paticular1ly crels. Tog it
may reai defcint .in quai+ty an. compJosC~J ~citicainm a t ofite world,

no one is no ta li naout i. inent, ~ mas strvation).

3.It is L±uite1 rlevan tha. t taot of thgicutlt~ure researcitil

recently has be dircted~ at a riculture in the teCmrae zones5. Tne vast

naturalavatge (AIun - lignt, teggeratre, rainfall and udrg'round water)
of ine semi-tropcs 4 re 1wt to be explc re. Taki the present level of
U.S.1 C OCL~ 0ecnoog ad hevment. asayratc to measure the car'to : output

poCtentii .ay be shorts'i .dl anuaer' Co crop (cotton is a good

examp<le) nve2rage U.7. field are nownere. neatn level acieved in a um

ier of other cuntries.. uner ciiere c aic U. i L.n.

6.~0 Tunn ocsts (t0e mos ofreea lnyepnigiesup-

w L Az :S L-6

ply of iresh i wtr, etc.) anCd to' subs titute .eans of oo rodci on (arm

misled 2 thir~i rather static worcoh. The. costof de velOoin new land

ma -e 'eaneom 19 to 6,27' p hectre,~cc an snoe teJlolOoia

rj 1 1 Aw LIi( .,W rAV:itA

dan it. 1wi tn otue sC . i nt 0 n. o
redce-.( te is) .mt of 0n0t we should assu0e canUt be one 2 and Ia very2 well be

doneo in eaca area since, in theo end, needsO and costs wi1012 plaOce these in

lo -~a pro msion.

7. inally ,both i clueprint End the Li its cognizeiio tha.t popula.-
tien grog rates, on cien c addiinl .o de.a is so epeut, may

deiesinfcntywt Ifinom gro : ta - t"ug the ccsinta , oe

questiori thn i n thmisI ocu -ituin the time. s 0co requ'iec to avoi

2ao icneortage The 40 sti s con'11Icimuae o s~fice, as thei L: Ito puts
it, beth ino, groi and increased2 food outptir req(uire7 grcto in the

l/ To aaphas thethlc tremelves2, new varit' notC only> mature

erl, buVt unlikr traditinl va rieties, the n. insensitive to da

length; theto c haI.c.Cracteistcs naoie .- utiple cropping~ ore praic-
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I
( COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

WASHINGTON

April 3, 1972

THE CHAIRMAN

Dear Bob:

This is the speech I spoke to you

about the other evening. I would be

interested in any reactions you might

have.

With best personal regards,

SiD oeer

Rusk e

Honorable Robert S. McNamara
President, International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N. W. f

Washington, D. C. 20433

Enclosure

March 29, 1972

REMARKS Bl Y THE HONOR ABLE RUSSELJ E.I TRAIN
CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL ON EN V1IRI ON N IEN TAL QUALITY,

BEFORE THE p.

LOS ANGELES WOR LD AFFAIRS COUNCIL
LOS ANGELES, CAL]FOR IN IA -- MARCH 29, 1972

~fl~4
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A . C. .. Zachri.u2:en I;2

native feed .ac thog deats. I storica daao the2 Jhole sLupport

thi ass 2 io. 'L 2 ate Wat durin. the imedit paJ the pop

inceain rate . e.. of arm .heL. is aso .:.e~ tha if te cuent rate o. i

inanoher A 100y2 . 72o. Aa ar. are them pm ren ~ e *f. ine

.2any a demoraph . ee that he irt i rat aiso deceaseL.in line ith2l

th l, n .aln et rat ahe ronL& rate 222illAA. decrease. The

the a. e..L2 alea el in.. some ven beo.rplcee t evel. )venJ in ne

-to hs declines ar marginal;i mot outie they- are suosati

in a en A. countries. Tne. posiblit orL~ >uc nom correctiv res-Ct..~

pos of ietiit levlo ad pouain rwhi no loedfri

county hav baee- closl a ocatfed. Uih t .ut>age.p of economic. deelome

Howver i reent. yer thse re~lton are.± beo2>ing 11eder.2 Fo example

coreltetot heir econom...,L i devlopmet.e A.ere is raso 2t bdeleve that

thereltio between7.. .. ~ fertit level C.and 2 idustri production wilwae

in the2 coin year.1 Thel.22 faly plmnin pro2 am in at least. a Ae of2

the. les developed. countriesv~. 2.J~Ca hae hon a theys ca reduce L.., il .Lity and.

th3 hrei ai.4 ~A genuine reationship .. ~ bet.ee proga strnt and 3.eru4.i
decline irmepeden ofsca n cnmcfoc.-tog eore

4acuna i ar. adonwa anays i te assumption2.2 tat..~ a delinLeen birthA

ae is> no pssbl althout2 .an72 incre-Ased2 idustri a.utput pe cpi
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wed, threar not many sucrlaton wit universa appicabilt. 1The

ine-eain bet eeni~ 2 4 I deowapican economic variab1ls opte in te

framewr of soia alclt . enironment which~ are d2ifeen in x alif~eet

regions o the norld.

ta~Ow lov Ut

grow)th will rn a m axim> dur'in( the 70's. The decinee in the r.ate, noW

la eri stae. ihe :peedi of 4 this decinAe idlJ dependI CexnillJy on the

anL a i made ic .n t Lis direction the lesser Wi be the cost of.

urgency fo acton in th fielis brou t ut ratherz draaicLly byj the

authors.,

cesw -. inoplation growt whaevrete effo i the field: of faily

p ~lanin it ail Le iiult to p event the dobln of te word s popwua-

currnlyles develope countries. Thi A e imrat regional Jidferen ce has

particlar'L ree e for- gLa st.>teC ear iw resoure ut laai a ndr i~

analguing .2i reult f. om a moe socally realistcic poit of viie;. The

anlssi i md o theL basis~ ofI the oLe word ag .11 iL wCC e

a.ll the othe.. Ifth crisis±, as M. .eado- says~, s going to come beiore

the year ~2 , a.nd~ < maybearoun 2 .. shon> i. A t b e ;wise to t ry toin

ouit IhiLch of ni.. moal is~ most' .lkly anim .old. it affect a> wordJ ha

s characeriz ed by diff&erene between x rih7 a . 1oor persns ric h and~ poor

counrie, an us powerfl 2 andic.~ les poeru group If the gre a crisi

forC the unit 1 Aoing to comel that soo, 4  is i- t likey that it illL start

affecting cer;tain sectr, grus and place today? AolLo that. crsi

besped ve lon period ofA time? 'oul. it not L.aLfct certain ctors~~

of the Iorc. .iLth Ipeclial C characteric due analsi fro the regional

poit o ieC sem to me idore rlevant4 .. as 4potant than7 a one uni. crs

4at oneC gia.en momen.t o1. time.

rom the pointS of~ VIew ofi the .A mode and the as utins theelv.es,

1it wold hav eniterestin if~A 52 r. 2<adc a old. ave run4 is proram

knwldg o eisin technology at. the time, of exis~ting resuceso

expermenta ratesC or gr i etc. Isw it ' not liel that in that exercise

we .sould be all Luead byj noLL OJ co~urse, these C conclusins wold)J. make us

momdi careful 4 Eiour asupin when weA extralXAate intoC the future

In thi ' or~ld model, it is freunt stressed that the behavior

modes coniderod ae nlyuL the most basiI oneSL an thoseJ~ around' the point of

crisis1 are notC known. bcause of. a lack of. eperence. Then thee conlsion~~.

isudey drawnL. ' <itu some conidece2- that popuan and industril

gr2owth wi~ll.Ca certaily stop citui the nex5Ct century,~ at the latest (under the

asamaption of no great chang in th.e pr-e.snt sys..Ltem). ifne conl~usinn sem

.iconsitent Aith theCS ealer pmise..



e the exrpltino ae olto9 crei thenex cetr i

qustoabe.I iscneial tin the inusrilU outpu iC e ca i

(andt hence re I ource reurmn pe caia Laf all. 9eg toA decine lon

befre ci.is pont Th olto Curv in Lt t cs ould notuL

fores Te posiilt oidveloping a * ell enize ail planin

not al onrishv stre le *i' Pla ALA and not al &aaily plani

programs hae ee scce'u nrdcn ainlbrhrtteiaa

tiAn are ta<' t th wol comunty~ w.±il Air (uch' hiie priorty to I eh

prgasin t A e ina y~A s, a birt ra il decline inln t h

death raIte,
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Masschusset

In gremant itour convrston on. Mac 4 i have el

1iookc frrd to hearing fra you oni proposals~ and pr~ospct

instittiona and inial splonrsi ofj the Cyprus Cofrne

Tim ambell

Office of the
a ronmnta ~iser
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TI AK ECO NTRC TIO AND D3VFLOPM -1 E NTT

NTlA'TIONAL DEVJELOPME7NT ASSOCIATION

J IROPFAN 0F1J] :
66, AVENUE DV0,NA, 75-PARIS 16E- FRANCE

phone - 72025.10

March 30, 1972

Mr. J'ias A. Lee
EnviGrnmental Adviser
Oflice of the Director, Projects
I.B.R.D. - Room C306
Washington D.C. 20433

Dear M4r. Lee: European Economic Community
and Environment Protection

Two days ago the EEC ComIission presented a Community Paper
on Environment Policy. The Paper has been submitted to the EEC Ministers
Council for approval.

The paper consists of four documents: (a) a proposal about the EEC
general policy on environment; (b) a draft action program for reducing
pollution; (c) a draft agreement for coordination of emergency measures
among the member countries; (d) a proposal about Rhine River pollution.
Details on the documents are given in the attached statement issued by
"Europe", a press agency specializing in EEC information.

I hope these are useful additional inputs for the preparation of the
Stockhom Environiient Conference, although what is already on file must be
rather ponderous.

With kind regards.

Sincerely yours,

Vittorio Masoni

Encl.

SeL~~4 c tio
Sort 1
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1oents on the Enr gj/,etrolemu ection of Dlueprint for SurivI

Proictin o otntia aold emad fr TotalI Ener-

1Fr the orlda as a whole th lueprit's estimates (Tale 1,

p.28 re quite com patile :ith~ thse e made (sow in Tabl il. of emnd

.Aupply Ouvtlook for 'rldi >etrolun Throug 1980~v ). Some~: discrepanies
hoee do xit with respet to :rea suc as the. Uted States' Lnu str

(porceat er aanun

ue orint our

Japa1Q.j 0.0

Oentai anned rcd 2.\.0

t eurpply Of 'etroleu

i3 too :0 1. tic. s ilstrated
in it Figre 1 wol rd etoe2amnawuaece supply 0 mu

L~I "i ,o±K an. c uiOKtl OI 200 jp1 bj>C

This is, perhaps, becase Lir estimat of Oil suwply, tc the extent ascer-

tabiable, i.s based 2aily on known reseves (very; pssimisntic 0nes at thait)
to ether with an ~ipii zero growth rate (p. 42). The resource base. of

proleum supply~ derived underlj suon coctios is both unound and mis-

3. non reerve or prve reserves O : to the cuantity of. crude

oli nowamit crainty to bepes a ndL s coneroill reoverab~w tle at

curren1t coKsts and by, eting technolog. 0or ex2aiple, the U... reseorve

in1 1 LL0 ake noallownc for discoveries5 on tne Northi lo of.lsk

(estimtd to account for about 20-23 percent o1 existing (.t. rsrvs

L.actus the are not at pr'esent delive~rale. Reserve so defined tend to



2: . i12

~~2 tateC

industr1 1okn stoc ofcli h rud hyrpeetb oilan

a ai tvi ation of oil tol~ guait ofcrd oil. in pla or cf the

consideration~~~ ~ ~~~A amo vain oo thtreia micesetintemaal

abilityr o- petrole nrely

A :1 i V A -AU O~ ~2~

v n iledto incrae t eat a a r.at. Fomensurate

lit the 17 ncrm a de a 1! 1ac, this e m l wo troven

n Ar eaiL eFico. L r cto. 4Thr hv benail

"."L k~siv 0i il u al2.

indu;str, in the 1 -0proi i A estimtedx, according
to ,ll il Ao., tat t1e lv ra .r UW e o oi

A
ro7 C.nder07 theloay ts irAe by au 0.1percent.a

t. &I i K1. -i -71 -t. t . _-o ti.e

t~ ~ ~~orevr t, efi !; of oil exro Aa bee improvc .. 11n- ,,L1 0.III _" E

Wk, W-nsierabl th.rouy Ce Ott r eoa recorA eo01drsves ch

rA na .ad ate1- . o . inj ic t in il e s e i. in
tt A r i 1. giout la. ial rrelds cude i repr teLentg

taboiiout 3 p ct ' otota ptvo bst-ve in 1 o ar co

icJtLalAly recoveAble tarog AIIa idA injc ti0oaccordin 0 to1 the

(c) Offsoei oil resoures. ine scope for futur o.Aildicoverlis

is bei- bro Aadened boho i* and under theO~ tea ioL.se
incud tuo' )rcen discove a.res 2V tA (Alaska Jra .lop

Ivindict±e tatv beatren a qurte andU art hal to allil in pace

ti~.Cli1 l ant d seabedsi. a ithin 2c vc ears t h o il~. c2 inutry201 hastdveloe

(d)L Sa.Lal and2at tar )nte 'w Aporta t sorc ofC potential

Aij La. ~r petro.leum2tr cupp;t is tae aunant wola rserves aL l rsoralet
curret 9roaond Lcarn ad The' -. t~~ i tes i ihale depositstin rne .S.tu
ratioi~i ~calone tioal abut i~tr tmes ao muc ~on, IeanileO, to
re~OC 1in pce frm1aaaCn US trsad ecedte.leo
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2). 1jile it would e myopic ou reject completely the .lueprint's
p Etic AA P vj ± tEV 1.ebk ict- li of w- vr on r v> oow e itain

C actur., it Alwino oiAte ot E, t.. .t i: 0 -soa 0. - i1, r ; r -atod
ric'd, vsii 1it1'icient nowa ,)it c in t OU AiAtst i:.Lc Let..cn

r v-n ' :. r. r;s of futr a acr -dJe .1 n u , t ; iven :n ::cacntiai
eCconomic grwa

6. T rationale C Lt lueprit p roa c sees to be tat0eye~7
if tHe preictioni is ertrieei, goLo or soewhat prUemtur2e, i its buttr to

be on t.e 7 ae sie a n to pri eople it acti. n th Cthe r a nd, even
i one wou L acceptte use of scat data ad V ery silLictic mnoel for

oel-pirop aand; puroses, such a strong alarmist vie: couid lcad to bcth
itrtedi nass and wrong wiic UcAclusio.s, or t .spr Snd .iaction.

cc ir. .. . Price

ACxuang :ris
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More on the Blusprit for uvaild te to 3rowth

kener. *irk

. * ne ca~ejness of £om of tae aumats in the !lueprint/
iite, the unaviliiit no r ot cround tian

o iCT serni toru yte tic x1 tion
c :t trea t a ucen into o . t ?re-
seAtin below are Merefore : 3 ditional counte - t Wis tL = Cnore-

broedig-baaed and less at0ecuo tima to.s La y 'ebruary 13 nse -
renr t n lined input for r lroot I shall utline

later on in this mgeno wtat a tacrcu~hn siation of the subaot gould
entail, thougk I ver; och doubt tatt e have either the tire or the

: 1 t ar. on it r for trot atter, tat it will lead to if-
Lem retonxcionw.

2. 1veral1, my view o c ; aeprint's mess hanged
even after readin; tne seemiingly more convincing imits to f2rowthi.
Tnough te mes a ii m recsta t ly Ad wortoy one, the

problems. faced Giy mankaind are grossly excaggerated, the imolicat ions
hastil3 drawai and over-dreiatised. dhat I find particularly disturb-
ing in te Limits is the authors boldesU to suggest that they are
even too ge e in their assumption about the availability, conser-
vaton and life-expectancy of natural resources. It is far from the
fact as I shall illustrate later.

3. Cne nzst concede, nevertheless,that soe of' te critloiss of
the lub of syom 'a work to date has been too vicious and as eclectic cr

shortsigted as the ar ts in the lueprAt/isdte 'Te Ves. The
debate is already on its wayj to becoidnig a caue celebre, with all the
proper tradags, including line-ups of big nas and a "ood does of flam-
boynce on either siae. "onseuntly, the time in which one can -%.An
objective (if this is at all possible to begin with) or free from pressure
1ay run out soon. It may be of interest in this connection that the usually
alert minerals and metals press, 4hich we review regularly in our Division,

hs been surprisingly quiet on this subject. (I have car across only two
aumaries ofthe Ilueprint, but o onns.) It is quite possible that the

press, ain somally ref lects the views of the industry, has not decided
so far how to handle the twin works. Besides, the industry is currently
preoccupied primarily with the frictions and irlications of the recent
parity changes, the persisting overall weakness of the arket, and so on.
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.,.al knowlede to achieve this is already available. it is very unlikely
that the world wil face a tot_ enierg:y shortage, lhether or not, or how
soon costs~ beom e pronbitive I. cannot judge. But here I come back to
Adelman is point: pollution is probably a far meo urg;ent and real problem
than the thret of deplton (o xesv ost) of the souirces of energy

on- Einerals in the Iits

. Th basic figures on nITrenewable resources in the Limits to
'o t, ta s tu ten-cotun i: o ' . .- Al), :re nt to o~.

Th oC ica attaca to ilhia -osrni oax cr on ta >p>llut tion of
J Gt~ ai~ ia i au. recic d thretun c,0otrees for tao futtre,

anc., so ne :onths : ;oI p a cas to stv it tnen. lahe aro.'cted
r: to o~ :rov-tn i rcire >ntde taro are coser to thoco - oc in t to

J ersi o in a L ta iepri t, a o .n io<

uprn Liit 1/ 1ur

196_-2000 1968-200K3 1968-2020

ilver 1. 2.72.7

2.

Z auxite >.1 6.a .
Tin l. .1. 1.
Cobalt A.6 . 1.9

Croiu 3.2 2.3.

2.3

~ ~boa 6.1 4. h.7
e ekl 8,.7 3.2 3.2

Le ad2.2
.22- 3.0

1/ vreyof A. &Klow £c;tilll *tes.

1/ illian . hr or of ntua esource tilization,
ystems Dynamics Gro, e Club of ome, 'ay 26, 1971.

2/ :cooi±cs .a rtw nt t re ttie fortuuit.~~ -rLor ~aisin LD'
crai - s tror Xports o :on--c al Lucrns Tairouy I C-Tp Cn~ooperation -21'_ it.AJ. P
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3. T illutrate, I hould sa 1 0it of .l that the prim function
ofe U ia is3 , atraly andunertandly , to srve the U. . iovernment

andindstr. I th IE wrk uotd, n act in most offical discussons
of. the inera~ls prolein this ~ountry (e it in USL publications or at

Congress~ial ringi), tin untrlyng hai o oern u as :
are the ilog-tem. ir requireents o the U..? Ehat proportion

of thescan bemo fro doetic ources hat are the resources of the
reat of. the aOrl; and what are the implications of their distribution and

lcino the U.. i ters of ensrin sec.ty of s l r i

rh .. te T or oer agenisr no a iterested in, or
required to udrtak, n exh1austive anl.s of orl reou rce, as it may

seeo . io r ti ran,u inaeqac o d ta &3ligency foeting

an suppl in the re o the wold. I aI not .llin tat~ any;one eLse
could have det .ith the ~ £nth tas of oing such n exerce for 88

i_ its to ro uti attempt to corret Aor this on the supply ide by itro-

ekne2se i3Cn tii

1 hotAo ings in tie imits -.ltn regard W to na tPrC

reource are on the suply siden~; aevetheless, there are several cuestionso
lihone can raise regardn the treaet of de &ad, too,

-1 . ,ccIrI:ents6 - 2 me aron n a inrus :o e oro2en crxmm
cae i~n the treatis. run a- folos (thez nubr Igiv ar fictitious and

purelyj forLL illustratin) orld ~roureentsof inrd are cocted to
ro noiniL2tely t rteo percet xer ann. Oeserves of the? mial

esuce ecvral t~ urrnt i rcsadwt st tcholg) are
an suiint to aeet retuirement Ao £r7T; yers.~ a w aseme t new
aicvre ~ncreae n2m reserv-es live rases (ic.:., to 'y tL ea

reev lie ries to ony10yaso es hn5 ecn. alo

ac o no mUo than 130 yers It sould be noed, that th only i fig ure
unich is not moinie by a nin aterinatLi assutions is0 the gr owth rate
i renquiro eent: (which is, in effect, the mid-poit of the a' projectionz
for the year 20) ;his, figure cones harping throughiout the analysis like
the hamer C in a headache-pill.00 comerci I have several reser-vations about

L .

1.(a) irst of all, I qusio h apriateness of extrapolating
a ready-. adei poj ection coverin h next 30 yearn r o that V-er, any
single figuxre)j indecfinitely into the future for obvic iou reason 1ie Ishl
not enumerate here. I might Vimply observe tha:t alternate asmto con-
corning eveni only, a few cf the variabl. es in the model itelf (e.g., pop)ul -
ton grw eniroeneital considerations, etc. - I. a' noven thro½in in
tecnlogy) could. alter no t only the v'olmue but also th~e co aposition of fu ture

ou tput, with serious implhications for resource requirements.
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(b) ahile the Lidts rT;cognizes that the long-term trend in resource
reqirements may follow an 3-shaped curve, I am not comip1etely sure that tnis
has been fully accounted for in the analysis. I wish to emphasize without oi
into detail that there is quite a bit of evidence to suggest that the consump-
tion of a number of Ietals does, and indeed may, follow such a path.

(c) .onsiderin that the Limits is after all a. massive exercise
in sensitivity ana1 sis and that margins of error (already wide tti regard to
the USI estimates for 20U, as noted earlier) rise exponent,ially, why not
work also with significantly different deand assumptions./ This can lead
to drmnatically different results about the threat of scarcity, particularly
if the reserve estimates are raised or are mch m ore qualified,as I would be
inclined to do. For example, because of tne weight of the demand assumptions,
lowering the pro lected demand grost"h rate for a mineral I rom h percent to
1.) percent can have a much greater effect in lengthening the life of the
mineral than a five-fold increase in reserves would. xponentiality is a
bagful of tricks and what comes out depends on the magician.2/

l7 There is ot viousl acre. thn ca b said on eand, ior ex rple,
re, rding the aeec for disagregtion (a btween .. s an E L ;s), possible

cmnges in the cowosition of output, t':e role of price, etc. I suppose tais
ill be done lter jointi b' the tase Arce iat 1 tried to point out

here is Thit unlike what it is claiis toits is :ot -uri
rea;l, tue risms of inaction on t- . estion c survival but r-t tue
risks of* roat. a tie rates ctiat . ue r a other possi:1l
scenarios - sce-arios not neessarit ocee obi u b evil forces.

I ~. lcseurces - 1 smiinuld ventu!L to a rst o2 , 1 that - le I tin dt
tae its reserve fi ures ad resource assapiocas r: ver pssimistic, I

nv no altern:tive saific Ii res to Cflor. y or point bouI t non-
ree.a IL resources is taat, as I ail sc , we do nct io the true extent

ol. ti resources that exist in, and can ultLatel be recovere, fro ., t.e
cearth. (or will ne kno~ in the next tue ,ear or 10 .yeirs.) Tis, 1 tuiar ,
is a t tac 'Cart of t-' issue, since thcre is (there ougt to be) a big ni-

rc ctL-t i-ee. i reco t iations desija to det ititi uc rtai t u
tiose . a nrro 1. at e ai :.iti Li crt i t o Joesn - p:rtcu ig
becae o- the price of no -rota that 2nd is asked to , , aLicularly
sicei tiis rice :a"3 be different for 2s ano b s The ri, of i oria the

1/ This is relatively easy to do with tue .odel and imay have been tried airea .
nat I am emphasizing is that it ought to be tried with very diferent
de.and assumptions, e.g., with estimtes that fall withinhe--Uis full,

unadjusted forecast rang since one is looking in some cases not 30, but
,imre than 200, years ahead.

2/ 1 can Zrnii other examples of now adopting ailferent figures changes
tLe li ts ' cacIusions exponentially. - The sword has two edges.
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t' recomnations h not . e d v u L fce
.A uurden ~ f pr~oo2. is$ on the author. it i o thn to arn o) dco da
it i ~s oter to ut itavely p ot it in the f c nr u

1. * JTe reason wh na.. d.o not kno ho uch resurcx o hav is s>iple
enddos no~t even reqirem2 esoteric arue abo ut tho wonders3 of technolo0 .

Ce aoi. not knwil, .causeC~ noI one has1 'et .oun it nec ..r to know, a7 there-
o e went abouit taking anaccurate in:v Aetory. SC tc 2i for C moment of~

t he identito an mtivtion, or incives of th partisi w'i>. engae
endora tionT midutryt;, gevennuts no& in enet non-premit eg iS tion

haebe Livolved util. r.Icentl or 5.f a o( iatos ht 2t n
PI out the alocal u dta: theira pria iteret is to so. inat ther:o are

enug resource~s for~)C~.~ a peif cA .ol (meeing euiemetC, or providing~

explitation~ potunities ,o resatei.f of i. Tls lste
cost or explortion, reslt ina sias to keep~ 'u. resrv fiue lo . As in

po lemaou, whe te reerve/amal-onumpio rati threatens to decline
beyond a gi.ven figure (no two coutrie nee to oprt o th same figure)
enug exploratioi~~&Ln (ano, I .mighLt add, e taistica.l ;ju ,glin) is don to move

SO.~ 1 inXi3 is0. noto aenyc.. taotu cet on.neral reoucs' a idedb

scrc nor to 51 su0s ina ignoanc a'bout~ resource. 2availsalti auomatiall

edsto tie conclusiona tuax, tie1 r ape a.i...ose c prbl I a. emipha-
sizing merely uncr Lat; uncertainty; .al a Lotr aksing resnal insurance,
not Sor panic. Besides, it is gue on the 'ai of seo ogicevi-

deceado inaeq uacy of mapping to date.. ) that reources far~ ex0eed knuown
reserves.i ) T assme merlL that1 resources are .. 2ive. tie re than reserves,

as inte .Lmitsin, a suffcien l cientifica or se'infu0'sncio

at all.

21. >urthemn'ore, the Uimits deals.. xcolusivel ' ith presenl u¾ tilized
resour.tcs, i~. withi goods pretl ide_.ifed as rsesur ec a2 co rcialized.
This is a very~ narrowo, inflible.ii ofinitio of. reourceis in 'liht oI th lessons

of history an te dynmis a dace nkn sledg s . ... e and. te.chncology (not only
extracLtion2 tchniCoog but als ut.lisation tecnnA..ology). Th latter - not an2

idl 2dea - cCn swell the resourc e bse us it has done in the past (note the
rtively P recent impsortance o. elum i nu.., thneosiility of a.i S from'

22. I. am not) attec. ing te i iats blinuly am Ceel su Cesting
thaot reouraces may be sufficient~ tooat .. uch2 ILuch longer1. Oi. course, if
o is not prepared~ to reScogni~Ze a .ifferenc. between.1 the iglications of0

doosda 300L-400yea&rs fro no0w and doomsdayL 10 years from now, ac aat I
haCve noc point. One 32ial thoughAt, howeve.r: "sce tc moloiScal cange becomeLs
comletLco uredictabl ant supdt, of' Sakid lss~ of an unesiclbl

fat s 0one pJushes1 doomsai lartne and fai rther away, doesn t tis .itrod~uce
a certain openi-endedness, if not iniiy ino the avalbility o natural

]~ .cooringi to thec USlA, over ') percent of. orl reserv estimates are
p~oor,' having a cofdec level ofI lessI~ tha 6r percent. What we know:
ofsU hainaa2 naa s reservese da tes from estimastes made in 113!
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Douglas . hKare

Th Futureof hai4ind (irst Iteration)

1. Genral emarks on the Forrester Model

I'm sure Nick Carter wil treat this as'ect with complete
cometence; however, I find it difficult to find handles for ry own
elusive subject without something to relate it to. 2ven then it is
difficult. Hece the few followirg rmar which may even be of some
use for future pjusentation gven they are oucnod in laymen' termis.

In such terms, it see to m that te principal flaws of
the model -- in addition to what it excludes and its extreme degree
of aggregatiun -- are it sensitivity a 'loadedness. These a aar
to derive from the act that constraints on the major reiationship,
operate only externally to the foodback loops." At any time itir a(+) or a (-) feedback loop i control ing, thu it is not surprising
that thee mor unctons are either hooting iuwards or plungingdownward unti auch time as "resource deleion" drags them all down
into the "steady stat .

The resulting sensitivity of the o i irt seen in
c oaring Pigure 3a (World ,odelStandard "un) and Wrd , ode3
ith atural source eserves oubled). ore e et the nonsense

reault, among others, that by doubi resources the system stagger
on for a few more years before "disaster" -- which in the first run
occurs due to resourc deletin before pollution gets out of hand --
now occurs because yollutiu soars out of control. uch relaxation
of constraints by hifts" in fun tions. which merely po te a -
iven the sensitivity of the =o! -- h haracter of disaster

is clearly not an accetabl man of treat the complex inter-
relationshis involved.

owever, the real culpritO in the piece -- as others have
already observed -- are the nature of Vh function ( i.. :rronxnt al
growth at unchanged rato) and the treatent o esource reserves
being fixed at today's level or some muti' s reof. Whatever else
ha es, the tter factor sooner or later -- a in all cases much
too soon for comfort (and also for, admittedly subjectivo, intuition)
-- drags the model down to the steady tate. It is, not to dispute
that .iite resources invi tabl place a lmit on jrowth in the long
run; however, we are interested in the ti fiension and the patternof relationsip acw aproach the inevitable ds of reckoning.
Uafortie ateL, h meL with it oarin, lungirg lines tell us
ve tl abut 'ither of these things.
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One . c to start in reformulat' the model would be to
ttempt to chrt the world ' stock o natur resources (as perceived

by marAin) ac thoug the at in order to lorm a basis for judg-
ment s o the rates of discovery and "creation" of new resources t.at
wo might expot or the ture. it, t ends for resource use
derive from o ulation owth and the increase in (net) resource use
per cajut. Those, and ti other relationships, will have to be created
or recreated as functions which will "bend" -- including the possibility
of tending to zero: for example, the tendecy of resou
to increase with per c output and incone would be oderated --
has substantialy -- by changes in the nature of intermdiate and final
demand and tecnnological change. Thus, the struggle coild be viewed as
one between cost increasing factors, e.g. dletion of certain resources
and increases in tha cost of averting p ution increase, and cost re-
ducing features such as the above.

This doe not alter the need for finding wa' and means of
arresting pulation growth and the growTh of (net) source use per
caput at om sage in the fture. But it would seem that some such
reformulation is necesary if e are to know anything about the time
factor or the aths which ght be taken. ntully of course (net)
resource use itself would have to tend to zero, which - definitional
problems (such as raplanting of troial. vardwood secies and the water
cycle) aside -- would mean everything on a rccling basis.

II. Social. tress and Social Organiz.ation

Such questions are £requently mentioned in The Limits to
Growth, but are never brought together d discussed in a comprehensive
manner; nor do they a e ar to igure in the model or affect its opera-
tion.1/ In the refornated approach to the Model suggested above, it
would seem appropriate to include explicity the factor "organization
of society" in two general ways:

1) First, the effects upon the behavior of individuals and societies
of the major functions already in the odel -- e.g. population, out-
put, pollution etc. -- and others.

2) Second, the feasibility of social institutions' recogii and
adapting to the need for changa in timaly fashion.

Neither of these tasks will be accoplished easilyj however, I don' t
believe there is a quantum difference between our knowledge of the
kind of relationships suggested here and those of ollution production
and its effects which are included already.

/ I may be wrong about tis, wver, th discus'ion doc! not
indicate it nor does ?igure 20 soor to. rha a these .acto
figure in 0=0 of the equations dvws wi2 supply; if so, I
an relying on Nck to alert us.
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The e ort of1X the Gomdsaon on onlat ion Growth and the
Azerican utum1~ which han just been issued treate the I roblema posed by
to distribution of population on (or alnot on) a par with thoae pomd
by tion growth. oubtonvd that for ho U .,
for ther coutries or for the world as a whole, the ditribution
problem is the more ~initorbant and more idoinnt of the ta,; that is,
the system Vill coo "a-croper" an a result of ieiciencies and social
disorder deriving from invidual and group stress and alienation in
current urban environmnt before the shear essure of numbers on re-
sources Porclo collapse.

dowaar, it is probably best to take the balanced approach of
the Comz~ission - that population growth, urban growth and problems of
ditribution 0 qopulatioI have thus far developed together: that, how-
ever, even if population growth is arrested and societies become al'ost
entirely urbaniid, the distributior problems will atil be there. These
can be viewod on three planes - the rural/urban, the er-urban and
the intra- troolian.

St of the Comaission states that; "Partly because of
the problems of urban living, partly as an expesion of nostalgia for
what in perceived as the 'good old dags', and erhaps partly in anguish
over the condi tion of modern life -- for whatever reasons -- Amricans
express dissatisfaction with the city and think something should be done.
When asked where they~ would prefer to live, they show proon dprefer-
3nces for small towns and rural areas. &uvy reviewed by the Com-
mission have revealed a preference to live in smaller places within comn-
ruting distance of a mtroplitan central city -- a hankering after the
better part of both worlds. e £inding are hardly surprising ven
the speed with wnich the United States bocaro urbanized, Thus, whereas
ie are a m tropolitan people, our traditions and nostalgia are of the
farm and the snl2 toiwn. Furthormre, it would seem that the egerienes
in the currentbly urbanising developing countries -- where people are
being absorbed into cities at a morn ra id rate taan ha occurred ovr
ary prolonged p Lod of 44=e in the 3. ~- coud hardly be Aundanentally
different.

In addition to the rural-urban "wrench, " thare is the ; roblen
of inter-urban distribution -- betwen snal towns and large, betwee
certain natropolitan regions and rs. Crtainly towns havo declined
where economic solutions for their survival existed -- if only someona
had been bright enough to find them and society wise enough to apply
them. milarly, money has been aured Wastefuly into areas whose
decline as inevitable - freeming peope in their traditional place and
patternS of lfe for longer than neco:7ary. And the development of
certain wetronlees has been overdone. Evan if one accepts the current
inter-urban distribution, there is considrable evMence that the migxr-
tion process i not as efficient" as it might be. A a result, e.g.,
people (mainly bLacks) from rural areas in the outh beat well-worn pathe
to the major cities of the North, whereas - if the arket functioned
better -- they might have found a bettr trade-off between economic
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improveent and to stress of geographaical and cultural dislocation by
moving to a similar occupation in a nearer, smaller town.

All of tu8se factors creats stresses, as do problems of

po ulation di tribution within major Metropolitan areas. The territory
o rnetropolitan Aerice ha exanded even faster than its population,
and this experiance is being replicated in most (if not all) of the cities
of developi countries. This creates several problems; however, the most

important on in this context is the socio-economic se aration or segrega-
tion thi creates -- !hich is the more serious in the U.., because this
develo along racial lines as ell.

The nature of te stresses created and their effects on be-
havior are only beginning to be understood -- ad teir interrelationships
with other tors are even less Mw l understo howver, most discus-
sions include at least some of the following among the consequences of
modern urba nvirormnt -- consequences which are generally exacerbated

when largo sie, rapid growth and infficient" population distribution
also 0 igure in.

One might begin with the stresses (hysical as well as psycho-
logical) creAted in individuals by tia necesity of adapting to the
attern and intruments of modern livin - e.g. to the automobile and

the asseibly le. lo important are the effci t of density and over-
crowding -- and the resulting congestion. Already, a considerable amount
of researc has benn carried out or is ongoing on these questions. 85s

definable, Vr ap, but no less rel to many peole is a feeling of lone-
linoss, imprsonality, alienation of hlflessne fostered by being an

insignificant one of millions. And thase latter problems are certainly
exacerbated by socia-aconomic (and racial) segregation. Finally, total
urbanization and the dominance of metropolitan areas involves the loss
of certain social and comunity values of considerable importance. It
carries with it the loss of diversity in living environments -- a diver-
8ity that is valuable in itself and as an indicator of freedom or resi-
dential choice.

f reactions to such stresses have been studied in human
beings and/controlled experirents on animals. In research of the latter
tye on: crowding, breakdowns in normal family relations and increases in
com etitive behavior (varying with the aggresiveness of the nrticular
s-ecie) have been observed. Similar reactions may be inferred to humans
under similar conditions of stress, and these are thought to have con-
tributed as well to high levels of crime and increased &cidenco of anti-
mocial behavior of several sorts.

Thesa stresses have also tak n their toll on health -- both
mental and physical. esearch in those field-has indicated that stress
has contributed to increases in mental illnes and, via the psychosomatic
route, certain -hys ica illnesses as well. It has also been suggested
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tnt motiona1 stress my increase the incidence of h yprtensio i and

resulting heart ailments, and such research as has been performed has not

disacounted this as a possibility. Ortain kinds of anti-social behavior

-- e.g. drug addiction -, quite possibly derive from and contribute to

direct increases in stress relations (i.e., alienated groups are drawn

to drug 3creased criminal activity rsults) and indirect deterioration

of health (ie., physical and mental illness increase the "pull" of drugs
health further deteriorates as a result of use).

In addition to their effects on individuals, emotional stresses

may be placed on entire coma-unities -where somne sizable population is af-

facted by ecolgica variables. For example, there can be sqecfic loci

where halienation o groups in an imortant determinant oW violent

behavior. So" exerts in the ield have recomended the comunity as a
unit oi aggregation in ntal health on grouan that the influence of the

social lieu in ap ing, organizing, and integrating the personality

structure ha been recogised for a long perid of time. at is not

clear is the manner in which such knowledge can be utilized in working at

the coimmnity level to treat the mental and emotional maladjustments that

are continually arisirg *owever, in at least one instance in the Chicago
area, psychiatrist and lanners hv reled physical variables to

comunity mental health. The recognize that Chicago i cmsed of some

70 real comnunities and that roads which are planned so they might segment
a comunity should be relocated to preserve comunity bonds and social

interaction.

Certainly the effects of stress upon cozmnunities are iQportant,

and would seem to reach more dangerous proportions as densities increase.

Social jroblems seem to take on a sharper focus in large built-up areas,
particularly as the community ties and organizations which might have

served to de-fuse or da-escalate the confrontation are among those social

relationshins which are apparently weakened by the urbanization process.

Also, politically, large concentrations of 'opulation would seem to make
it easier for a demagogue to take over -- particularly if the underlying
situation is already in an advanced stage of breakdown.

Some efforts have been made to differentiate between densities

wMich reach 'economic climax," resulting in an optimal division of labor,
and those which reach socia climax, resulting in tresses of frequent

interactions. The research taus far suggests that social climax may be

reached at lower densities than economic climax,

noehow, at least ideally, these factor sould be built into

the irved model. At some level of urbanization, the stresses should

give rise o factors raising costs and depressing output. lventually,

the process should react back on population as stress decreases the

ffective birth rate (increased infant mortality) and increases the death

rate, and there should be the possibility of minor and maor "blowouts."

It would seor that all the interrelationships should be intensified the

0aste the rate of population growth (Particularly urban population growth)
and the more uneven its distribution.
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Thea:ai dicun on ouk alo treat the ap o.
insiutie:to asssnan ireact toth i £oo ar. ein t:sn

acua~i aid ;litical :s heres. i3h rz -rzae iniiui: ihc he
sarved (ce Laild to serve) u:~ thus ir have not xern guie!: to reanize
and aet uton the rutner coious reeds to in: rove icone and ; c~u~ation
distribution tht firr. To the jaunidiced e.% eorhr they hevo rscos:-
ni~sl t. ,a. ar ac tal fairly effetiv , M ainst the ca a -s

over taa reont 5ituation,) how aes ie to ex acot our privato and pubik
businmas organizations to accep t, if not r. no-growth, at loast a low
growth strateg: - to ada:t o factivel; to incrosaed roductivit; ad
an increased "effective demand f~or leisurc: And th ind ofcng
in the ordanization of production and the nix of final output of goode
and savices will constitute an offective rmsronse? The Forraster model
does treat suet matters - and m~t relvat ratters - bu yin-
efrectively (in The Limits to Growth) and ondy ater attert tir~ to
scare the e 1 out of us.

I 10n2 t sue how these coneideraism can be built into the
modal - even ideally ho:wever,;e ai tructuring the model, the
Tbuilders ceul d be more cognizant of th.is inauffi icioney of institutions
and attemjt to tailor and present it findlugs such that bhey are most
likely to provoke remodial action.

hI. Reaacefrth eel n Countriesa

The £oregoig discussion, } ike the Yorroster sodel and The
Limits to Growt, ifocuses ; rimarily upon the prbleno of --- and the
rmrd festations of the rodel4a operation - in eveloAed c(Auntries; in
fact, in certain instancea -- as with the discussion of racial. :roblems,
crime and drug abuse - it is U.3. specific. The intention is not to
neglect the problems of devlopirg ecuntries. Pnrtly, it is felt that
questions most affecting the developing countries fall more within the:
sphere of other-s in the group - notably Nick Carter (a two-world nodal),

Bsion Varon (natural resource souresa, ues n transfers) and 'thuck
Weiss (pollutior) - ;artly, an ettee; t will be made to ask up for t:i:
neglect until now in w~hat followa,

Population growth is concentr'ated presently in the develoj ir
countries - such that their populations are burgeonirg compared
to those of the more developed countries. In the eyes or~ marg in the
LDCe this is taken as the main cause of "concere" in developed countrias
ovor the "problema 4 of population growth and the environment. In this
view, the principal motivation amrng the concerned in developed countrise
is to arrest the process whereby the wagt of the developing countries
in world pcp ulation - already strongly in the anority - is increasing
rapidly. At the same time, it appearrs that the problem of population
drowth in developing countries is principally one of adgregate popula-
tion growth. It is not that the problm of rapid urbanization and sub-
op tirmal population distribution do not exist. They do - in spades. It
is ainpl~y that these seldom reach the leyal of perception when compared
to the overall pres sure of population upon resources.
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.tL WOuIO Sas ht th roblera ot fist im11 ortance for develo; -
ing countri _, tnt the heer~ wegt of xtreml;/ra id :oulatio
rowt ; ibt thegrowtho inc-f j r Caand- i V t

acci . eonm nd o r sout eriou attn t
to .. rovt distribuiton o ico e In tr o th ;rble

have discussed above, the real and considerable danger is that the
deveoin;; countri will reach such oulaion levol a that the pro blers
of rgion distribution adurban orgaization in the future will df
resolution.

It seato mne that the way to approach the rol eCo the eeo; -
ing countris - n counseling an telln.tl nolf--interted reso
to wrl 11 (a to th i o, ulation qustion) -- i o help thr
to devel a: ' Oive !tnat to achieve a more quitable 7haring o
politnical onrc ower. n viW, this do not hin1V on in-
creased nunner. Ch aority i alre a the. Ouite the contrar , it
dea s on i.ncreao econor c .war and incraed elitical stabil. t-
based onnationa norms. ula ion growth ; ratt obviousl wrk
agairat both the ohjectivea, k; an ctin a.. thi in of thougt,
the develogr~t ofeffativ ouation iolicias -- nd aan for tir

ahg riority. Iilution in tnL
Dc0 wou s to alarl i t a oncern. hreal lever
iould se re the control t natural rsource, but it ubtn
that this c n b civo utilied 1ithut subdtanc roexan n
economi ad ; ca: organi ation and .erformane

cc: ?esss, o ron

Waron
4ida
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-- - -- Royal Commonwealth Society, Peae reply to:
Northumberland Avenue, Pa Re pyto-
London. W.C.2 63 CROMWELL ROA D,

LONDON, S.W.7
Telephone: 01-373 6761

SECOND CONFERENCE on DEVELOPMENT and HUMAN ECOLOGY

April 25th - April 29th 1972

CHANGE OF VENUE TO HONG KONG

At this late stage in the organization of our Second Commonwealth Conferencescheduled for April 1972 it has become necessary to change the venue fromSingapore to Hong Kong. Since this major Commonwealth meeting is of criticalimportance, not only to current developments within CHEC but also in relationto the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment to be held inStockholm in June 1972, it is necessary to proceed with the Conference inanother Commonwealth country. The Governing Board of GHEC is happy to announcethat arrangements have been made to hold the Conference in Hong Kong. The Boardregrets any inconvenience this change of plan may cause.

The date remains the same, and the programme the same, but in place of that partof it which was to be concerned with Singapore there will be correspondingcontributions on Hong Kong. All arrangements a:e in the hands of the Universityof Hong Kong who are planning field excursions and have asked that WednesdayApril 26th be given over to the problems of Hong Kong.

The Conference will be held in the Senate Hall of the University of Hong Kongand further details including information about accommodation will be forwardedto you as soon as possible.

The Governing Board are pleased to confirm that the change of venue will makeno difference to the financial support for the Conference provided by theCommonwealth Foundation and UNDP.

Would you please accept this statement as an invitation to come to the Conferencein Hong Kong, and complete the enclosed Registration Form for immediate despat-chand send the Details of Arrival Form to Professor D.J. Dwyer in Hong Kong assoon as details are known.

Mrs. Zena Daysh

Secretary General

24th March, 1972.

CHEC

63, Cromwell Road,
London, S.W.7.
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Coastal Zone Workshop
sponsored by:

The Institute of Ecology

and
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Address replies to:

COASTAL ZONE WORKSHOP

Crowell House

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Woods Hole, Massachusetts 02543
March 22, 1972

Mr. James A. Lee
Environmental Advisor
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
World Bank Group
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Lee:

I would like to thank you for the interest that you have shown in

the Coastal Zone Workshop and for your assistance to this project. Your

comments were welcomed and the Steering Committee is attempting to

incorporate into the workshop program the information and new points of

view that have been received . Due to the volume of mail that has been

received, I find that it is impossible to reply to each contribution on an

individual basis. Your tolerance in accepting a less personal form of

reply is appreciated.

The selection of the discipline-oriented working groups essentially

has been completed, and these groups have begun the task of preparing

background papers and conducting literature searches. In addition, we have

made initial contacts with government agencies and industry organizations

and intend to include user-produced position papers in the workshop

deliberations. In order to fulfill the objectives of the workshop as outlined

in Bruce Tripp's memorandum of 1 February, we must consider the wide

range of viewpoints held by individuals and organizations that affect the

coastal zone. We feel that with the continued cooperation and participation

of a broad spectrum of individuals, the workshop can produce an important

and relevant report on the critical problems of the coastal zone.

t 01:



- Page Two -

Participation in the Coastal Zone Workshop beyond the selection
of working groups has not yet been formalized. It is already evident that
interest will far exceed capacity and we are attempting to develop mechanisms
that will allow for the inclusion of a maximum number of interested people.
A degree of Federal or state agency representation is now guaranteed in each
working group. Additional funds have been requested to permit us to invite a
few lecturers to spend a day or two at the workshop in order to insure the
participation of selected people from diverse fields which might not other-
wise be adequately represented at the workshop. Several scientists have
volunteered to attend at their own expense as observers. Because of space
limitations it may prove necessary to limit their participation to a portion
of the workshop, perhaps for three-day intervals. Funds and facilities that
can be made available for these additional forms of participation are being
evaluated but specific invitations cannot be distributed until after the mid-
April Steering Committee meeting.

Thank you again for your interest and your efforts. As long as
the workshop continues to receive interest and support such as you have
expressed, the final production of a valuable report should be assured.

Sincerely yours,

Bostwick H. Ketchum, Chairman
Workshop Steering Committee

BHK:pp

Enclosure: Memo from Bruce Tripp, 1 February 1972
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March 17, 1972

Mr. Stanley E. iape
Executive Director
Aierican Acadey of Envirorntl Engineers
P.O. Box 1278
Rockville
Maryland 20850

Dear Stan:

This will acknowledge your neaorandum of February 22 to the
various officers and board e of EEI3 and AAE concerning collabora-
tion withA on some specific project or program in order to begin the
stiUlation of NAE to a more active interest in te various aspects of
environnental management.

I have given smw thought to the type of project ktiich would
best lend itself to collaboration and only one comes to mind whicn I think
might be considered. This would be concerned with the economics of
pollution. I am convinced tiat with all of the good intentions expressed
by the ecologist and environmntalists, vis-a-vis s.ero pollution, rigid
enforcement and overall improvement, no one yet has a full appreciation of
the economies of the situation. Those of us as engineers who have lived
ith the problem for man years and who are able to see a bit more clearly
the need for rational choices to be made, have an obligation to begin to
set down and tepublicise after appropriate documentation and study, the
options and alternatives which exist and the relative costs. I believe
that within the Academy of Environmental Engineers lies the competence which,
when coupled with the funds and some supplemental expertise on the economic
side, would make a most useful first venture with 14AE.

Please let me know if further elaboration on r proposal is
desired.

Very truly yours,

Harold a. Shipmuan
Chief, Water Supply Division I

Fablic Utilities Projects Departaent

HRShipman:gpl
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Bernard Cha enet DATE: March 17, 1972

FROM: James A. Lee

SUBJECT: Developmerrcof a Methodology for Economic Assessment of Parasitic Disease
Control Programs

In line with our recent conversation concerning Mr. McNamara's
interest in establishing a consultative group to deal with onchocerciasis
(river blindness) in affected West African countries, the following is a
brief account of our efforts to date to initiate a cooperative study of
the economic aspects of this disease.

1. Towards the end of calendar 1970 it was suggested to Dr. Lee by
the World Health Organization (WHO) that medical experts responsible for
advising on disease control programs would benefit from talking to econo-

mists, in that a different viewpoint from that of the medico-technical would

be presented. Past experiments of this nature, not concerned with the Bank,

had broken down due to the difficulties of communicating between the disci-
plines.

2. The Bank responded by Dr. Lee chairing a series of seminars be-
tween Bank economists and WHO experts on the economic aspects of diseases
of developing countries which were of moderate success until it was decided
to concentrate on (a) only one class of diseases and (b) cost-benefit
techniques of disease control. The parasitic class of diseases was chosen
because of this ambiguity and importance as a health problem.

3. Three seminars were then arranged by the Bank over the period
February through May 1971, the main participants being Messrs. iee and Berrie
of the Projects Group from the Bank and Messrs. Tigertt and Olivier from WHO.
A number of experts joined the seminars at different times to assist in the
discussions. During these three meetings it was decided that (a) the whole
subject of disease control was likely to be responsive to the evaluation and
analytical techniques used in other sectors, e.g., systems analysis, statis-
tical testing, operations research, mathematical programming and model building
and (b) a paper dealing with one of the parasitic diseases should be prepared
which illustrated the above fact and also the fact that there seemed no intrin-
sic reason why the subject of parasitic disease control should not ultimately
be amenable to the cost-benefit analysis. Onchocerciasis was chosen as the
single parasitic disease.

4. Because of his previous experience with the techniques required,
excepting those of public health, Mr. Berrie was asked to draft such a paper
with the assistance of Dr. Tigertt. Such a paper was duly prepared and sent
to Dr. Ansari, Chief, Parasitic Diseases Division of Communicable Diseases,
WHO, in June 1971. The paper not only brought out the points listed in para-
graph 3 above but also suggested an outline program for action to be taken.

5. WHO convened a panel of public health and environment experts to
discuss this paper, which met in Geneva during October 1971. Mr. Berrie



Mr. Chadenet - 2 - March 17, 1972

attended for the Bank and acted as co-Chairman of the meeting with
Dr. Tigertt of WHO. Members of the panel varied greatly in discipline,
including doctors, statisticians, operational researchers, model builders,
econometricians and economists. At first the expected difficulty of
communication between the disciplines showed itself but, after two days of
talks, a surprising degree of understanding emerged and the panel presented
a very positive report (copy is available). Their main recommendations
were (1) the points illustrated in Mr. Berrie's paper were agreed to and
work should start on the outline program of action suggested in that paper;
(2) a small steering group composed of consultants with the requisite ex-
perience should meet from time to time to guide the work; and, (3) a project
team should be developed within WHO to assume responsibilities for overall
activities.

6. In February 1972, Dr. Ansari informed the Bank that WHO had
accepted the recommendations of the panel of experts. He asked Mr. Berrie
to act as coordinator of the small steering group which he hoped could
meet just as soon as the formalities had been attended to. The first
meeting of the steering group under Mr. Berrie's coordination is to be
held on Wednesday, March 29. WHO, US(AID) and UNDP will each send a repre-
sentative. The agenda will be to (a) fully define the nature and scope of
the program of action (b) approve or recommend modifications to the program
of action and (c) attempt to cost the time and expense of the study. WHO
has already started to form the project team and it hopes to obtain data
from the experiment in onchocerciasis control being carried out at present
by WHO (as executing agency for UNDP) in the White Volta River area.

JALee/TBerrie:on
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
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"CHECKLISTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS WOULD BE USEFUL TO ENSURE THAT

IMPORTANT POINTS ARE NOT OVERLOOKED IN CONSIDERATION OF DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS.

BECAUSE OF ITS EXPERIENCE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATIONS, THE IBRDIS OBSERVER,

DR. LEE, THE ENVIRONMENTAL ADVISER, WAS ASKED IF IBRD WOULD CONSIDER ARRANGING

A SMALL INFORMAL MEETING OF TECHNICAL REPRESENTATIVES FROM DAC MEMBER DONOR

AGENCIES FOR AN EXCHANGE OF INFCMATION AND VIEWS. DR. LEE INDICATED HE

WOULD BE PLEASED TO ASSIST IF POSSIBLE PROVIDED THERE WAS SUFFICIENT INTEREST

IN SUCH A SUBSTANTIVE-TYPE MEETING. NO TIME OR PLACE WAS SUGGESTED FOR THE

PROPOSED METING." THE FOOTNOTE SHOULD BE DELETED AT BOTTOM OF PAGE 4.

IT SHOULD BE STRESSED THAT THIS WOULD NOT BE A DAC-TYPE MEETING BUT RATHER A

METING OF TECHNICAL PERSONS CONCERNED WITH ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF

DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES. REGARDS

JALEE
INTBAFRAD
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NAME James A. Lee cc: Mrs. S. Boskey
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(e aflIca claania, Contractor to di1continue th
use plastic wate-baisgt liner oag.

(4) Select a baler and neotiate it purchase.

( eleco a .oca ia for the baler (the reoomended balera
Aill :t ela.r on he onadinn !aUfwr or in the dock)

and providAen electric power scurce.
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conmuter pa er. i etd dealer: from whom to soliciv
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a. 2apitra asclamation &r .

b. cinc rn To.
1315 irst t., 3. .el. 54-300

c. Oolumbia Waste Mterials, Inc.
c2 d rentwood vd., . - el. $29-8080

d. * sd.alvar;e orp.
us9 tee * .. C. el. Sid-i 5O

s. loretom Junk so.
n ,"V Street, T.. Tel. 333-1900

(9) Liform the San& safV of the vec cane, reoet co-
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and extoll the econoic an Coo, ic benefits to be ;aine
at the cost of ome hot ''in'er! on uninsulated coffee cups

.e 2ftice >'upnort .ervices livisior, :aintenance ;upervi sor,
ir. .acuci, has provided extensive assistance in the preparation of this
;ropo al, in bon the description of the existind system and the design
of the pror ooed system,
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e.c. Messra. P. ). tenderson~

J. J. iaeci
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Mrs. Rita Adler M4arch 7, 1972

George Kalmanoff

Your Request on Pulp and Paper Projects

and Loans for Anti-Pollution Equipment

In response to your request of today, attached is a list of the

pulp and paper projects directly financed by the World Bank Group 
from its

beginnings through the end of February 1972. You will note that these have

all been IBRD loans or IFC commitments. No IDA credits have been granted

for this purpose. In addition to the loans listed, there have been pulp and

paper projects financed indirectly through the relending by Development 
Fi-

nance Companies of lines of credit obtained from the Bank Group. It has not

been possible to extract cumulative, detailed data on this latter type of

lending within the short period of time available. However, during the five

fiscal years 1967-71 a total of $19.8 million was made available for pulp

and paper projects in this form.

Since its early history the Bank has considered pollution

control an integral aspect particularly or those types of industrial projects

in which major potential pollution damage was apparent, such as in the pulp

and paper projects the Bank financed in Finland in the 1950's and early 1960's.

On the other hand it has only been more recently that pollution control

aspects have been considered systematically in all direct industrial financing

by the Bank and IFC. This is also well demonstrated in ecology covenants in

the legal documents pertaining to our recent lending operations. Specific

loans for anti-pollution equipment for existing or new industrial plants

perse have not been granted. The cost of such equipment is included in

the total investment costs of industrial projects, a portion of which is

then financed by the Bank Group.

For example, in the most recent industrial loan approved by the

Board, on February 1, 1972, i.e. the IBRD loan of $64.5 million for the

CSN Steel Expansion Project in Brazil, the total project cost of $448.2

million included $10 million for anti-pollution equipment. In another steel

project currently under consideration for a Bank loan, $5 million of the

total project cost estimate of $290 million is for anti-pollution equipment.

Pollution controls have also been considered and introduced as

necessary in other industrial projects recently supported by Bank Group loans,

among which are the following:

Date of Loan

Ageement Project Amount of Loan

July 30, 1971 Cochin fertilizers India $20 million (IDA)

August 25, 1971 HBR iron ore mining - Brazil $50 million (IBRD)

January 24, 1972 Gora-pur fertilizers - India $10 million (IDA)

Attachment

GKalnanoff/UFuchssm1
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London 22 February '.K2

Dear .I
22

U.nd.er the auspices of the Scientifi Comitee on Prblm of the
avironmnent 0f ±SU, an inern io workingarouprecently as

a report on a<an-ad Lksa ,ie .. yt. The renort disus.
Z; d C -a -'.Cse ex eience with the- plannin~ andr opraio oflag resevois,

ssts new policy an resa wic "romise to elp uc. proeA 2e.

ipurposes more ee I a a so

-ecause of the interest of o any in man-made
ase writing to tell you of its Cortcoin publication and7 toas-t

coies you would like to have for d rbution to concerned me o
your central staff and your Cild offices.

As a group representative of scientists and scientii organtin
a -any countries, we are anxious to see the reco1endatioLn in t aat

receive thoughtful consideration by responsible governmental ajenio.

We think that your agency may be articularly iterested in x uni
the possibility of stimulating the kinds of emplary benei oal-oo
and impact statements which are outlined in recommendations no.9b and 9..

After your agency has had an opportunity to study the repDort 1e op
you will let us know how far you expect to be able to go in respondin o
the recommendations. We would like to be able to make a public stateont
on this topic in early June, 1972.

If you or your associates were to care to discuss the report in aore
detail I would be glad to arrange for a member of the working group tomeet wi h you.

Sincerely

JE. Smith

President

:r Robert McNamara,
In-ternational Bank for Reconstruction
and Development,
-ntcernational Developmrent Association,
.ASINGTON, D.C. 20433,

U S . .e

C C , iin' na
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DViSiON OF HEALTH SCIENCES
124 HULLiHEN HALL

February 22, 1972

Mr. James A. Lee, Director
Division of Ecology
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Lee:

I am taking this opportunity formally to invite you to
participate in the first of a series of seven Symposia spon-
sored by this University and the Division of Health Sciences.
Titled The Sciences of Health in America: Diagnosis and Prognosis,
this first Symposium will take place on 20-22 April, 1972.

Its subject matter will include such topics as the hospital
and medical education of the future, para-medical care of the
future, the economics of medical care, intellectual relations
between physicians and research scientists, the utilization of
research results, varied American health attitudes, and comuar-
isons with other professions. Speakers for the first Symposium
will include Merlin K. Duval, Richard S. Prindle, John Hanlon,
Bernard Barber, Randall P. Whaley, Leonard Fenniger, Louis
Lasagna, Harold Sheppard, and Richard Magraw.

Speaking for President Edward A. Trabant, this University
would benefit significantly from your involvement in this
endeavor. It will provide for your travel and accomoda-ion
needs, and will also pay you a suitable honorarium. The Sym-
posium will begin with refreshments and dinner on the evenina
of 20 April, and the day of 21 April will be devoted to addresses
by individual experts and end with a colloquium. That evening
will witness a dinner addressed by a speaker and the morning
of 22 April will be devoted to a round-table discussion among

audience will comprie medicl and para-medical peronnedlfom



Mr. James A. Lee -2- February 22, 1972

the Delaware, Maryland, and Virginia region; the general pu .
and University faculty and students. it will receive national
publicity and the University is asking all participants for
the right to publish their address in book form upon completion
of the planned seven Symposia.

Looking forward to your favorable response, I am,

Cordially,

Edward Lurie
Professor of Health Sciences

and History

EL/emd
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Jamiary 26, 19T2

Dipl.-Ing. W.Kittelberer,
Kittelberger - Consulting Engineers
1)43/1i5 nmdenheiner Strasse
Dn-67.ughae(hen
GermanyQ

Dear Mr. Kittolberger,

In reply to your letter of the 14th of Jamary, I attach hereto,

copies of leafleto and a booklet published by the World Bank, en

enviramental protection and pollution control.

I trust this will be of assistane. to ym.

Sincere3y yours,

Charles M;orse
Chief, Water Supply Division II
Public Utilities Project. Dpartmnt

Control No. IC-2-hC
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COMMONWEALTH HUMAN ECOLOGY COUNCIL

Registered Office:
Royal Commonwealth Society, Please reply to:
Northumberland Avenue, 63 CROMWELL ROAD,London, W.C.2 ONDON, S.W.7

Telephone: 01-373 6761

19th January 1972

James Lee, Esq.,
Director of Environment,
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development,
1818 Hjg Street, N.W.
WASHINGTCN D.C. 20453.

Dear Mr. Lee,

You could notogl25 n me better news when we spoke of the probability
of your attending the Singapore Government/CHEC Conference (April 25-28, 1972)
when we had our telephone conversation in New York recently. Members of
Council were also delighted to hear this news during a further CHEC preparatory
Conference meeting last week. Julian Grenfell made a very considerable
contribution, and did great things for the World Bank image at our pioneering
Conference in Malta in 1970. This continuing link with the World Bank is our
keen wish.

I enclose (1 the first outline of programme of the Conference
(2 an outline letter of invitation
(3 a history and outline of CHEC.

The Commonwealth has so much valuable, historical, and ready-made
machinery that this Commonwealth initiative in human ecology is now providing
the focus to pull the best of it together; this in turn is all inter-related
with so much international action so that there is a little or no constraining
influence. We have been able to move forward very well on the international
front, particularly as we have Mr. Strong and his Secretariat as valuable
allies, and we have been attending each others major meetings in the past
year. I think they too have found our development work in all Commonwealth
countries to be of use to them.

With Singapore hosting the Second Commonwealth Conference and
preparing the next Case Study, we are able to take a good hard look and more,
at where we can underpin global programmes. This may especially apply to
lNES00's Man and Biosphere agenda of work.

The Canadian response to CHEC is heartening, and it well may be that
CHEC moves next to Canada for a major continental development. There is a
movement for Canada to host the Third Conference in due course and we would
hope to give a significant impetus to world development on an ecological
basis.



2.

CHEC and Singapore will be circulating various papers in the next
month or two, and I shall send you on the findings of our Commonwealth
administrative meeting held in London before Christmas, which shows the
gathering pace in the developing and developed Commonwealth of this sort
of thinking.

We would certainly like to keep a slot for you to speak a little
about the World Bank and its outlook to these matters, so I hope you will
give me early word about your interest and attendance, in the Conference.

We are to stay in the Miramar Hotel in Singapore, and from London
we shall be arriving on the week-end 23rd April and leaving on Saturday
29th April 1972. For your information, the liaison officer for Confernce
organization in Singapore is Mr. Moh Siew Meng,

Ministry of Law and National Development,
National Development House,
Maxwell Road, SINGAPORE 2.

Much looking forward to hearing from you.

Yours sincerely,

Mrs. Zena Daysh
Secretary-General
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CABLE ADDRESS: TIFCO TELEPHONE: CA 8-7583
AREA CODE 713

CcOR F RCF A -rI C N

International Trade, Industrial Development and Finance

P.O. BOX 13361 • HOUSTON, TEXAS 77019
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CABLi. ADDREM: TFCO TELEPHONE CA 8-7583
AREA CODE 713

c-e~~ PWa gV -ge ~- A ME FV I~ 4r C A
AA W~ r C CO F P- (D " A Tr I C N

International Trade. Industrial Development and I inane

P.O. BOX 13361 . HOUSTON, TEXAS 77019

1. HydroTech Services, Inc. has developed a series of new methods to
connect and repair pipe systems underwater and on land. When factors such
as time, economics, work stoppage, pipe size, natural disaster, pollution,
location remoteness, water depth, and weather make a connection sensitive,
HydroTech methods can save substantial time and money effecting connections.

2. Delivery and Installation: Normally, it takes eight to ten weeks to
manufacture HydroTech equipment. To effect emergency connections, it is
necessary to pre-manufacture equipment for stand-by availability. Hydro-
Tech offers world wide installation service.

3. Financial Requirements: Submit a job description and HydroTech will
develop a work bid. Payment should be in U.S. dollars payable in Houston,
Texas through an irrevocable letter of credit drawn on a major U.S. bank.

HYRDOCOUPLE- Mark 1, Mark 11, Mark 111

1. Design Requirements: To effect permanent angular or straight-line
pipe system connections.

Slips
Packing Elements

F'--:l 1-771__Housing

Spacer Rling

Anti-corrosion Seals

Bowls Pistons

2. Applications:
A. Underwater

(1) New construction: compensate for misalignment up to 20° in a
plane and for end match, e.g. Dubai offshore storage tank; straight-line
tubular connections; riser connections; and tie-in connections

(2) Repair: pipeline broken by anchor drag, e.g. Mississippi River
or Singapore harbor; repair leaking manifold on pipeline used to transfer
crude oil from offshore tanker terminal to refinery, e.g. Managua situation
in which time was the essence because of potential work stoppage and tanker
schedules; and tubular structure damange in offshore platforms



HYDROCOUPLE

B. On land
(1) Repair: to effect rapid repairs in a refinery or plant which

requires a cold connection, thus avoiding shutting down an operational
plant; emergency in which pipe repairs must be effected under sensitive
conditions; sewer repairs; atomic situation in which remote connection
necessary; food pipe system in factory or transportation pipe in which
repairs must be made immediately to avoid exposure to germs or air; arid
repair to vacuum pipe system

(2) New construction: to effect connections with pipe misalignment
up to 20° in a olane or 40° in a cone.

3. Equipment: There are several types of HydroCouples-Mark 1,Mark 11, Mlark1ll,
single or double action and single or double action Bias/Cut Flange. Define
the problem and HydroTech will provide the couple to meet the requirement.

HYDROTAP
1. Design Requirements: To tap a new line into an existing, operational
pipe system. It is a rapid, economical connection, which is effected
without welding.

2. Applications:
A. Underwater: Repair and new construction: to effect a rapid tie-in

pipe connection to an existing, operational system. It avoids use of
expensive surface equipment and costly sub-sea diving welders. Comparable
to conventional tie-in methods, the HydroTap will save substantial money
in tap-in connections. All work can be done underwater, thus avoiding
need to raise a pipe to the surface.

B. On land: Repair and new construction: in emergencies, a tap-in can
be made in a relatively brief period, without shutting down an operational
refinery, factory, or plant pipe system.

C. On ships: damage control, to effect immediate tap-in connections

Patent Pending



HYDROBALL

1. Design Requirements: To effect rapid, economical pipe connections with
a ball-socket couple. The connection is permanent and has been tested up
to 10,000 PSI; but it can be disconnected, if necessary. Attached to a
HydroCouple, the HydroBall can be clamped to existing pipe through an
entirely cold connection. It can compensate for misalignment up to 20°
in a olane or 40° in a cone.

2. Applications:
A. Underwater: repair or new construction; risers to platforms,

especially in difficult weather conditions; emergency situations; offshore
fuel terminal connections; and all connections requiring immediate
installation under sensitive conditions.

B. On land: repair or new construction: to effect connections with
misalignment up to 20° in a plane; to effect immediate cold connections
in a plant, avoiding shutting down an operational system; to repair
pipe in a disaster with limited equipment and personnel; work with atomic
systems in which remote installantion is necessary; and connections
in hydroelectric projects

C. On ships: to make immediate repairs in emergency damage control

HYRDOEXPANSION JOINT

1. Design Requirements: to effect rapid connections when exact measurements
are not possible. The expansion joint is designed to collapse or extend
to the exact len'gth required. It is also designed to service pipe
movement, by letting the pipe breathewith the expansion and contraction
of the pipe system.

2. Applications: being attached to other HydroTech equipment, the expan-
sion jolnt can effect connections with risers, offshore storage tanks,
pipe systems, and platforms. It can be useful in construction connection
or after installation to allow a system to breathe.



HYDROCLAMP

1. Design Requirements: to effect permanent repair on damaged pipe ranging
from partially deformed to entirely split pipe.

2. Applications:
A. Underwater: repair or new construction: to seal a crack, break,

hicky, or scratch, without shutting down the pipe system or raising it
to the surface. HydroClamp can repair structural tubing on platforms
and other sub-sea structures.

B. On land: repair pipe in a factory, subway, sewer, or plant which
requires an immediate cold connection

C. On ships: to effect immediate repair of a weak or damaged pipe system

HYDROPATCH

Design Requirements: to effect a very temporary, emergency pipe patch.
It stops a leak, but it does not effect permanent repair. It can be used
to cover pin-hole leaks, scratchers, or hickies to serve as a patch
until permanent repair can be made.

PRODUCTION SERVICES

HydroTech offers a world wide offshore production service. The company
can furnish trained personnel to perform services related to production
of offshore oil and gas wells. These services include monitoring flow of
wells, measurement of production into Sales Lines, correction of mechanical
difficulties, and general light maintenance of production platforms.
HydroTech Services can supply supervisory personnel or complete crews
including roustabouts on a world wide basis.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
For additional information regarding HydroTech Services,Inc., contact
TIFCO Inter-America Corp, P.O. Box 13361, Houston, Texas 77019.
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GOP per coput/per year
$ US log scale
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* Correlation based on 84 countries

Figure 4. Calories derived from fats, carbohydrates, proteins as percent of total calories according to the
income of the countries (1962)
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